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SURNAME:


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


DEC 2 9 195


Mr. Beber Comer
, Parker MLuing Company


F,0, aos 9.38 Ret Dock•¾ No. DIR 32/,
Ketehna, Idaho Parker mne


Lead41ao


Dear Nr. Camers


Vith referense to your appliention for exploration project
assistanos of May 28, 1951, the Government has made a detailaa study
of the data sulnitted 17 you and, also, all geological and field data
presently available. He find the prior exploration condneted on the
Parker Vein on several levels has not resulted in disoevery of the
cantinuation of the Parker ere shoot er other worthwhile base metal
en•ralisation. Your proposal to explore down the dip of the Parker
vein beyond the Montgomery tunnel level does not appear to be sup..
Parted %7 analysis of the geologia structure, and your application
tar emploration projeet assistanee is therefore denied.


¾e appreciate the opportunity to review your projoet, and
regret that it does not fulfill the requiremente of Mt naval Order 5.
If,however, additional information or a revised nrogram is presented
o a sound geologieel engineering basis, your projeot will be reopened
for eensideration.


Sincerely yours,


C. O· Mittendorf


Aeting Administrator
Defeme Enera2a Brploratim


DEMoulds/meh Aaministratim
12/21/91
oc to: Adm. Reading File 9


ils and Files /
Mr. MLttendorf
Mr. Moulds
Mr. Bishop
Mr. McKnight
Docket
Region II (2)
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SURNAME:


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25,D.C.


AIR MAIL


Nr. ' ber fo15er
Parker og company Re: Docket do. DW•324
P.O. Box 38 . Parker hine /
Ketehum, & the Lead•Zine |


Dear Ar. ( o :


ith ference to your application for exploration project
as istance of liay 26, 1951, the Goverrament has made a de tailed study
of the data tuinait d à i you and, also, all geological and field data
presently evalla le. We find the prior exploration conducted on the .
Parker Veía on severa levels has not resulted in discovery of the ,
continuation of the ea ter ere shout or other worthŒtile base metal
mineralitet n. Your p osal to further explore tue area down the .
dip of the arker vain fr the Montgomery tunnel level e diamond
drilling, also, doen not a er to substantiate the possibility of
inaking a discovery on the per ½in which would result in a korth-
while producid on of base meta our apolication for exploration
project assistrice as resente the above data is therefore denied,


e Gove erjr h interes* pa ticipation in
all well de ts geol daT6rable for ,gwekecovery
and ios si fican Lennagerw¾Ñategise&+†TA-


tant ai, e appreeige, took ore, the opportunity to review
your project and regret thatfit does A ulfill the recuiremente.


If adü4ional infor on or a revised program
is presented on a 50 ad 10 ica14engineež og basia, yotr reject vil
be reoaned for considera ion.


TJENouldsfjem incerel s
12-13-51
ec to• Adm. Reading ile eting luminis ator


Rails & Filgé Br• etense Mine vals xploration
Docket Administration
Messrs. Nittendorf


Mote
Eelson
Roulds


Field Team, Reg. II (2)
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


AIR MAIL


Mr. Heber Comer
Parker Mining Company Re: Docket No. DMA-324
P.O. Box 938 Parker Mine
Ketchum, Idaho Lead-Zinc


Dear Mr. Comer:


With reference to your application for exploration project
assistance of May 28, 1951, the Government has made a detailed study
of the data submitted by you and, also, all geological and field data
presently available. We find the prior exploration conducted on the
Parker Vein on several levels has not resulted in discovery of the
continuation of the Parker ore shoot or other worthwhile base metal O
mineralization. É thm,eptere ttWWëiToWihe


Ene=7tontgomery tühneTIë¾ël bý diamond'
drilling, also, does no ppear to substantiate th as 3>ilit,
making a digeoverf örvthe Parker Véin which woul É in -
whilfpi6Sction of asg metäl. Kour á¾plicat n
project assistance as presented by the above da e denied.


Thé vernment is ry much interested in
all 1 ined projects ogicall'y favo bl fo sco
and later prpduction of s ficaný tonna fs ra lly


lA" port neral. We appfec ate, théreforé, o por ty to rgÂeî«
your proj t -reáÂt 'tha MÍàesmóí fu 11 Êeq réinen s. y


I additional information or a revised program
is presented on a sound geological engineering basis, your project will
be reopened for consideration.


Sincerely yours,


Defense FÏinerals Exploration
Administration
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON25,D.C.


December 13, 19§


NEMORANDUM


To: Mr. C. O. Mittendorf, Acting Administrator


Froms D. E. Moulds


Subject: Recommendation for Denial of Exploration Loan,
Docket No. DMA•3241, Parker Mining Company, Ketchum,
Idaho, Lead-Zine


The Applications


The applicant initially submitted an application for a -
production loan. A field team examination was made in april and
the applicant was advised that the property did not warrant a pro-
duction loan but that an exploration loan would be considered if
presented.


The applicant therefore filed Form 103 for an exploration '
project in the amount of *18,450 under date of May 28, 1951. The
application proposed 10,000 feet of diamond drilling but was in-
definite in location and objectives. The field team requested the
applicant to clarify the proposed project which was done under date
of October 6, 19§1 by letter and map. The revised project consisted
of six holes (6,000-7,000 feet) at an estimated cost of $21,200.


Propertp


The property consista of 6 patented claims located in
Blaine County, Idaho, which are owned by the applicant, A emall
amount of mining equipment is available for mining operations. The
mine ad a small production of high grade shipping ore during the
period 1883-1889, which is said to have come from a shoot about
?$•feet long by 7-8 feet in width which pinched to a calcite seam on
both ends. The ore was followed down a 30° dip for 500 feet where
it terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault. Persistent
efforts to locate the ore beyond the fault resulted in extensive
exploration drifts, crossette, winzes and raisea on several levels.
The applicant obtained the property in 19h7 and has since rehabilitated
several of the old tunnels in the upper and lower levels, accomplished







some sampling and new exploration from the lower levels.


The Project


The revised project proposed to drill six holes ranging
from 200 to 600 feet and totaling 4,400 feet according to the map.
The holes to be drilled to intersect the projected Vein above,
below and level with the lower mine tunnel. The holes would out an
area approximately 1200 x 600 to the south and weet of the present
workings.


The geology of the area and Parker Mine has been well
covered by Phamphlet No. 90 written by A. L. Anderson, T. H. Kiilsgaard,
and V. C. Fryklund, Jr. for the Idaho Bureau of Mines ànd Geology.


Conclusion:


The extensive exploration previously accomplished on the
Parker Vein has reenlted in only one ore producing, stope,. This stope
although high in rare and base metal content, was mined to the end
margins 'and' tcÏ a' faulii cutoff." This one has not been definitely ,
located although work seeking the extension was done in all directions.
The field team has concluded that the proposed drilling has little
possibility of discovering new ore bodies, or continuation of the ore
shoot previously mined and that proper exploration could only be
accomplished by more extensive underground program. The field team
also believer that the present management is not competent to success-
fully direct such a program.


Review of the above mentioned Phamplet No. 90, as it refers
to the Parker Mine, indicates that the St. Louis tunnel area represents
an unexplored and promising part of the structure and should be given
priority in any future exploratién program. In view of this report,
it is believed that the project cannot be denied on the basis of
geological improbability. It is also believed that competent supervision
acceptable to the Government could be required if a suitable program
was proposed.


The program as now proposed does not explore the St. Louis
area and the Field Team recommendation of denial on the basis of little
possibility of discovery of either new ore bodies or the continuation
of the faulted ore shoot appears sound but it is believed that re-
consideration should be suggested on presentation of a new project and
additional information.


A suggested letter is attached.


DEMoulds/jem
cc to: Mails and Files Br.


Mr. Moulds
Docket
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


December 13, 1991


MEMORANDUM


To: Ef. C. O. Mittendorf, Acting Administrator


From: D. E. Moulds


Subject: Recommendation for Denial of Exploration Loan,
Docket No. DMA-32¼X, Parker Mining Company, Ketchum,
Idaho, Lead-Zinc


The Application:


The applicant initially submitted an application for a
production loan. A field team examination was made in April and
the applicant was advised that the property did not warrant a pro-
duction loan but that an exploration loan would be considered if
presented.


The applicant therefore filed Form 103 for an exploration
project in the amount of $18,h50 under date of May 28, 1991. The
application proposed 10,000 feet of diamond drilling but was in-
definite in location and objectives. The field team requested the
applicant to clarify the proposed project which was done under date
of October 9, 1991 by letter and map. The revised project consisted
of six holes (6,000-7,000 feet) at an estimated cost of #21,200.


Property:


The property consists of 6 patented claims located in
Blaine County, Idaho, which are owned by the applicant. A small
amount of mining equipment is available for mining operations. The
mine had a small production of high grade shipping ore during the
period 1883-1889, which is said to have come from a shoot about
75-feet long by 7-8 feet in width which pinched to a calcite seam on
both ends. The ore was followed down a 30° dip for 500 feet where
it terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault. Persistent
efforts to locate the ore beyond the fault resulted in extensive
exploration drifts, crosscuts, winzes and raises on several levels.
The applicant obtained the property in 19h7 and has since rehabilitated
several of the old tunnels in the upper and lower levels, accomplished







some sampling and new exploration from the lower levels.


The Project:


.The revised project proposed to drill six holes ranging
from 200 to 600 feet and totaling h,h00 feet according to the map.
The holes to be drilled to intersect the projected vein above,
below and level with the lower mine tunnel. The holes would cut an
area approximately 1200 x 600 to the south and west of the present
workings.


The geology of the area and Parker Mine has been well
covered by Phamphlet No. 90 written by A. L. Anderson, T. H. Kiilsgaard,
and V. C. Fryklund, Jr. for the Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology.


Conclusion:


The extensive exploration previously accomplished on the
Parker Vein has resulted in only one ore producing stope. This stope
although high in rare and base metal content, was mined to the end
margins and to a fault cutoff. This one has not been definitely
located although work seeking the extension was done in all directions.
The field team has concluded that the proposed drilling has little
possibility of discovering new ore bodies, or continuation of the ore
shoot previously mined and that proper exploration could only be .
accomplished by more extensive underground program. The field team
also believes that the present management is not competent to süccess-
fully direct such a program.


Review of the above mentioned Phamplet Ko. 90, as it refers
to the Parker Mine, indicates that the St. Louis tunnel area represents
an unexplored and promising part of the structure and should be given
priority in any future exploratién program. In view of this report,
it is .believed that the project cannot be denied on the basis of
geological improbability. It is also believed that competent supervision
acceptable to the Government could be required if a suitable program
was proposed.


The program as now proposed does not explore the St. Louis
area and the Field Team recommendation of denial on the basis of little
possibility of discovery of either new ore bodies or the continuation
of the faulted ore shoot appears sound but it is believed that re-
consideration should be suggested on presentation of a new project and
additional information.


A suggested letter is attached.







IN REPLY REFER TO:


4 tagtta UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


Re: Docket DMA-324
Parker Mining Compmay


Memormadan Ketchum, Idaho
Parker Mine, Blaine County,


To: C. O. Mittendorf Idaho
DEPAMER ff n loan, $21,200


From: E. J. Lyons, Geological Survey RECERES


Sub ject: Recommendation for denial of e io gþan


Defense Minemis Administration,
Produdica Expansion Division,


The report of the field team has been received and
reviewed.


The Parker mine, about 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, Idaho,
is developed on a vein formed La a guarts-bearing shear zone which
dips 35* SE. The wall rock is dark, carbonaceous argillite.


The deposit, discovered in 1833, produced in the next 15 -
years about 1,552 tons of ore contahakag over 550 tons of lead and
300,000 oz. of silver. This ore came from a single shoot about
75 ft. long. The shoot was mined on the Blacksmith level mad
followed down the dip of the veta for a distance of about 500 ft.
where it was cut off by a fault. The Mbatgomery twanel, driven at
a lower level, was an unsuccessful attempt to fiad the faulted part
of the shoot. Stace 1938 the property has been worked only L2ter-
mittently.


The applicmat originally applied for a direct loan, but
when advised that his property did not warrant assistmace of that
type, the application was changed to a request for ma exploration
loan of $21,200 on a participating basis. The program proposed--
consists of 6,000 to 7,000 feet of diamond drilling from the
Montgomery level to explore for the continuation of the faulted
ore shoot and for new ore bodies.


It is the opinion of the field teon that the progran
offered by the applicant has little possibility of discovering
either the continuation of the faulted ore shoot or new ore bodies,
and that proper exploration of the property could be accomplished
only by a more extensive underground program. Furthermore, the
present management is not believed competent to successfully direct
such a program.







1 e e


The field team, therefore, recommends that the
application be denied. We concur with this recommendation and
suggest that a letter of denial be sent to the applicant.


Attached hereto are.


3 Forms MF-103
& amended statements of exploration, program with maps.


Memor andum dated Apr il 23, 1951 from T. Kiilegaard, et al,
to fie ld team.
Letter of June 2, 1951 from H. Corner
Memorandum of October 26, 1951, to T. p. Bliiing a
from field team.


J. yo
Geologist
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Surname:


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ---


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


19: Dookot DNA*32L


Remorandum


Tea C. O. Mittendorf


Froma E, J. Igons, Geological Survey


Parker R$.ning Compury-
Ketehua, Idaho
Parker Mao, Blain Comty


Idaho
Exploration loan 21,200


Subj eete Recommendation for den tal of explora tion loan


The report of the field team has been reeeived and
reviewed.


The Parker mine, about 6.7 miles east of Ketohum, Idaho,
is developed on a vain formed in a quarts•¾earing shear sone which
dips 35 SE. The wall rook is dark, carbonaceous argillite.


2he deposit, discovered in 1833, prodneed La the next 15
years about 14552 tona of ore containin5 over 550 tons of lead and
300,000 os. of silver. This ore oame from a single shoot about
75 ft. long. The shoot was mined on the Blaokaaith level and
followed down the dig of the Vein for a distanoe of about 500 ft.
where it was out off by a fault. The Nextgomery tunnel, driven at
a lower level, was an unsuooessful ***empt to find the faulted part
of the shoote Sinoe 1938 We property has been worked only, inter-
mittently.


The applicant originally applied for a direot loan, but
when advised that his property did not warrant mestatance of that
type, the application was ehanged to a request for an exploration
loan of #21,200 on a partioipating basis. The program proposed
consists of 6,000 to 7,000 feet of diamond drilling from the
Montgomery level to explore for the continuation of the faulted
ore shoot and for new ore bodies.


It is the opinion of the field team that the program
offered by the applicant has little possibility of discovering
either the continuation of the faulted ore shoot or new ore bodies,
and that proper exploration of the property could be acoomplished
only by a more extensive mderground program. Furthermore, t,he
present managem at is not believed competent to successfully direct
such a program.







The field team, therefore, reooamaands that the
application be de 194• We coreur with this resoamaandation and
suggest that a letter of der tal be sent to the applicant.


Attached hereto ares


3 Forms MP-10)
14 amended statesments of exploration program with maps.


erarandum dated April 23, 1951 from T• Killegaard, et al
to field tema.
etter of June 2, 1951 frora H. Cornet
emorendum of Getober 26, 1 1, to Te i• Billings
rom field teen.


L. J. Lyona
Geologist


EJLyonsaamp
G 11-20-51
Copies tot A. E. Weissenborn Region II (2)


E. T. MeEhight
0. H. Bishop
Direotors r• file 4214 GSA
Br. r. file 4214 GSA
Geol. Div. Files 14100
Administratora r. files


e
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UNITED STATES


EPARTMENT OF THE INTER O


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


So. 157 Howard Street
\SS Spokone 4, Washington


October 26, 1951


Memorandum


To: T. P. Billings, Chief Lead-Zino Branch, DN


From: Field Team, Region II


Subject: Parker Mining Company, DNA Docket 3241


The Parker Mining Company initially submitted an application for
a DNA production loan. As a result of this application a DNA Examination
Team visited the property in April, 1951 and advised the applicant that the
property did not warrant a production loan, but for the applicant to consider
application for an exploration loan.


Application for an exploration loan was submitted by the applican
in June, following a directors meeting of Parker Mining Company officials.
This application was rather vague and indefinite in describing the proposed
exploration program, consequently, the Field Team was requested by letter
from DMA in Washington D. C., dated July 25, 1951, to secure more concise
information as to the applicant's plans. A letter from this office, dated
August 1, 1951 requested the applicant to clarify the proposed exploration
program. This information in the form of a map and accompanying letter has
been received and is being forwarded herewith.


In the light of the proposed drilling progren, and after consideration
of possible ore that such a program might discover, the Field Tema recommends
the application be denied as the proposed program is not geologically feasible;
and is believed to have little chance of discovering a productive ore body.
Although it is quite likely that the Field Temn could persuade the applicant
to reorient his diamond drilling program, it is believed that such a progrom
on the Parker mine property would be uninformative. To properly explore the
Parker vein would require a more extensive underground exploration program,
and one directed by more competent management than is now present.


A copy of the subject exploration application that was held at this
office is enclosed herewith.


By Field Team, Region II


Enolosures


A. E. Weissenborn, Exec. Officer
(U. S. Geological S )


Glenn C. Reed
For:.g. E. Volin, Member sg(


\TT. S. Pure an of Wines)







UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


Gle m C. Reed
For:
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


FLLE COPY
SURNAME:


July 25, 1951


Mr. A. E. Weissenborn
Exeoutive Officer, R& Pield Tesa
Region II
South 157 Howard Street
Spokane 8, , aehington


Ret DNA-321;I
Parker Mining Co.


Conaty, It a
Exploration loan, ‡13;115
Leat


Dear ¼r. Weissenborna


According to a memorandum from you dated April i the
property oovered in this appliention has merit as an exploration pro-
jeet and the statement was made that enough information was already
at hang so that an immediate teoision ooald be reashed should the
oompany present a definite appliention.


The application was worked up by the applieant and trans-
mitted over Mr. tillegaardte signature in a letter of June S. In this
letter 14 was poistet out that inasmeh as the appliention was
indefinite as to the proposed exploration program and its attendant
oosts and as to who would direet the operation, one eopy of the
appliention was beins retainst in the field offios to try and get
more information on these problems. We are unable to prosess the
app11eation as turnet in for approval and we hope that the field
team een get the applienat to eharpen up his proposal into a plan
aeoeptable to the field team and showing adequately what he plans
to do, so that a contrast aan be written. The existi 5 appliestion
is very wague and generalised as to the work proposed.


We trust that a definite understeading een be worked out
with Mr. Comer that will provide for competent supervision of the
progeot under auch eentreet as may be formulated.


Very truly yours,


ETMcKnightsemp . P. Bill Chiet
G 7-25-51 Lead-Zino
Copies to: Chief, Lead-Zino Br.


E. T. McKnight 420¼ GSA
R. H. Mote Br. r. file
Reports & Records N Files
Directors r. file 4214 GSA


6214 GSA
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UNITED STATES SURNAME:


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION ¯ ¯¯¯¯¯


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


June 20, 1991


FN•. Neber Comer, Manager Subject: LE -32LX
Tónt Office Box 938 Re: Exoloration Loan -
Ketchum, Idaho Parker and Amicus Minas


IV dear Mr. Goner:


Receipt is acknowledged of your application and


attachments of hayg3 1951 for an exploration loan unda to


liefense Production Act of 1990.


The e relicatio, vie assigned TJocket Number TAX-32Lii


and referred to ar. Otto Nerres, Chief, Lead-Tine Eranch on


June 1, 1951.


In rey future corresoondence relating to your appli-


cation, kindly refer to TRA-324X.


LANDON F. STROBEL


Landon 1. Strobel ,
Executivo Ocercioxy


L. F. Strobel:jo .
cc: Strobel


y/File
Herres
Lyon
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DMA ¶241 -- Parker Mining Co.


Report from field team, Region II, recommends denial of the


project. Referred to USGS.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


February284 1951


Ret Dookot DúA-324


Mr. Heber Comer
ParkeFÏKi¾ Company
a x 938
Ketohum, Idaho


Dear Mr. Comert


Your application (Dookot D¼A•þ24) for a Government loan


under the proYisione of the Defense Produotion Aot of 1950 has been


reviewed by the Lead-Zino Branch of the Defense Minerale Adminis•


tration. Before final dooision oan be taken on your request it will


be neaessary to obtain additional information on your property. Your


he application, therefore, has been referred to the appropriate field


offioe with the request that the needed information be supplied to


Very truly yours,


n, Direotor
Supply Division
Defense Minerals Adottistration


ETMcKnighttemp
G-2 20/51
Copies to: Chief, Lead-Zino Branch


Geological Survey - McKnight
J. H. Hedges
R. H. Mote
2 copies to Executive Officer


Regional Field Team, Region II
Strobel
Mittendorf
Files
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON25,D.C.


February 20 1951


enorandum


Tot Exeontive Officer Field Team, Region 11
through perating Committee and
Director, supply Division


Froma Lead-Zino Braneh, DA Ret Dookot DMA•)2


Subjoott Application of Commoditya Lead (sino}
Parker Mining Company
Heber Coper, Manager
Box 93
Ketchum, Idaho
Perker and Amieue älnes, Blaine County, Idaho


Subjeot doo¼et givea practically no information other than
that appliennt wants to do some diamond drilling to locate some ore.
He evidently has not returned 2.S.R.B. Form 146 sent to him by Mr.
Weiseenborn. He is in a favorable area for lead•sino deposits, but
desoription of his rine in U.S.G.S. Bulletta 814 suggesta it is mined
out.


Appliomat might be eligible for exploration oneouragement,
subjeot to approval of field team.


It is recommended that application be forwarded to field
teen, to be held in readtress for possible examination and reoommenda-
tion, but that no examination be made artil exploration progtma is
announced. Applioent might no t want to share in auch a program.


OTTO HERRES


OTTO HERRES, Chief
Lead•¾ine Branch
Defense Minerale Administration


Approveds
A Operattag Committee ETMcKnighttemp


G-2/20/19
Chair Copies to: Chief, Lead-Zino Branch


Geological Survey - McKnight
LB.30DON J. H. Hedges


R.H. Mo te
2 copies to Executive Officer


Regional Field Team, Region II
Strobel
Måttendorf
Files







Form MF-103 . DEPARTMENT OF THE INT R Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035.
(April 1951) Approval expires 6-30-51.


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATIO


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK
APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO Docket No.


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER Date received


DEFENSË PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 Participation


L


JüN 8-1951
L W F. STROBEL
Eucative Secretary


- Parker Mining Company Inc.
Box 93
Ketchum, Idaho


Name and
address of
aúplicãnt


Date -


FILL IN THIS BLOCK


Date of application . ..ÑXSS..ÂŸ.$ .. .. ....... .. Estimated cost ......... I


Mineral or metal Lad Percentage of Government participation Fifty per cent.


Location of mine ... Sep p. 19511, . iN.R.10 E.
o£ B.M.,in Warms Springs Creek Hineral Dist.,


Date of filing MF-100 DMA Docket Number, if available Â. ...


INSTRUCTIONS


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application.
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with
your nanie and address on each sheet of the application and
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the
space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in•space
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200,
for your signature.


THE APPLICANT


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 0040TagOn
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners.
*3. If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. See Page 1 attached.
*4. pDescerctbe mi i4ean g e l us ess experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will·manage the


*5. Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? Owner
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. See Page 2 attached.
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing.


NOTE.-It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of clairnants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the
contract.


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. See Page 3 attached.
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficielit to pay your part .of the cost of the


oje a etail rin ueser 5n 23 feth a li to r ,eiLaccordance with the regulations on Government participation


*If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 10-64067-1







HE TROPERTY


10. (a) Give a description of the real pp rt that will be in any way involved in the exp oration project, including any existing
mme or operatmg property. age 4 attached


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted.


NOTE.-If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings f
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conductsa,
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area.


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. Parker Mine
*12. State, in detail, the location of the propefty with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances .


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. See Page & attached
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficienev at all seasons. See Page h attached.


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. nee Yago 4 attached.
*14. Describe any existi useable facilities equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the


exploration work. ee Page It athched.
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. See Page & attached.


*16. History:
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous eyplorgion, devp,lopment, operation and production of property,


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. Se rages > e. O atT,ached.
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. See Page 6 attached.
(a) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application including results of mine examinations,


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations· ee Page. 6 attached and
17e Production: 808 I feO JO.


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: Mine is not in production.


Grade or
Tons per day analysis


(1) Mining
(2) Milling
(3) Shipped


or sold
*18. Ore or mineral reserve's: (If property is or has Leet operating.)


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly.
(b) Submit available maps andtassay data.
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves.


Net value
Cost per ton per ton


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the proper,ty not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions.


THE EXPÚ)RATION See Page 37


20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted?.attached.
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. See page 37 attached.


NOTE.-The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete.


22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the
finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. See page 36 attached.


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


3. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows:
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. See ge 9 attached
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each.
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing fácilities, structures, and buildings.
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings.
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased er operations at a costs of $50 or


more each.
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent.
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work.
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each.
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. n a n


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terny of nths after project is approved, showing progress expected to be
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. DOS AgO 3Ÿ &Ì,tÃilched.


. CERTIFICATION


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best th knowle and belief.


(Name of company) (Sign ture of authorized official)


May 78, 1951 Manager
(Date) (Ètle)


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or ager
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


*Same as footnote on page 1• 16-64067-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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THE APPM CANT


3. Howard W. Bill Carlsbad, California President and
Director


G. W. Sur ess Twin Falle, Idaho Vice-President and
Director


Frank Brown Twin Falls, Idaho Secretary-Treasurer and
Ditector


ive Largest Stockholders


Heber Comer Ketchum, Idaho Manager


Howard W. Hill Carlsbad, California


0. 5. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


G. W. Bur3ess Twin Falls, Idaho


Henry Rees Twin Falls, Ïdaho


Note: The annual meeting o£ the corporati on will be hold
on Bay 28, 1991, at which time new cirectors
will be elected. The propossa new directors are
kr. Scher Comer, br. Howard W. Hill and
Mr. E. e . Adkins, whose address is Richfield,1daho.


(ik







. Parker Mining Gompany, Inc.
Box 938
Ketchum, Luah til


Page 2


In 19h7 the Ataicus Trust, through Heber Comer, Trustee,
purchased the Parker Rine. The Trust held t,itle to the
property until August, 19h9. I¤ 19h9 †,he Amicus Trust
was converted into a corporation, nonely, Parker Mining
Company, Inc., en Idaho corporation, and title to the
Parker Mine was conveyed by the Trust to the corporation.


Pract.ically all of the recent, work on the Parker Eine
was done by the Amicus Trust during its ownership.
This work consisted of cleaning up old workings, dowater-
ing, retimbering, drifting, raising, e tc. These opera-
tions were under the supervision and management of
Mr. Comer, and future operation of the mine will be
under his supervision and management. Mr. Comer has
had more than fifteen years experience in mining, in
tunnel work, and the various phases of development.


The Amicus Trust financed its mine operations under
the management of ¼r. Comer3 sellind costs were held
†,o a minimum; funds rai sed were used for organisation
costs, purchasing the property, purchase of equipment,
and actual mina development, the operations being con-
ducted on the most economical basis possible under
existing conditicus. Neither the Amicus Trust nor
the Parker Mining Goq>any, Inc., has permitted promo-
tional selling of its stock. The controlling interest
in the corporation is held by Mr. Comar.


. There are no enemibxances or liens on the Parker min-
ing property.


Aiþ







Parker Nining Gompany, Inc., 1%ge 3
Box 936
etchum, idaho


Salance Sheet
Olose of Business July 31, 1960


etat


Firs SecurLty Bank, Halley, Idaho
$pedial Deposit--Stato Ins, fund
Organisation, noorporation Ggste
Aèsays
Cèological ng neering
Lease Propertina
Road improvelpat
quipment Parehased


Mine Levelop:nont Cost


42 .18
100,00
766.82
101.38
992.99


. 528h,91
&81.50


82h0.h2
36heh.11


Total 852h9h.31


Liabilities:


Federal Withholding Tax Accrued $33.70
Federal Old Age Benefits Merued 11h.00
Accounts Payable,Salary Heber Gomer 7265,60


n n Cash advances " hŠ3.07
Realised from sale of Units & Stock $&¾170.00
Less Comd.asions pat d & allowed 1041.96.


hhl28.0h .
$52h9h.31


Notes No appraisal of property owned by the
corporation has been made.


Note: The £oregoing la the last talance sheet mado.
Since July 31, 1950, some funds have been raised
but the property has been inactive. At present
we are raising funds through the sal e of stock
to continue operations, up to $10,000.


Applying rental on equipment in accordance vi th
Section 9 of Mineral Order § we will have suffi-
cient Ihnds to cover our one-half o£ the cost
of operating under the proposed loan.







Parker ¼ining Company, Inc.


Ketch daho


TE PROPERTY


10. (a) The Parker Mine, consisting of 6 patented clains,
namelys


(b) The Parker, Montgomery, St. Louis, Western Reserve,
Una and Uva patented mining claims, situAted in
Sectîons 10 and 11, Tp. & N. R. 18 E. of 2oise
Meridian, in Blaine County, idaho. The property
is in the Warm Springs Greek Mineral ïistrict,
in Parker Gulch.


12.


ilþ


The Parker Nine is located approximately 6) miles
Last of Ketchum, Idahop which is the railroad
shipping point; it is 4.3 miles North of U.S.High•-
way 93, on good road, with about a 6X grade.
The road may easily be kept accessible throughout
the year.


13. Two large aprings which flow throughout the year
will give ample water for all minin ; and/or millin
purposea; in addition there is water from the nine
tunnela,


là. Two 106 Schramm Compressora
1 Tugger Hoist
2 Sinker Pump
1 Pressure Tank
1 Roueiving Tank
1 Drossing Block


1290 feet of pipe
1600 feet o£ track
Small Tools


1 1) ton truck


The ore can be trucked to ra11road shippi¤3 point,
Ketchum, Idaho; from there shipped to the smalters
at Salt Lake La ty, Utah, a distance of about 300
mil¢s. The truck hall from mino to railroad
would be about 6) miles.







Parker Mining Compmoy, Inc.
' Box 936
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16. The early development of the Parker Mine is referred
to in exnerpt from U.S.G.S.Bulletin Slk, and the
recent report made by the Idaho State Bureau of
¼ines, Eulletin #90, attached to this application.


Along with other mines in the Wood River areg, the
Parker nine was closed down at the time of the drop
in the price of metals. In 1ÿ27 an attempt was made
to reopen the Parker ( Blackeraith) tunnel on the pro-


. ducin : level. The work was conducted by the original
owners o" the property. Due to improper timberin;I,
a cavé-in occurred arti two local non lost their lives.


. After tids unfortunato incident, no further work was
cone on the property. The mine remained closed then
until recently reopened by Mr. Coper, Trustee of the
Araicus Trunt, precocessor of the Parker Mining Com-
pany, Inc.


The Trust cleaned up and retimbered the old Parker
drift, driving new †,annel aronna the heavily cared
portion, and intersected the old workings of the mine
at tha t level. Some sampling of old stopes and pillars
maa none, for a distance of over h00 feet. All milling
ores had been left in place by the early operators.
At this level there is an undeveloped ora zone from
30 to 50 feet wide. Yle were unable to go down the
winse more than 300 feet due to water, therefore could
not continue our examination. We expect, to complete
dewatering of the winze this season, and complete a
raise £ram the Montgomery level to the Parker, and
complete our examination arxi aampling.


Our next work was the cleaning up, retimbering,etc.,
of the lower crose-cut footwall tunnel (Montgemory),
which is 229 feet below the Parkor tunnel. The main
crossout tunnel is 1290 feet long from the portal to
t,he point where we are raising between the two levels.
There is additional cross-cut work of approx$mately
1000 foot.


In the Montgomery tunnel, we found that no bedding planes
had hpen explored; tops of heds had been cat; no effort
evidently had been made to explore the búds between the
two turval levels, although the £ormation warrants an
exploration thereof. No a ttempt had been made to locate
the downward extension of the old Parker ore shoot, which
pro ueed the high grado ores which are shown iti the list
of early-day shipments.
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16,(cont.) At this poigt we were compelled to temporarily cease
operations t ue to lack of working cap ital.


(b) We refer you to Bulletin #90 of the Idaho State
Bureau of Mines for information relative to the
Triuqit M ne, which is located est of the Parker
Ikinej and whose reputed production so far has been
in excess of $60,000,000, and which is noer operating
on a large scale.


According to L,S.G.S.Bulletin 7814, the Ellchorn mine,
at the nount of Parker Gulch produced approximately
$1,500,000 worth of ore in the early days.


(c) See excerpt from Bulletin 490 and U.S.Bu11.61h at--
tached, together with maps attached.


(I
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LICERPTS


From


Pamphlet No. 90 October, 1990.


STAT ßF 1ÏŒEO
G. A. Robins, Governor


JO BUFGAU GF UIES ANL GEGLCGY


A. W. Fahronwald, Director


Detailed Geolo y of certain Arena in the fineral Nill
and


r Springa Hining L4 a trieta


21aine County, I daho


By


A. L. AULU0i T. 8. KIILSGAARD and 7. C. TTlYKLU iD, Jr.


niversity o£ Idãho
Toscow, idaho
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DLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE


PN-PARKER MINE MINL'RAL ß¾LT


Thor B. Kiilegaard


Abstract


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is underlain primarily by
the Milligen foration of ¼ississippian age. This formation
consists of Argillites, lineatones, and quartsitea, and their
various gradiational facies, Thrust remnanta. of Wood River forma-
tion (Penngylvanian) cap some of the hinher ridges and hilltops
in the area. Along the western border, the Milligen formation is
overlain by a series of volcanics, and interbedded sands, tuffa,
and gravels. Intrusive dikes, chiefly andesitic, crop out
throughout the distriet, and are particularly evident in some of
the major shear sanes.


A series of major shear sones, most of which strike west-northwest
and dip at moderato angles to the Southwest, occur throughout the
area. Many of those have been invaded by mineralising solutions .
Which have created ore bodies. The ore bodies are of two typea:
(1) fissure fillings; and (2) replacement bodios originating from
replacement of susceptible lineatones, The ores are of value
primarily because of their lead, sino, and silvor content, although
some gold and copper is also prosont.


The district has been intermittently productiva since the eighteen
eighties wit.h the Triumph, North Star, Independence, and Parker ¤ines
being the chief contributors.


Although past mi¤i¤3 operations have bottomed man y of the ore shoots
at comparatively shallow deptha, there is reaspn to believe that ore
should continue below the present lower mining levels.


(il
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Throughout most of the field season the writer was assisted by
Mr. James Grant, graduate student of the University of Iddio School
of ¼ines. The statf engineers of the Triumph Mining Compan y were
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ducting the writer on tours through the Triumph property. The
assistance of Mr. HeLor Comer of the Parker ¼ining Gnapany, Iric,,
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Location and Accessibility


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral bolt is in the Warm Springs Mining
District, Blaino County, Idaho. It is roughly five miles east of
U. S. Highway 93, between Hailey and Ketchum, and extends from the
East Fork of the Úood River about three and one-half siles northwest
to Parker Opleh (Fig. 1). The Triumph mine is located in.the
southeastern part of the aren, twolve and one-half miles north of
Hailey. A seconnary road leads from the Triumph northwest to the
Independence mine and then down Independence Gulch to its junction
with Elkhorn Gulch. The road continues to the west and intersects
ti. S. Highway 93 one mile south of Ketchum. This road, or bran ches
therefrom leads to most of the mining properties in the district....


Topography


The Triumph-Parker mine region la typical of the semi-arid and moun-
tainous topography in that seetî on of Idah o. Elevations range from
5800 to 8000 feet above sea level. The more prominent valleys have
aggraded floors, some with aistinct alluvial terraces. Many of the
tributary valleys are occupied by intermittent streams anu are to be
viewed more as gûlchou tasa valleys. For the most part, they are
walled by steep alopes which rise rapioly to narrow interstream
ringes. The similarity in the southwest trend of some of the gulches
suggests their control by a major fault pattorn; however, such can-
not be substantiated by field studies.


Geology


The sedimentary rocks of the region have been classified by
U. S. G. S. ßulletin 611e as being members of the Hilligen and Wood
River formations, of Mlasissippian and Pennsylvanian age, respec-
tively (1. pp. 25-31Û. There are also gravels and interbedded
sandy tuffa o£ early Tertiary age, terrace gravels, and recant
streas alluvium. I gneous rocks i clude. extensive angesitic
flows and several varieties of diken.
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Carboniferous Sedimentary Rocks
Milligen Ÿormation ( Mississippian) .


Distribution and L4thology. - The dark, fine-grained, argilla-
eeous rocks that crop out in a broad northwest-trending helt
across the eastern part o£ the area are nienbers of the ¼illigen
£ormation (Fig. 16), They take their name from the type section
exposed along Milligen Creek, which empties into the East Fork
of the Wood River about one-half mile east of the Triumph mine.
This formation, which is the host rock for all the are deposits
in the Triumph-Parker mine area, has a regional northwest strike
and southwest dip.


The absence of horizon markers, and the abundance of local
orumpling and faulting makes it difficult to measure the forraation
thickness. A measured section in Parker Gulch showed a thickness
greater than 7500 feet; however, this measurement may bo in error,
because o£ the posagble repetition of beds. Gertainly, the forma-
tion thickness is more than 5,500 feet.


The Milligen formation is composed mainly of black carbonaceous
argillite, the product o£ mild regional metamorphism. Perhapa
the most noticeable feature of the formation is the abundance of
carbonaceous material, particularly the graphitic filma on
cleavage and fracture surfaces. Often, where mine workings have
penetrated rocks rich in graphite, the mine dumps resemble piles
of coal. Other distinguishable lithologic unita present are
quartaitic beds, ling members, and at the base, a series of
brown aandy shales. Gradations from one rock type to another
are present throughout the fórmation.


In certain areas metamorphism of the Milligen £ormation is more
pronounced. Tactite, formed by contact metamorphism of limestone
bees, is present naar the mouth of Parker Gulch. On the western
side of Independence hill, on Telephone Peak, and at other points,
some limestone and limy argillites have been altered to a whitish
lime-silicate rock composed of accicular tremolite crystals and
other lime-silica te minerale . A spotted argillite member, the
product o£ incipient metamorphism, crops out in a road-cut be-
tween Chicago Gulch and the Independence mine.


Although there are no dependable horizon markers in the Hilligen
formation, two limestone beds are recognised in the Triumph mine ,
area and are thought to continue northwest be, and Parker Gulch.
These limentones, while persistent in attitúde, are locally con-
cealed by surface mantle and oisewhere appear to lone out or
to be faulted, nasmuch as the intersection of mineralized
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structures and limy members often controls the .location of re-
placed ore bociles in the Triumph-Parker mine area, an attempt was
made to map the limestones and to observe their condition whore cut
by faults. (Fig. 16).


The upper limostone rops out on the ringe about 400 feet west of the
portal of the Lucky Coin mine. The bed is about 79 feet thick,
atrikes N. 64 deig. W. and dips $$ dag. S.W. To the northwest, acrosa
Irxiependence Gulch, and to the southeast near Chicago Gulch, it passes
beneath andesite. It is a dark blue, fine-greined rock that weathers
light gray. The more weathered surfaces are covered with blades
and. sheathlike aggregates of amphibole crystals, probably tremolite.
The member la penetrated by the Lucky Coin tunnel.


The Middle limestone member is best exposed in Independence Gulch
northwest of the Lucky coin portal. It is a rather massive blue-
grey 11mentone with a rough appearance on the mere weathered sur-
faces. It tends to be a bluff-maker, as evidenced in Chicago
Gulch. In Keystone Gulch this member is $$ feet thick but appears
thicker in Independence Gulch, owing to a dip slope. The Middle
limestone may be traced to the ridge northwest of Parker Gulch
where it is overturned and appears to lens out. To the southeast,
it passes beneath hillwash from Independence hill. Thie limestone
is believed to continue beneath the hillwash and andesite cap and
reappear near the head of Triumph Gulch from where it continues
on to the southeast across the Triumph holdings. It is describod
in the section on the Triumph mine as the Úpper tremolite limestone.


The Lower limestone is separated from the Middle lineetone by
160-200 feet of argillite. I t crops out in the road out between
the Triumph and Independonee sd.ne, ano at the mouth of Chicago Gulch
where it strikes N. 90 deg. W. and dips Lh deg. S.W. About 160 feet
above the Triumph-1ndependence road the limestone terminates abruptly
against what may be a fault, but which cannot be confirmed because
of heavy surface mantle. Further to the southemat, in Rose Gulch, a
limestone with similar characteristics reappears. This limestone
is believed to be the Southeast continuation of the Lower limestone
and is discussed in the section on the Triumph mine under the title
of Lower tremolite limestone. The Lower limestone my be traced
northwest with ¾he dip grg4ua11y becoming steeper. On Elkhorn ridge
the beda are vertical and in Parker Gulch the dip is overto ned to
the northeast. The Lower limestone is explored by the June Day
workings, where a app ociable ore body is formed at its intersection


9 with the June Day £ault. The rock is described in the section on
the June Day mitie,
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The Elkhorn limestones underlie the Lower limestone, separated by
several hundred feet of argillite. They crop out acrona the ridge
near the old Elkhorn diggings, but appear to land out to the south-
east on Baltimore Adge. To the northwest, in the Bald Eagle area,
the Elkhorn limestones have been strongly affectea by fault action.


These portions of Fig. 16, mapped as undifferentiated Milligen, are
argillites, gradations of limy and siliceous argillites, and quart-
sites, with boundaries too indefinite for accurate field mapping.
By far the most abundant of these rock types are the argillites,
which, where relatively unmetamorphosed, grade imperceptably int.o
shales. The attitoße of the argillite members i often strongly
contorted, particularly where they are interbedóed between more
competent members saph as limentones and quartaites. Inasmuch
as the argillites are easily deformed
the sites of strongly contorted areas
shear zones, particularly those which
aive stress.


by attese they are usually
and of the larger faults or
have result ed fram compres-


oo River Formation ( Ponnsf1vantan)


The Wood River formation is describod in U. 8. G.S.Sulletin 81h, p.3h
as being Pennsylvanian in age. A large block of the formation occurs
in the southern part of the Triumph-Parker mine area, but the describ-
ed outcrops are thrust remnants that cap North Star Peak, Grouse Peak,
and the ridge above the Baltimore mine. Wood River outliera are
separated from †,he underlying Milligen formation by a 3.ow angle
t,hrust £ault that is inclined to the southwest. The thrust fault,
is characterised by a brecolated and regemented sone, which, owing
to its resistance to erosion, often stands out in relief.


Lithology. The most recognizable lithologie units of the Wood
River formation includes blue-grgr sandy limestones, gray quart-
sites, and finengrained siliceous lineat,ones. In gone.ral, the
foration members are lighter colored, more caleareous and more
massive and bluff-forming than the underlying Nigigen members;
however, there are exceptions. No identifiable fossiis were
found in the formation, but Herriam (10), in concribing the
Wood River eyposed on North Star Peak, points to fossila of an
indeterminate character occurring in a medium to coarne-grained
crinoidal limestone. These include productide, stony bryozoa,
tabulate corals, aa¢ probable faaulinida.


There is no evidence of sulphide minezelisation in any of the Wood
River formation outliera in the Triumph-Parker area. On North Star
Peak a blue-grq( limeatone is cut by numerous quarts and calci te
stringers, but there ap pears to be no evidence of accompanying
sulphide mineralization.
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Tertiary Sedimentary Rocks


Gravela and Tuffs


A northweet-southeast trending helt of pebble gravels, sands, and
irterbedded tuffs occurs east of the mouth of Keystone Gulch.
These sedimente underlio the large expansa of andositic lava that
crops out south of I¤dependence Gulch. (Fig. 16). To the northweet,
beyond the mapped limit, the pebble gravels overlie a lava £1ow.
The sediments are composed chiefly of sub-rounded lava and quart-
site pebbles, although fragments of argillite, sandstone, and sili-
ceous limestone are common. Pebbles range in size from †,hree•
eighths of an inch to two and one-half inches, in the long dimen-
sion. They are water sorted and locally interbedded with more sandy
layers. Some light-brown, banded, tuffaceous deposits occur in the
southern part, of the area. The laminae vary in thicknasa, with an
average of about one-tent.h of an inch. The tuffs are probably pro-
ducts of volcanic explosions and †,he fact that they are now contan-
inated with more sent y aggregates is indicative of fluvial deposition


Inasmuch as these cediments are interbedded with lava flow, they are
thought to be of the same age as those flows. This age la probably
Miocene(?). (1, pp. (3-¶6).


Terrace Gravels and Alluvium


The Terrace gravela along the East Fork of the Wood River, and the
a11avtal debris along all of the streams are the products of rela-
tively recent erosion. The alluvial matter is derived from all of
the rocks in the vicinity and range in size from silt to boulders
several feet in diameter. It is probable that some of the higher
terraces, composed of boulders, coarse cobbles, and gravel, have
originated from outwash of alpine glaciers present in the higher
mountains during Pleistocene time.


Igneous Rocka


Volcanic Rocks


Andesitic Flows.- Andesitic flows cover much of the central
portion oÈ the area, especially south of Independepce Gulch. Tho
major part of these flows is hornblende andesite. Other varieties
of lava were recognized but no attempt was made to differentiate
them into mappable units. The andesitic rock has a1¾at greenish-
gray color on fresh fractured surfaces, and plainly diacernable
plagioclase phenocryste. The greenish color of the rock matrix
resulta from an abundance of chlorite. The rock weathers to a
rusty-brown color.
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The £1aw capping Porphyry Peak, east o£ Independence Gulch, is a
greenish-black, porphyritic augite andesite. Similar romants
cap ridges and peaks, at nearly the same altitudea, to the north-
west and northeast.


The irregu3a y eastern contact of the andesitic flow restîng uncon-
formably on the underlying Milligen formation, auggests that the lava
was poured over an uneven surface, probably a lowland area or valley
with its attending £oothilla. The long aparridge of Milligen that
penetratos the lava adjacent to 21khorn Gulch, indicates that the old
land surface in that area, had a gentle dip to the southwest.


Intrusive Rocks


Dikes.- All intrusives noted in the area ara described as dikes,
although many are more like silla, ly;ing almost in the bedding of the
enclosì ng host rock. Jor the most part they are arriesitic in com-
position, although a horn-blenda-granito dike cropa out on the Bald
Eagle property, atal basie lauporphyre dikes are ecmon th:rouŒho t•
The dikse vary in thickness fro:a a few inches to over 16 feet, and
have short strike 1en ths, 1ensing out at the ends. The general
strike is northwest and the dip is to the southwest at vary±ag
angles; there are sevexal exceptions. They are chiefly confined to
thin-bedded argillaceous members of the Milligen formation, although
andesitio dikes crop out in the more competent Wood River rocks above
the Baltimore mine. At the outerop, the more acidic porphyritic dikea
usually weather to shadas of greenish gray in which the light gray
outline s o£ the plagioclase phenocrysts are plainly visible. Those
plagioc Lase phenocrysta commonly measure up to three-eighths of an inch
in length. The black, ophanitdo, laaporphyre dikea are unnally fresher
and less affected by alteration.


U¤dergraind, light colored andesito porphyry dikes are common in the
larger ahear mones, although occasionally they wander off into the
walls la relatively unfractured rocks, as in the Bonansa tunnel of
the Saloimore mine. In the shear zones dikes are often crushed and .
hydrothermally a1¾ered to a whitish gouge-like material, much †,he
same as some types 4f fault gongo. It is evident that during intru-
sion th a magmatic wterial followed shear nones and was deformed
by subsitquent fault adjustment. Ïn their crushed condition they were
more easily altered by migrati¤ñ aclutions. Those dikes awqr from the
shear zones are less altered.


Inaamuch as the dikes are common in ehear mones they are often contig-
O nous to ore bodias, and havo even been £¤und partially replaced by


sulphidus, as in the Bald Sagle mine and in parts of the Triumph mino,
Er thia reason early mine operators commonly drifted on the d5kea,
thinkia: they were responalble for the mineraliand deposi ts. The fact
is, however, tlat la those exposures accessible to observation, the
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dikes are pre-minetal, and are associated with are bodies only in
that both have favored the more permeable pre-dike and pre-mineral
shear sones as sites o£ deposition. In this respect the dikes are
comparable with those occurring in the Milligen formation in other
areas (11, p. 12).


Structure


Folding


The Milligen formation la strongly folded and faulted in the Triumph-
Parker mine area, but generally strikes to the northwest and dips to -
the southwest. At the mouth of Parker Gulch the dip has been over-
turned to the northeast. Throughout the area the format,ion appears
to be the limb eagment of a southwest-tilted homoclinal block. An
interesting feature of the formation is that only the more ecopetent
rocka, limentones, quartzites, and some limy argillites are persistent
in attitude. The pliant, incompet,ent argillites interbedded between
have been intensely crumpled and distorted by d5 fferential movement,
having ytelded more readily to deformational stress. In places
stress has deformed the argillites beyond their elnetip limit, resùlt-
ing in ruptùro. This acti o has emplaced most of the shear mones ao
eenmon in the argillitic notibers, particularly those striking north-
west and dipping souttmeat. Such shear zones com:conly grade into
regions of tight, folding and crumpling, both on the strike and dip,
with no apparant £raetering. A structure pass].ng int,o such a
crumpled area la difficult to folloW in underground exploration,
and, on occasion, has been loot etapletely.


The folded Wood River formAtton remnants, separated from the Milligen
by a thrust fault,. Indioats that rajor folding Was post,••Permeylvanian.
It is probable that £olding prececied thrust faulting, though both
egtions could have occurred somewhat simult.annonaly. In IJ•5.G.S.
Sull.81h, it la sustysted that, the major period of deformation be
oörrelated with the aramide orogeny which carne near the end of the
Mesosoic era.


Faulting


Thrust Faulting.•- On Nort,h Star and Grouse Peaks, arrJ on the
ridge above tåle Baltingere mine, a major pre-mineral thrust fault
apparat,es the Wood River fra the Milligen forreation. On Baltimore


e ridge, the ßault is marked by a brecciat.ed and recomented none which
is at least 15 £eet thick near the port,al o% ähe Nú. 2 tunnel. The
fault plane le tilt ed about 9 deggees to †Jte southwest. On North
Star Peak, Merriam (10) describes the tilt, as about 17 degrees to
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the west, ßreccia Tragments comprising the sono range in size from
microscopio to those an inch in length. They consist of black chert,
quartsite, and siliceous limestone, embedded in a siliceous groundmaes.
The breñcia-fragments show a distinct orientation with the long di-
monsion roughly a1îgned in the plane of thrusting. The thrust sone
of the above mentioned £ault outliera is comparable in all respects
with the one existing near the mouth of Decker Gulch, as described
in Bull. 81&, and .is probably closely related, if not the same.


The tilt of the thrust plane suggests that movement was from south-
west to northeast.. Thrusting probably originated from compressive
stresses from the southwest, active during late folding of the car-
boniferous sediments.


Reverse faulting.- Reverse faulting, though analogous to
brusting, is herein confined in.description to shear zones of a


somewhat steeper dip and less regional inextent. Those of chief
importance ino1nde the Triumph, North Star, Independance, Baltimore,
Amicus, Quaker City, and the Parker shear mones. Locally, minor
wispa of drag £oldin in the walls adjacent to the shear sones are
indicative of normal fault action; however, this is probably the
result of gravitational adjustment at some period after formation
of the fault. A major period o£oblique, reverse fault movement la
suggested by larger drag folds, fault attitudes, and the almost uni-
versal existance of a well defined slickenaiûed hanging wall, cam¤only
with pronounced mullion structure. Horsey (1, p. 176) described the
Indeperidence lode as being on a reverse fault, and bases his conclu•
sions on local strat& graphy. Merriam (10) advances the theory that
the principal component of movement along the North Star and Triumph
fissures has been of a reverse dip-slip nature. The major reverse
faulta, for the most part, strike in a west-northwest direction and
dip moderately to the southwest, usually at angles less than the
southwest dipping bedding of the host rock. They are pre-mineral
faulta that probably originated from the same compressi ve strees that
gave rise to the above-mentioned thrust fault. They favor †,he incom-
petent argillites as host rocks and frequently merge into mones of
tight and crumpledTolding. Oro found within these sones of shenring
is often broken and intermingled with fault gouge, although nowhere
is thero evidence of major post-mineral displacement within †,he plane
of reverse faulting. It is believed that where post,-mineral fractur-
ing does occur, in the plane of shearing, that it is only a minor
structuráL rendjustment.


In addition to thoëe reverse faults mentionea above there are othera
that are more properly described as flat faults. These are observed
in many mine workings but not in enou;h detail for accurate description.
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In the Triumph adne a set of pre-ud.neral flat faults are tilied in
a westerly direction,. which would suggest that they too are allied
with a comprosaive étress acting from the southwest.


Ngrmal faulting.-- There appears to be several patterns of normal
fauita in the area, both pre- and post-mineral, some of which cannot
bi desoribed from the data on hand.


A pattem of pre-mineral normal faults, atriking northeast and dipping
steeply southeast occura in upper Parker Gulch. (Fig. 16). Maximum
displacement measured in this fault pattern was about 350 feet, appa>
ently with the hanging wall being displaced to the southwest. Whether
this £ault pattern had any effect upon t.he mineralised Parker and
Amicus veins is not imown.


The June Day fault, Fig. 21, strikes northwest and dips northeast,
I t appears to be a pre-mineral normal fault, but its displacement
was not determined.


There are other faults, most o£ which strike in a northerly or north-
ensterly direction, about which little is known. They commonly off-
set lithologic membero but are either concealed by debris or too in-
definite t,o map. I t is believed that pre-mineral normal fault a are
associated in sorae way with stress that emplaced the thrust and re-
verse faults, thotigh auch a postulation cannot be proved. One posai-
bility is that thpy are resulted from lateral stress developed dur•
ing thrusting movement. This could account for their near-normal
strikes to the strikes of the major reverse ßaults.


Post-¾ineral Norrut1 faults.- Throughout the area there is a pat,-
torn oÈ post-mineral normal faults st,riking to the north and north-
east, and dipping northwest, and nort.h. Some of these faults offset
mineralised at.ructures. The best example of this type of faulting
occurs in the westora portion of t,he 700-level of the Triumph mino.
Another example la the North fault as exposed in the Bonanga tunnel
in the Baltimore mine. (Fig. 20).


There are undoubtealy many faults in the Trinaph-Parker toine area
that, have not been recognised. The absence of reliable horison markers
and occurrence of heavy aurface mantle interferes wit.h interpretation,
not only of folded struct.ure, but of faulting as well. For this reason
no attempt was made t.o map faulta inferred by topography or by drain-
age patterns.


O The existence o.f many of t,he inferred normal faults, postulated in
Bull, 814, p. 70, is doubted. An example of such an inforred fault is
the normal fault a few hundred feet west, of the Lucky Coin portal,
which reputedly separates the Milligen £ormation from andesitic flows,
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Recent mining exploration has titled to confirm this fault,. The
Lucky Coin tunnel penetrat,ea the Milligen-aratenite contact, but shows
no evidence of fault separation. Furthermore, at the tunnel contact,
limestone £regments from the Milligen formation have a weathered
appearance, similar to those now exi sting at the outcrop. Such an
underground rock condition suggests an. ancient land surface that was
later covered with lava. The 700-level of the Triomph mine also
penetrates andositic £1qws with no indication o£ a £ault contact.


ORE DEPOSITS


Classification of the Deposits


The ore deposits oZ the Triumph-Parker mineral helt fall into two
groups: (1) mineralised fissures or shear mones, most of which strike
in a west-northwest direction and dip †,o the southwest at moderate
angles usually 30-36 degrees; (2) replacement deposits occurring at
the intersection of mineralised shear mones and susceptible limestone
members. Both types are found only in the liilligen formation.


Included in the first group are t.he deposits worked in the Triumph,
North star, Independence, Baltimore, Parker, Lucky G. I ., atxt
possibly F1khorn mines. The second group includes the bedded
siliceous and "complex" ores of the Triumph and North Star, and do-
posits in the June Day, and part o£ t,he Bald Eagle. In addition to
these, part of the ore mined in the mineralised shear sones occura
as a replacement of chnared cal caroons material, and not as fiseure
filling.


In general, ore throughout the district has similar characteristics.
It is of value pri arily because of its lead, sine, and sikrer content,
although there are exceptions. Fiesure ore in the Triumph mino is
higher in gold values than are the rep3a coment deposits. The "complexn
ore at the Triumph consists of galena and sphalerite in a pyritic
gangue3 there is little quarts or siderite present. The replaced ore
at the June Day is largely gold, with little galena or sphalorite
present.


Doposits in Shear tones


The mineralized shear zones £ora the most, common ore deposits in the
district. For the most part,. they are west-•northwest striking, south-
west dipping, pre-minoral reverse faults, some of which ray be traced
at the outorop by vegetation markings. They favor the more incompetent
argillitic members, probably because these rocka yielded more readily
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to stress than the more competent quartaites arxl lineatones. The
shear sones range in thickness from a few inches to over 40 feet.
In places they consist o£ a few gouge or graphitic-faced fractures,
elsewhere they broaden into heavy shear zones composed of a multitude
pf close-spaced s1îchensided slips. Such sones oooasionA11y grade
into highly crumpled and fractured areas in which trace of the ahoar
sone l a difficult to follow, and may even be loat. Ore an d gan gue
minerals are unequally distributed along the sones of shearing.
They commonly occur as pods and lens-like aggregates or as streaks
and stringere intermingled with fault gouge. Occasionally the ore
la massive, but is more likely to be somewhat granulated, possibly
owing to post-mineral movement in the fisoure. Ore is often contig-
nous to igneous dikes,in the shear zones, and, on occasion, has re•
placed dike material.


The shear zones are not simple planes but show ainuous surfaces and
many irregularities. It is evident that during the time of minoxal-
imation the greater part of the individual shear mones, being heavy


O with gouge and sheared mterial, were too tightly compressed and
imperaable to permit entry of the mineralising solutions. Only in
the more open areas, or those irregular sections reopened by recur-
rent fault action, were there sites available for mineral deposition.
Such fault action has accounted for a large part of the stringera and
discontinuous lens-like ore shoota commonly found. In sone calcareous
sections of the shear zones mineralizing solutions replaced the limy
substance thus forming deposits in part fisaure filling and in part
toplacement.


Some ore shoots occur where shear zones truncate the bedding of thinly-
laminated argillites. In these areas slippage along the shear mone ap-
parently produced torsional stress which parted the adjacent bedding
planes, thus creatin3 sites for mineral deposition. In auch areas ore
appears to leave the fissure and curve into the bedding as wiaps and
irregµ1ar veinlete, extending only a few inches or feet. Such ora
formed chiefly no voidsfillinga3 there is little evidence of replace•-
ment of the more importaeable argillite. Ore shoots of this general type
are mentioned by Harriam (10) as occurring in the Triumph mine. This
type also occurs in the Amicus vain, in the Quaker City workings, and
probably in the ore shoot near the face of the No. 6 level of the
Baltimore mine and extending upward.


The principal gangue minerals of †,he ahear--Bone depouí ts are al tered
wall rock, quarts, caloite, and siderite. In some cases pyrite is an
important gangue mineral. Important metallic minerals include galena,
sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and ruby silver. The Triumph vein also con•
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tains appreciable gold. Quarts and cal cite appear to have been tho
first minerals deposited, followed by sphalerite, galena, and tetra-
hedrite in that order. Ruby silver ores have been Among the latout
deposited. Judging from the brecciated and gross-cutting relation
ships, are deposition was not continuous but was recurrent, In oomo
instances younger sulphides appear to have replaced older sulphides
Illnatrativo examples are lenses and pods of lead are that thin out
on the ends to sinc ore. Such lensea were probably originally filled
with aphalerite, only to be bracciated by recurrent faulting and re-
placed by later galena.


There is no evidence of mineral ao¤ing in the shear-sono deposita,
nor can any ratio be fixed on the lead-sine-eilver Values. At some
spota the ore shoots may be high in sine values, elsewhere they run
more to lead and silver.


REPLACEMENT DEPOSITS


Replacement deposì ta occur in limestone stembers that have been inter•-
sected by certain shear sones. The shear sones have provided avenues
of approach for invading mineralisers, which, upon angountering
ausceptible limy medbers, have diffused into the rocka, deposited
their mineral load so,d carried the replaced limestone away in solution.
This type of mineral depositrion has locally built up large irregular
deposits with ore values graòually fading away from the shear sone.
An example is the atoped deposit in the June Day fault hangine wall
on the No. 3 level of the June Day mine. Recognition of tho Àplaced
deposits is often aîdéd. by preservation of textures and structures
of the original limestone. This is particularly true of the bedded
diliceous deposita in the Îriumph mine where host-rock bedding in
plainly evigent.


The bedded eil ceous and neomplexu area of the Triumph and North Star
mines form the large 4 of the known replacement deposits, .In the
past "compler" ore accounted for the bulk of Triumph production. One
ore shoot of "complex" la described by Merriam (10) Ast "....an area
roughly 700 feet wide by 170 feet, long with a thickness varyint; from
six foot, in the upper part to fift,y feet below." ......


(i
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GENESIS OF TES ORE SPOSITS


The origin of the cres in this area is somewhat debatable.
Former writera (1, pp. 101 and 10) who have studied the distriet,
note that major mineralisation is related to the Idaho bathoitth and
its satellites, and to orogenic dist,urbances that accompanied its
emplacement, probably in late Jurassic or Cretaceous time. They
point to croppinge of granitic rocka in nearby areas and call at-
tention to the partially metamorphosed condition of the ¼illigen
foration, suggestint; that it is underlain at. no great depth by
plutonics. On †,he other hand, there are those who recogrd me the
orogenic disturbances that accompanied intrusion of the batholith
but who believe the ores to be geneticallyrelated to younger period
of Tertiary igneous activity (6). Perhaps a closer appraisal as to
the origin of the ores may be found in a study of the andesitic dikes
so common in mineralized shear sones. The altered and occasionally
replaced condition of these dikes implica that many of them are pre-
mineral in age. Furthermore, the £aat that similar andesitie dikes
are found cutting the granitic rocks west of Bellevue, presumably
related to the Idaho batholith, implies a younger age for dike in-
trusion. Although no dike and volcanic flow contacts were found,
U. S. G. S. i'ull. 01&, p. 61, mentions occurrences of volcanic flows
covering truncated perphyritic dikes, which leads one to believe
that the dikes and accompanying or subsequent mineralization are
pre-volcanic in age. This would place their age as post-batholith
and pre-volcanic, or early Tertiary.


Groundwork for minoralisation apparently was laid during the orogenic
ciaturbance that, folded and faulted the carboniferous sediments, prob-
ably in Jurassic or Cretaceous time. The major fault patterns were
formed at this time. At a later date these shear ¾Ønes were invaded
by igneous dikes, which offers evidence that these shear senes are of
major extent and had access to magmatic masses below. Recurrent
£aulting in the shear mones followed, and may have been concurrent
with dike invasion, as testified by the sheared and ãranulated condi-
tion of so many of the dikea. I t is probable that mineralising solu-
tions, escending from the uncerlying magmatie bodies, found a meana
of access along the shear sones during this later stage of fault ad-
Justment. As these solutions ascended and found favorable sites for
deposition, they deposited their mineral load as fisenre filling and
as replacement of certain ausceptible limestones encounterea both
within and adjacent to the shear sones. Textures and mineral asso-
ciations auggest that the zone of deposition was only moderately deep.
Fault adjustment was probably continuous throughout the period of
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mineralisation, inaamuch as a static faulting condition would
have become choked and impervious to mineral deposition. The brec-
cisted and granulated condition of the earlier deposited minerale,
1. e., quarts, pyrite, sphalerita, and galena, tende to contLrn
this observation. It is believed that the inter- and post-míneral
£ault adjustments in the major shear sones have been minor, and
have not displaced the ore bodies to any great extent.


here is no appreciable oxidation zone in the Triumph-Parker mine
area. Occasional traces o£ secondary lead ores are found in mine
workings near the surface; howeyor, there are no instances of ore
deposits being enriched by descending secondary mineralisation.
Absence of an extensive oxidized mone suggesta that erosion of
the overlying rock has been rapid enough to keep abreast of
oxidation.


(il


(il
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CONCLUSIONS


It is believed that the ore bodies o£ the Triumph-Parker mine
mineral belt should continue below the lowest depthe yet reached
by mining. The deposits are of a moderately deep seated charactor
and would be expected to continue on to ¡;reater depths. Oro bodies
should occur in the mineralised shear sonna in those areas that
were accessible to mineralisero during the period of sulphida
mineralisation. These depositional tones will be found only by
continued exploration. There is no evidence of a sidor fault
pattern which might cut off the deposits with depth.


I t is suggested that in any future exploration of the mineraliäed
shear sones, that they be closely £ollowed. Too many past ex-
ploration programs have attempted to gain ",backs" by driving
lower crossout workings. Often, in doing so, they have completely
lost the sought-after structure, In disturbed and contorted rocks,
auch as the Hilligen formation, projection of mineralized structure
through several hundred feet of unexplored ground is basardous and
is to be avoided whenever possible. Furthermore, to adequately
explore these shear tones demands mine workings within the zones
of shearing. The scattered and pod-like occurrence of the ore
bodies makes it easy to intersect a barren mone with a crosseut,
which often tends to discourage further exploration of the sheared
area. For the same reason, diamond drilling has often proved
valueless not only in that core recovery in dif£icult in the
crumpled Milligen formation, but in that intersected barren parts
of the shear none are uninformatAve.


iiþ
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PARKER MILL


LooAtion and Development


The I¾rker mine is 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, in Parker Gulch.
It comprises 6 patented mining claims covering portions of
Sect. 10 and 11, T. L N., R. 18 E., 3oise Meridian. The property
is held by the Amicus Trust, currently under the management of
Mr. Heber Goner of Kotchum, Idaho.


There are four tunnels on the property that explar a the Parker vein.
These include the Western Reserve, 31ackamith, ¾ontgomery, and the
St. Louis, (Fig. 19.) Other mine workings include the lower Parker
turmel, and the Amicus and Gondolier. The latter †,wo explore the
Amicus vein. Several smaller diggings are scattered throughout .
the property. All workings are in the Milligen formation.


According to Bull. Olh the Parker deposit was discovered in 1883.
by Eugene Gillenwater. During the next 16 years the property pro-
Ouced 1,952 tons o£ ore carryin3 1,106,L63 pounds of lead and
300,236 ounces of silver; the bulk of which w as taken from one ore
shoot about 75 feet long, extending from the Blackamith level to
some oistance below. Bulletin $1h quotes the manager of the mine
at the time of its production, who stated that the ore shoot was
followed by a winse driven on the 30 degree dip of the voin for
about 900 feet. At that point the vein terminated against a
steeply dipping fault and no ore was found beyond.


At a later date the Montgomery tunnel was driven at a lower level
to intersect the Gommard continuation of the Parker vein but this
long tunnel and its accompanying crosecuts failed in their ef£orts.


The property has been worked intermittently since 1936 with the
lower Parker tunnel, the Amicue tunnel, and the räise near the £ace
of the Montgomery tùanel receiving most of the attention. Ït was
idle during the sum er of 1949.
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GEOLOGY OF THE PARKER VEIN WOREINGS


The Parker vein crops out, across a small ridge between the 21acksmith
and Western Reserve tunnels. It strikes N. 72 deg. E. and dipa 39 deg.SE.
The vein has been explored by numerous pits which expose it as a rust-
colored quarts-bearing shear sone whose average width approaches four
feet. The vain aall rock is dark carbonaceous argillite. Although
the vein is oxidised on the outcrop, the quarts when broken often pre-
sents fresh sulphides. An assay taken on the outcrop went ,03 ounces
in gold per ton, 17.5 ounces in silver perton, apd 30 per cent lead (12).
The vein may be traced up the hill beyond the Western Reserve tunnel
but is soon loat beneath surface mantle.


The Testern Reserve tunnel is caved 75 feet from the portal, and, in
the area accessibl , presenta nothing but an 18-inch barren quarts vein.


During recent, years the Blackamith tunnel has been reopened for a dia-
tance of 350 feet; however, much of the tunnel is tightly lagged,
making geologic observations difficult. the innermost 150 feet of .
tunnel follows the Parker vein, a pronounced shear none strikLng
almost east-west and dipping about 30 deg. S. A 30-inch quarta
and calcito vein, containing some sulphidea, occupies most of the
shear mone at the caved face. The country rock Adjacent to the


, footwall of the vein is a shiny, graphitic material with abundant
slickensided surfaces. It has a áreasy feel when touched and readily
goils the handa. The graphitic substance la probably the result of
metamorphism of bituminous material that was deposited with the argil-
litic colmtry rock. Accordi y to an old mine map, 110 £eet beyond the
caved area a 900-£oot winae was driven £rom the Blackamith level.
Several sub-levels ano stopes led from the win¾e, all long since caved
and now inaccessible.


The Montgomery tunnel, driven during' the early 1900's, was reopened by
¼r, comer, who advaneau a raise at the tunnel end to intersect the lourer
workings driven £rom the wisse extending from the Blacksmith level.
The tunnel and raise contain "bad air," and unless the air compressor
is operating, forcing compressed air back to the raise, entry is
hasardons and even then is restricted to the main tunnel. For this
reason the tunnel was not mapped in detail, but a tracing of the
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tunnel worldags was obtained from a previous nap. (Fig. 19).
A smal l dike of anòeaitic composition is followed by the mat n
tunnel, and by one short crosseut, and while it la reported to con-
tain some gold valuee there is no evidence of lead-silver mineraliaa••
tion.


The St. Louis tunnel intorsects and drifts on a £3at dipping shear
one, which locally contains quarts lanaos and stringars, and often
ood showings of aúlphide ore. I ere thickest, the vein dips from


six to twelvo de Yea, elsewhere in areas of steeper dip the vein
pinches. Near the TCase the vain is four feet thick and contains
abundant exposures of galena, sphalerito, tetrahedrite, and some
ruby silver. Assays from this area run as high as lik onnoes of
silver per ton, and &9.8 per cent lead. The are is somewhat,
oxidized in the footwall areas of the shear zone. Grushed arsi dia-
located quarts fràþents suggest post--raíneral shearing in the plane
of the vein. Intricate drag folding o£ the thin-bodded argillite
indicates the shear sone i a a reverse Jhult, with perhaps minor
normal fault adjustaant.


Iseross the draw frot:t the St. Louis portal, a 60-foot adit follows
a major fault, atriking N. 73 deg. R. and dîpping hß deg. SE.
Tþis, the St. Louis-fault, displaces a 90-foot o.uartaite member
350 feet to the right.) as t,he fault. plane is inced. (Fig. 19).
Although it cannot be proved, lithology of the faulted area eng-
gesta that the faù1t la normal......


CONCitSIQ!is


A study of the surface area, coupled with observations of vein
structure in the Blacksmith and St. Louia tumels leads one to be-
lieve that the Parker and St. Louis veins, ao shown in F‡g. 19, are
are the same structure. This conclusion is supported by crosa soc-
tione drawn through the various worki¤35. If such is the case, the
Mont,gomery workings were of little value in the exploration of the
Parker vein because they were too fat in the footwall, a conclu-
elon supported by their n*3ative findings.


The Parker vein is said to be cut off by a steeply dipping striko
fault somewhere near the bottom of the winae driven from the Black-
smith level. Inasmuch as this area is now caved, not,hing could be
learned of the nature of the fault. A projection of the St. Louis
fault, as exposed in the short edit; across the gulch from the


(i
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St. Louis turmel, would interseht the Parker vain somewhere near
the base of the minae and could possibly be responsible for termina-
tion of the vein in that area. Such a postulation would, of course,
have to be investigated by further exploration.


RECOMSWATIOU


The 3t. Louis tiumel area should be given priority in any future
exploration progren. The vein in this area is quite probably the
continuation of the Parker structure, and, as auch, represents an
unexplored and promising part of that structure.


Continued advancement of t,he raise near the face of the Montgomery
tunnel is likely to prove unsuccoseful. The fact that it will inter-
sect old mine workings comprised of e averal hundred feet of drifts,
raises, and atopes, now flooded and caved, will not only be danger-
ous to mining, operations but will likely be valueless because these
areaa have toen previously explored.
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From U. 8. o. s. staarm alk


PARK®. ¾I $


The Parker mine ia about & miles east, of Ketohum in 1khorn Gulch,
in Soc. 10, I• kW. R. 18 E, The deposit is reported to have been
discovered Au ;ust 3, 1863, by Eu¿ene Gillenwater, who found fragments
of ore near a badger hole and eight daya later made his first ship-
ment, a carload which netted 31,003. The table below, ompiled from
records in the office of E. Laft, in Hailey, shows that 1,662 †,ons
of ore carrying 1,106,463 pounda of lead and 300,236 ounces of
silver was mined up to the end of 1698. More than half of this was
treated at the amelter at Ketchua, and †,he remainder was shipped to
smelters in Utah. There has been no ptoduction in recent years.
The mine is repor6ed to have yielded up t.o ¼ay 10, 1886, a total
of $263, 811.50 over and above freight, and treatment, charges, which
averaged about, 82 4 ton. In dept.h the ore abutted against a fault
gouge, and persistent effort,a t.o find t,he vein beyond the £ault
have failed. The last of these attempts was made in 1911 and 1912,
when a large amount, of tunnel and crossout, work was done on lower
levels.


(Attached is list of shipments above referred to).


The vain conforma nearly t,o the bedding of t,he inclosing Milligen
argillite, which dips about, 30 deg. SW. The rock is dominantly black
calcareous argillite inclosing thin layers of bituminous lineatone
and has been intricately ahattered. Along the fracture planes are
filma of graphite au pure that the hands are immediately soiled in
touching unseathered material. ..... Igneous rocks occur only as
dikes, although a abort distance to the weat there is a large
area in which contact-cetamorphie minerale are abundantly developad.
A spe cime¤ of dike rock colle et,ad from the roadaide in †,be vicinitv
of the lower tunnel is vogesite, one of the lamprophyrea, and anotËar
specimen found as float on the hillside near the Blacksmith shop is
a fine-grained graphite porphyry.


The voin material Consists of galena, sine blende, iron pyrite,
tetrahedrite, and polybasite in a quarta-calcite-siderite gangue.
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the ore ahoot that afforded the mine's production la sai d by
Jenney, who was manager when the property was in operation, to have
been about 75 feet long and to wedge out to a seam of calcite on
the ends. It was followed down on the 30 deg. dip of the vain for
500 feet and terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault.
The £ault gouge contained no drag cre, but the ore against it was
emooth and striated, suggesting a slight postaineral movement
along a promineral fault plane. No ore has been found beyond
the .fault,, The ore averaged between 7 and 8 feet in width and
was roughly handed. Next to †,ha hanging wall was 6 inches of
quarts and galena then a band of tassive galena from 3 to & feet
thick, which carried about 200 ounces of silver to the ton;
next was 2 feet 8 Jaches of galena, gray copper, arxl polybasite,
which carried from 1,000 to 3,000 ounces of silver t,o †,ho ton;
and bet,ween thio band and the footpall was an 8-inch band of


O white quarts and gray copper containing from 100 to 500 ounces
of silver to the ton. Sphalerit,e occurred only in the border
portions of the vein. At a distance of 3 to 1§ feet fran the
main vein in the foot,wall a parallel vein o£ galena, narrow but
exceptionally free from gangue minerala, was also worked.


ill
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PARKER 0 OUP OF WNES


(These Figures Taken From Photostatic Copies of
Shipments Made Through the Hailey Sampler,


Records of Mr. Latt.)


Dry Silver Totai Lead Totai
t. Tone Os.pr.T. Silver i Lead


1 83 5280 2.64 319.37 843.14 30.5 1610
3 5596 2.798 324.62 908.29 46.5 2602


20385 10.293 135.50 1392.95 40. 10293
30608 15.804 193.12 2343.35 70. 21h26


h 21900 10.950 lhd.55 1604.72 65.5 14392
23375 11.688 ih0.h0 16hl.39 42.5 9ÿ3h
19757 7.879 148.74 1171.92 71.5 11266


h 8936 h.k69 178.35 797.09 h2• 3791
23727 11.864 17h.26 2067.h2 70. 1660ÿ


h 19859 9.930 153.69 1520.48 35.5 7050
4 2020 1.010 1100.32 1119.40 10. 202
h 22167 11.084 163.12 1697.18 70.70 19672


BL 6171 h.086 170.33 694.97 37•6 306h
& 8032 4.016 406.36 1639.81 9. 723
& 3h388 17.19& 236.23 h071.74 68. 2338&


28h32 1h.216 319.83 4546.70 68. 1933&
Sh 23336 11.668 191.25 2236.51 30. 700


29937 là.969 193.94 2903.09 27. 8083
à 21052 10.526 lik.2k 1934.05 71. Ih9h7
h 2ho23 12.612 lh8.h6 1842.69 70. 17376


h 30288 15.14h 131.57 1992•¾0 23. 6966
h 27265 13•633 190. 2590.27 70. 19086


27256 13.628 119.67 1630.86 3h.2 9322
Sh 38146 19.073 170. 32h2.h1 73.12 2805


& 27500 13.75 297•90 4096.13 66. 18150
19495 9.728 189.60 18hh•h3 h3, 8366


Sh 9138 h.569 221.2 1010.66 66.7 60ÿ¾
h 6207 3.104 349.8 1085.78 ¶8. 3600


9/2 23076 11.538 265.62 3067.03 23.2 6353
1 251h3 12.572 164. 2066.09 61.2 19368


h 24531 12.266 190. 2330.54 58. Ih228
8& &0792 20.346 283.2 5776.15 47.5 19316


38966 19.ho3 kh9.2 8751.76 h6. 1792h
1 & 37007 18.58& .422.9 7825.3h 37. 13693


h 33h71 16.736 271•$ 4943.82 39. 13064
1 & 3567& 17.037 250.7 kh71•74 35.5 1266h
1 39069 19.529 226. hh24.37 3h.5 13472
1 & 41392 204696 17h.69 3614.56 ho. 16557


LOl69 20.005 220. &&18.70 9.6 21089
12 h ho285 20.163 227.3 &578.50 69.5 199hl


& LO367 20.104 191•70 3669.27 67. 27046
12 Sh 13678 6.639 188.5 1289.15 h0.7 5567
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GROUP OF MIES


Page 2
ar17 Day Sh)pments


Bry Sipver Total Lead
Date Weigh Tons 08. pr.T. ilver


5 503LS
5 50188
5 30196


5 30hl7
85 30452


5 31943
85 30378
5 30582


5 309ho
2 5 30097
2/2 85 30725


85 30275
5 30360


O $ 29852
3/85 30659


5 31571
85 31268
5 313h7
65 31060
5 30072
6 7270
6 2991


3/86 6677
6 2900


h671
6 1991


21959
86 1891
6 8662


86 20911
86 53&¾
86 lh85


1 8 116hh
L2 ô 11593


9
9


89


29.173 262.50
25.094 hó7.60
15.076 560.50
15.207 663.60
19.226 20h.
15.772 2hg.6
15.189 37h.
15.291 433.50
15.h70 405.20
15.027 282.30
19.363 225.
15.118 257.80
19.lßQ 179.60
14.926 2ho.60
15.h30 243.
15,786 192.40
18.634 380.10
15.67k 385.80
19.630 205.60
15.036 416.
3.635 32.7
1.h96 120.6
3.339 128.3
1.450 167.3
2.336 94.0


.996 128.3


.980 131.6


.9h6 913.1
h.331 358.9


20.4$6 100.9
2.673 211.6


.743 78.1
5.822 190.7
9.797 100.6
.6 224.


k.5 297.8
2.2 167.1


6607.91 56.5
11638.60 .


8451.22 h7.
10091.37 40.
3106.10 96.5
3ß73.60 5¶.5
5680.67 48.7
6628.69 36.6
6269.99 hy.5
4242.12 32.5
3456.68 41.
3892.42 33.
2665.61 41.8
3591.20 38.9
3749.49 h3.5
3037.23 58.9
5942.48 h6,
6047.03 46.
3192.97 51.
625h.98 69.
118.86 7.
180.27 59.
528.39 23.5


213,59 60.
221.h6 36.6
127.79 99.7


lhhh.97 39.
663.79 60.
688.20 hy.


1095.01 16.6
965.3h
$6.03


1110.26 92.6
983.18 27.


37.
$2.
32.5


Lead
Total


28hh5
27102
lhli3
12165
17209
17506
lh794
11193
13h¾9
9767


12997
9978


226ÿ0
11493
13424
18469
lh383
lhh20
15903
lh735


509
1769
1969
1740
1705 .
1189
856L
1139
h2hh
3471


6125
3130


The foregoing is a copy of the record of shipments
which we obtained from Mr. Daft*a photostatic copies.
Reliable sources .Wve informed us that the foreigoing is
but a portion of shipments made but the figures for total
production Are not available to us.
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From Personal Communication
y Willard P. Tuller, Jr,


Euroka, Utah
November 9, 1947 .


Mr. Heber Comer
Ketchum,
Igaho.


Lear Mr. Comer:


I was pleased to receive your letter of October 20th, aml since
then have given considerable thought to how your questions might
best be anawored.....


In regard to the Parker Mine, there might be several ways of making
O your proposed connection. (1) Erift south as shown for approximately


75 feet, and raise to that level, about 115 feet vertically.
(2) Drift 179 feet southerly as abonn, and raise to the winae, about .
86 feet vertically. (3) Or dri£t to point (3) and raise 115 feet
vertically. (h) Drift to point (h) and raise 65 feet to the old
level. I would favor method (2), as you would be in a better
position to use the winse for working below that level, and as
that level has a drift, out to the east that might, warrant more
work if geologicali:apping shoulö indioate that. ......


I would strongly recommend a transit survey, from the proposed
drift, out the yout,Somery tunnel, up to the Blacksmith tunnel,
in and down †,he winae to the proposed connection. 3uch a survey,
if properly done by a qualified mino surveyor, would certainly be
worth the expense.


The proposea raise should be a tvu••compartment timbered raise, so
that you can have a canway and a ceparato chut,e for handling much,


In the absence of geological mapa of the Parket, it is difficult
to recomend specific covelopment. In enaral, two project,a would
seem to be most promising. .First to see if the voin continues
eastward, toward the Hailey-Triumph area (either from the Egackumith
tunnel or a lower level), and second, to see what, sort of a fault
cut, off the bottom of the ore, anci if a solution of the fault dis-
placement might reveal a continust,ion of the original ore shoot.
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There is a possibility that some of the International fle1d
geologists might get up to Hailey next spring. If the Parker
mine were opened upat that time to permit mapping of the ::ore
important of the old workings, it is possible that the company
might be able to do this mayping for you. I would suggest
that next spring you write to JV. M. P. Rildale, Chie£ Geologiat,
International Smelting Refining Co., stating the accessibility
of the Parker workings, and ask i£ there is a chance that the
company might do some geological mapping, to assist you in
future development.


Sincerely yours,


(Signed) Willard P. Fuller, Jr.


Sept. 8, 19 6


Dear Mr. Comers


I was glad to receive your letter, anti particularly interested
to know that you were working in the raise, to connect the Mont-
gomery tunnel with the upper Parker workings. As I remmber, we
thought that by raising 10 to 19 feet, and by fanning out long-
holes from the upper walla of the raise, a connection would be
made. The best estimate possible .from †Jte available information
indicated that the workings of Level No. 9 woultl lie from 30 to
LO feet above the track level of the Montgomery tunnel, but this
is just a guess. According to the map, the No. § level would lie
about 10 feet SW of the raise. It might be a good idea to run a
sublevel at 30 feet, above the Montgomery track level for 20 feet S ,
then at a point 19 feet from the wall of the raise, drill long
boles up, down, and at angles of, say plus and minua 60, on the
NW and SE sidea of the sublevel orosecut. ......


It
(Signed) W. P. F ller, Jr.n
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THE EXPLORATION


20. Lead Associated minerals are silver, sp14, copper.


21. The applicant proposes to diamond drill the beds and the
lime formation in the Parker mina from the Montgomery
tunnel level, and attempt to locate the continuation of
the old Parker ore shoot, as well as open up new shoots
of ore, both high grade and milling.


It is believed that the diamond drilling program can be
complated in six months.


After completion of the diamond drilling program, and
the location of the ore shoots is determined, we would
like to drAve a lower tunnel, if it is destead feasible,
and develop the property from that level, and at that
time work out a development and milling program.


22. Reference is made to Bulletin #90 and Balletin #814,
excerpts from which are attached to Question 16.


A geologieä ihap of the Montgomery tunnel is being
prepared but it will not te completed in ti as to
incinde in this application.


Nap of underground workings is attached.
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THE REQUIRWßNTS AND COSTS


23.
(a) 1 Diamo¤d Briller - 150 days © #13 per day $1950.00


1 D. D. Helper 190 " " $12 * " 1800.00
1 Gospressor Man 190 * " $12 " " 1800.00


$5550.00


(b) l'Supt.-Mgr. 6 to. $h00 per mo. 2h00.00


(c) None


(d) None


(e) 1 Diamond Grill #2900.00
1000* fiber air hose 600.00
1 Used Air Blower and
1200 * air vent pipe 1200.00


&200.00


(f) None


(g) Six months 9 $600.00 per month h800.00


(h) Gas, oil, misel. - eix monthe 1600.00


(i) None


Total $16h60.00


2h. The foregoing estimate la based upon six months
operations.


Estimated diamond drilling is 10,000 £eet, an
average of 1900 feet per month.


Estimated avatage monthly expenditure $3075.00.
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EFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK


EXPLAO LATCAON PROFOE T U TO Docket No.


MINERAL ORDER 5 UNDER Date receivai .k


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 Participation


Parker MLning Company, Inc.


RECEltED


JUN 8 - 1951 Name and
address of


LMOOil F. STROBEl. avouant
Executive Secretary


FILL IN THIS BLOCK


Date of application ----. --- ------. . Estimated cost


Mineral or metal Percentage of Government participation


Location of mine ....... 9 9


of B.B.,in Waros Springa Greek Mineral ist.


Date of filing MF-100 DMA Docket Number, if available


INSTRUCTIONS


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application.
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with
your name and address on each sheet of the application and
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the
space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in·space
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200,
for your signature.


THE APPLICANT


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation?
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners.
*3. If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. ÛOO 14gO 1 &Ý.tBChed.
*4. pDescerctbe tþ mi n g e 1 ess experience df (a) th6 applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will manage.the


*5. Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? MON
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or eneumbrances, if any, are against the property.
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing.


NOTE.-It will be necessary to procure arid attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the
contract.


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. See 1%go 3 attached.
et o 1 y is a p iecant ep ed to i 1 t apcreo ce th thfnc ee 11 ti on o ear nt acrt i at


*If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application• 16-64067-1







THE PROPERTY


10. (a) Give a description off the realgge t a wl i ag way involved in the exploration project, including any existing
mme or operatmg property.


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted.


NOTE.-If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be condu. ,
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area.


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any.
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with.refer.ence to to , r il ds, roads, shipping points, including distances


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. O 788 4
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its suffici e all se See Ÿ460 14 Sttached.


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source.ÑÖ 880 achou.
*14. Describe any exisgng u eable (acilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that


exploration work.488 80 Li &Ý,tachGO.
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. See Page & at,tached.


*16. History:


will be devoted to the


(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous x lo tion, dêyelop ent, operption, and production of property,
with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. O ag68 > - S%¾aCLOG.


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties.Soe Page 6 at,tached.
(.o) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations,
Prodreccommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations a e 6 tached and


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following informationÑì 18 RO O prOd O iOne


Grade of Net value
Tons per day analysis Cost per ton- per ton


(1) Mining
(2) Milling
(3) Shipped .


or sold
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property is or has been operating.)


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly.
(b) Submit available maps and assay data.
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves.


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions.


THE EXPLORATION gag gge gg


20. For what mineral or niinerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be cond etedA •
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. CO þSCO 3Î &ÌÁRCh6Ôe


NOTE.-The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete.


22. Furnish statemènt of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the
finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supportin s ch g eqlogical maps, maps
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data.•>OG RTr OROG.


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


23. Tabulate in the form of an itemize<Ì statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so
that the total will givë the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows:
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. Sge gge 9 attached
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each.
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings.
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings.
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchasedWfor oþerati ns at


more each.
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent.
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the ork
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each.
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above.


a ed%t of $50 or


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in ter of L.gionths ter jC 01 approved, showing progress expected to be
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. e


CERTIFICATION


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best f th r knowle and belief.


Parker Mining Company, Inc.
(Name of company) (Signature of authorized official)


May 26, 19:51 unnager
(Date) (Title)


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or a
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


*Same as footnote on page 1. 16-64067-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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TEL APPLIGANT


3. Howard W. Bill Garlsbad, California President and
Lirector


G. W. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho Vice-President and
Director


Frank Brown Twin Falls, Idaho Secretary-Treasurer and
Director


Five Largest Stockholders


Heber Comer Ketchum, Idaho Manager


Howard W. Eill Carlsbad, California


0. S. Burgese . Twin Falls, Idaho
lib


G. li. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


Henry Rees Twin Falls, Idaho


Notes The annual meeting o£ the corporation will be held
on May 28, 1991, at which time new directors
will be elected. The proposed new directors are
Mr. Rober Comer, Dr. Howard W. Bill and
Mr. E. v. Adkins, whose address is Richfield, Idaho.
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In 1947 the Amie s Trust, through Heber Comer, Trustee,
purchased the Parker Mine. The Trust held title to the
property until August, 19h9. In 1949 the Amicus Trust
was converted into a corporation, namely, Parker Mining
Company, Inc., an Idaho corporation, and title to the
Parker Mine was conveyed by the Trust to the corporation.


Practically all of the recent work on the Parker Mine
was done by the Amicus Trust during its ownership.
This work consisted of cleaning up old workings, dewater-
ing, retimbering, drifting, raising, etc. These opera-
tions were under the supervision and management of
Mr. Comer, and future operation of the mine will be
under his supervision and management. Mr. Comer has
had more than fifteen years experience in mining, in .
tunnel work, and the various phases of development.


The Amicus Tkust financed its mine operations under
the management of Mr. Comer; selling costs were held
†,o a minimum; funda rai sed were used for organisation .
costa, purchasing the property, purchase of equipment,
and actual mine development, the operations being con-
ducted on the most economic&L basis possible under
existing conditions. Neither the Amicus Trust nor
the Parker Mining Company, Inc., has permitted promo-
tional selling of its stock. The controlling interest
in the corporation is held by Mr. Comer.


6. There are no encumbrances or liens on the Parker min-
ing property.
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Balance Sheet
lose of ßnsiness July 31, 1960


adets:


First Security Bank, Haíley, Idaho $ h2418
$pecial Deposit-State Ins, Fund 100,00
Organisation, incorporation Cgste 766,82
Assays 101.38
Geologiad. Engineering 992.99
Lease & Proporties $28h.91
Road Improvement h61,50
Equipment Pyrchased 8240.h2
la.ne Development Cost 3648hell


TotgL $52h94.31


Liabilities:


Federal Withholding Tax Accrued $33.70
Federal Old age Benefits Acoruod 114.00
Accounts Payable,Salary Heber Comer 7269.60


n n Cash advances " hŠ3.07
Realized from sale of Units & Stock #49170.00
Less Commissions paid & allowed 10hl.96.


hh128.oh
$52h9h.31


Notet No appraisal of property owned by the
corporation has been made.


Notes The £oregoing is the last balance sheet made.
Since July 31, 1990, some funds have been raised
but the property has been inactive. At present
we are raising funda through the sale of stock
to continue operations, up to $10,000.


Applying rental on equipment in a coordan ce mi th
Section 9 ofkinergL Order 9 we will have suffi-
cient funds to cover our one-half of the cost
of operating under the proposed loan.


Ill
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THE PROPERTY


03. (a) The Parker Mine, consisting of 6 patented claima,
namelys


(b) The Parker, Montgomery, St, Louis, Western Reserve,
Una and Uva patented mining claims, situated in
Sections 10 and 11, Tp. L N. R. 18 E. of Boise
Meridian, in Blaine County, inaho. The property
is in the Warm Springe Greek Mineral District,
in Parker Gulch,


12. The Parker Mine is located approximately 6§ miles
Last of Ketchum, Idaho, which is the railroad ,
shipping point; it is 4.3 miles North of U.S.High-
way #93, on good road, with about a $$ grade,
The road may easily be kept accessible throughout
the year,


13¿ Two large springs which flow throughout the year
will ciye ample water for all mining and/or milling
purposes, in addition there is water from the mine
tunnels.


là. Two 105 Schramm Compressors
1 Tugger Hoist
1 Sinker Pump
1 Pressure Tank .
1 Receiving Tank
1 Dressing Block


1290 feet of pipe
1600 feet of track
Small Tools


1 là ton truck


The ore .can be trucked to railroad shiPPi 3 point,
Ketchua, Idaho; fran there shipped to the smelters
at Salt Lake Osty, Utah, a distance of about 300
miles. The truck hall from mine to railroad
would be about 6) miles.
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16, The early development of the Parker Mine is referred
to in exeerpt from U.S.G.S.Bulletin Blk, and the
recent report made by the Idaho State Bureau of
Mines, Bulletin #90, attached to this application.


Along mîth other mines in the Wood River areg, tho
Parker mine was closed down at the time o£ Ule drop
in the price of metals, In 1927 an attempt was made
to reopen the Parker (Blacksmith) tunnel on the pro-
duci¤3 level. The work was conducted by the original
ownero of the property, Due to improper timbering,
a cave-in occurred and two local men lost their lives.
After this unfortunate incident, no .further work was
cone on the property. The mine remained closed then
until recently reopened by Mr. Comer, Trnatee of the
A:aicus Trust, predecessor of the Parker Mining Com-
pany, Inc.


The Trust cleaned up and retimbered the old Parker
drift, driving new tunnel arounu the heavily cated
portion, and intersected the old workinga of the mine
at that level. Some sampling of old stopes and pillars
was done, for a distance of over LOO feet. All milling
ores had been left in place by the early operators.
At this level there is an undeveloped ore zone from
30 to 50 feet wide. We were unable to go down the
winse more than 300 feet due to water, therefore could
not continue our examination. We expect to complete
dewatering of the winze this season, and complete a
raise from the Montgomery level to the Parker, and
complete our examination and aanpling.


Our next work was the cleaning up, retimbering,etc.
of the lower cross-out footwall tunnel (Montgonary)
which is 229 feet below the Parker tunnel. The main
crosecut tunnel is 1250 feet long from the portal to
the point where we are raising between the two levels.
There is additional cross-cut work of approximately
1000 feet.


In*the Montgomery turmel, we £ound that no bedòing planes
had been explored; tops of beds had been cut; no ef£ort
evidently had been made to explore the beds between the
two tunnel levels, although the formation warrants an
exploration thereof, No a ttempt hatl been made to locate
the downward extension of the ola Parker ore shoot which
proûuced the high grade ores which are shown in the list
of early-day shipments.







«
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16.(cont.) At this point we were .compelled to temporarily cease
operations due to lack of working eqpitdL.


(b) We refer you to Bulletin #90 of the Idaho State
Bureau of Mines for information relative to the
Triumph Wne, which is located lest ol' the Parker
Mine, and whose reputed production so far has been
in excess of $60,000,000, and which is now operating
on a large scale.


According to U.S.G.S.Bulletin #814, the Elkhorn mine,
at the mount of Parker Gulch produced approximately
$1,500,000 worth of ore in the early days.


(c) See excerpt fran Bulletin #90 and U.S.Bull,81k at-
tached, together with maps attached.


||þ
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THE OBOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE


T UPH-PARKER MINE MINERAL BELT


by


Thor H. Kiilagaard


Abstract


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is underlain primarily by
the Milligen formation of Mississippian age. This formation
consists of argillites, lineatones, and quartsites, and their
various gradiational facies. Thrust remnanta of Wood River forman
tion (Penngylvanian) cap some of the higher ridges and hilltops
in the area. Along the western border, the Milligen formation is
overlain by a series of volcanics, and interbedded sands, tuffs,
and gravels. Intrusive dikes, chiefly andeaitic, crop out
throughout the district, and are particularly evident, in some of
the major shear zones.


A series of major shear sonea, most of which strik:e west-northwest
and dip at moderate angles to the Southwest, occur throughout the
area. ¾any of these have been invaded by mineralising solutions
which have created ore bodies. The are bodies are of two types s
(1) fissare fillings; and (2) replacement bodies originating fran
replacement of ausceptible limestones. The ores are of value
primarily because of their lead, sino, and silver content, although
same gold and copper is also present.


The district has been intermittently productive since the eighteen
eighties with the Triumph, North Star, Independence, and Parker mines
being the chief contributors.


Although past mining ØþGTA iORS have bottomed man y of the ore shoots
at comparatively shallow deptha, there is reason to believe that ore
should continue below the present lower mininig levela e


lik
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Location and Accessibility


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is in the Warm Springe Mining
District, Blaine County, Idaho. It is roughly five miles east of
U. 8. Highway 93, between Hailey and Ketchum, and extende from the
East Fork ož the Wood River about three and one-half miles northwest
to Parker On1ch (Fig. 1). The Triumph mine is located in the
southeastern part of the area, twelve and one-half miles north of
Hailey. A secondary road leads from the Triumph northwest to the
Independence mine and then down Independence Gulch to its junction
with Elkhorn Gulch. The road continues to the west and intersecte
U. S. Highway 93 one mile south of Ketchum. This road, or breaches
taerefrom leads to moet of the mining properties in the district....


Topography


The Triumph-Parker mine region is typical of the seminarld and moun-
tainous. topography in that section o£ Idah o. Elevations range from
5800 to 8000 feet above sea level, The more prominent valleya have
aggraded floorsy some with distinct alluvial terraces, gany of the
tributary valleys are occupied by intermittent streams and are to be
viewed more as gulchee than valleys. For the most part, they are
walled by steep alopes which rise rapidly to narrow interatrema
riages. The similarity in the southwest trend of some of the gulches
suggests their control by a major fault pattern; however, such can-
not be substantiated by fielo studies.


Geology


The sedimentary rocks of the region have been classified by
U. 84 0. S. Bulletin 614 as being members of the Milligen and Wood
River formations, of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian age, respec.
tively (1. pp. 23-34), There are also gravels and interbedded


O sarxly tuffs of early Tertiary age, terrace gravels, and recent
stream alluvium. Ignoous rocks include extensive andesitic
flows and severäl varieties of dikes.
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Larboni£erous Sedimentary Rocks
Milligen Ÿormation (Mississippian)


Distribution and Lgthology. - The dark, fine-grained, argilla-
eeous rocks that crop out in a broad northwest-trending belt -
across the eastern part of the area are members of the Milligen
formation (Fig. 16), They take thaLr name from the type section
exposed along Milligen Creek, which empties into the East Fork
of the Wood River about one-half mile east of the Triumph mine.
This formation, which is the host rock for all the ore deposits
in the Triumph-Parker mine area, has a regional northwest strike
and southwest dip.


The absence of horipon markers, and the abundance of local
crumpling and faulting makes it di£ficult to measure the formation
thickness. A measured section in Parker Gulch showed a thickness
greater than 7600 feet; however, this measurement may bo in
because of the possible repetition of beds. Certainly, the
tion thickness is more than 6, 500 feet.


error,
forma•-


The Milligen format,ion is composed mainly of black carbonaceous
argillite, the product of mild regional metamorphism. Perhaps
the most noticeable feature of the formation is the abundance of
carbonaceous material, particularly the graphitic filma on
cleavage and fracture surfaces. Often, where mine workings have
penetrated rocks rich in ãrqphite, the mine dumps resemble piles
of coal. Other distinguishable lithologic unite present are
quartaitic beds, limy members, and at the base, a series of
brown sandy shales. Gradations from one rock type to another
are present throughout the formation.


In certain areas metamorphism of the Milligen formation is more
pronounced. Tactite, £ormed by contact metamorphism of limestone
beds, is present near the mouth of Parker Gulch. On the western
side of Independence hill, cui Telephone Peak, and at other points,
some limestone and limy argillites have been altered to a whitish
lime-eilicate rock composed of accieular tremolite crystale and
other lime-silicate minerals. A apotted argillite manber, the
product of incipient metamorphism, crops out in a road-cut be-
tween Chicago Gulch.and the Independence mine.


Although there are no dependable horison markers in the Milligen
formation, two limestone beds are recognised in the Triumph mine
area and are thought to continue northwest beyond Parker Gulch.
These limestones, while persistent in attitude, are locally con-
cealed by surface mantle and elsewhere appear to lena out of
to be faulted. IbAedach as the interseotion of mineralised
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structures and limy- members often controls the location of re-
placed ore bodies in the Triumph-Parker mine area, an attempt was
made to map the limestones and to observe their condition where out
by faults. (Fig. 16).


The upper limestone crops out on the ridge about LOO feet west of the
portal of the Lucky Coin mine. The bed is about 7§ feet thick,
strikes N. 64 deg. We and dipa §§ deg. S.W. To the northweet, acrosa
Independence Gulch, and to the southeast near Chicago Guloh, it passea
beneath andesite. It is a dark blue, fine-grained rock that weathera
light gray. The more weathered surfaces are covered with blades
and sheathlike aggregates of amphibole crystala, probably tremolite.
The member is penetrated by the Lucky Coin tunnel.


The Middle limestone member is best exposed in Independence Gulch
northwest of the Lucky Coin portal. It la a rather massive blue-
gray limestone with a rough appearance on the more weathend sur-
faces. It tends to be a bluff-maker, as evidenced in Chicago
Gulch. In Keystone Gulch this member is ¾ feet thick but appears
thicker in Independence Gulch, owing to a dip slope. The Middle
limestone may be traced to the ridge northwest of Parker Gulch
where it is overturned and appears to lens out. To the southenst,
it passes beneath hillwash from Independence hill. This limestone
is believed to continue beneath the hillwash and andesite cap and
reappear near the head o£ Triumph Gulch from where it continues
on to the southeast across the Triumph holdings. It la described
in the section on the Triumph mine as the Upper tremolite limestone.


The Lower limestone is esparated from the Riddle limestone by
160-200 feet of argillite. It crope out in the road out between
the Triumph and Independence mine, and at the month of Chicago Gulch
where it strikea N. 50 deg. W. and dipe hh deg. S.W. About 150 feet
above the Triumph-Independence road the limestone terminates abruptly
against what may be a fault, but which cannot be confirmed because
of heavy surface mantle. Further to the southeast, in Rose Gulch, a
limestone with similar characteristics reappears« This limestone
ia believed to be the southeast continuation of the Lower limestone
and is discussed in the section on the Triumph mine under the title
of Lower tremolite litsestone. The Lower limestone may be traced
northwest with the dip grgdrally becomi.ng steeper. On Elkhorn ridge
the beda are vertical and in Parker Gulch the dip is overtorned t,o
the northeast. The Lower limestone is explored by the June Day
workings, where an appreciable ore body is formed at its intersection


O with the June Day fault. The rock is desoribed in the section on
the June Day mine.
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The Elkhorn limestones underlie the Lower limestone, separated by
several hundred feet of argillite. They crop out across the ridge
near the old Elkhorn diggings, but appear to lena out to the south••
east on Baltimore ridge. To the northweet, in the Ba)d Eagle area,
the Elkhorn limestones have been strongly affected by fault, action.


These portions of Fig. 16, mapped as undifferentiated Milligen, are
argillites, gradations of limy and silionous argillites, and quart-.
sites, with boundaries too indefinite for accurate field mapping.
By far the most abundant of these rock types are the Argillites,
which, where relativóly unmetamorphosed, grade imperceptably into
shales. The attitude of the argillite members i often strongly
contorted, particularly where they are interbedded between more
competent membera such as limestones and quartzites. Inasmuch
as the argillites are easily deformed by stress they are usually
the sites of strongly contorted areas and of the larger faults or
shear zones, particularly those which have result ed fram compres-
sive strees.


Wood River Formation (Pennsylvanian)


The Wood River formation is described in U. 8. G.S.Bulletin 81&, p.3h
as being Pennsylvanian in age. A large block .of the formation cocurs
in the southern part. of the Triumph-Parker mine area, but the describ-
ed outcrops are thrust remnants that cap North Star Peak, Grouse Peak,
and the ridge above the Baltimore mine.. Wood River outliera are
separated from the underlying Xilligen formation by a low angle
thrust fault that is inclined to the southwest. The thrust fault
is characterised tar a bracciated and recomented sone, which, owing
to its resistance to erosion, often stands out in relief.


Lithology. The most recognisable 11thologio units of the Wood
River formation includes blue-gr*Œ sandy limestones, gray quart-
sites, and £1neggrained siliceous limestones. In general, the
formation members are lighter colored, more caleareous and more
massive and bluff-forming than the underlying Willigen members;
however, there are exceptions. No identifiable ossils were
found in the formation, but ¼erriam (10), in cescribing the
Wood River eyposed on North star Peak, points to fossils of an
indeterminate character occurring in a raedium to coarse-grained
critoidal limentone. These include productida, stony bryosoa,
tabulate corals, and probable fusulinido.


There is no evidence of sulphide mineralisation in any of the Wood
River formation outliers in the Triumph-Parker area. On North Star
Peak a blue-grg/ limestono is cut by numerous quarts and calcite
stringers, but there ap pears
sulphide mineralisation,


to be no evidence of accompanying
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Tertiary Sedimentary Rocka


Gravela and Tutta


A northwest-southeast trending belt of pebble gravels, e nds, and
ingerbedded tuffs occurs east of the mouth of Keystone Guldb.
These sediments underlie the large expanse o£ andesitic lava that
crops out south of Independence Gulch. (Fig. 16). To the northwest,
beyond the mapped limit, the peb'ole gravels overlie a lava flow.
The sediment.s are composed chiefly of sub-rounded lava and quart-
site pebbles, although fragments of argillite, sandstone, and sili-
ceous limestone are common. Pebbles range in size from three-
eighths of an inch to tam and one-half inches, in the long dimen-
sion. They are water sorted and locally interbedded with more sandy
layers. Some light-brown, banded, tuffaceous deposits occur in the
southern part of the area. The laminae vary in thickness, with an
average of about one-tenth of an inch. The tuffs are probably pro-
ducts of volcanic explosions and the fact that they are now contam-
inated with more sandy aggregates ia indicative of fluvial deposition


Inasmuch as these sediments are interbedded with lava flow, they are
thought to be of the säme age as those flows, This age is probably
Miocene(?). (1, pp. §3-56).


Terrace Gravels and Alluvium


The Terrace gravels along the East Fork of the ?1ood RiYar, and the
alluvial debria along all of the streams are the products of rela-
tively recent erosion. The alluvial matter is derived from all of
the rocks in the vicinity and range in site from silt to boulders
several feet in diameter. It is probable that some of the higher
terraces, composed o£ boulders, coarse cobbles, and gravel, have
originated from outwash of alpine glaciera present in the higher
mountains during Pleistocene time.


Igneous Rocka


Volcanic Rocks


Andesitic Flows.- Andesitic flows cover much of the central
portion of the area, especially south of Independence Gulch, The
major part of these flows is hornblende andesite. Other varieties
of lava were recognized but no attempt was made to differentiate
them into mappable unita. The andesitic rock has a dark greenish-
gray color on fresh fractured surfaces, and plainly discernable
plagioclase phenocrysts. The greenish color of the rock matrix
results from an abundance of chlorite. The rock weathers to a
rusty-brown color.
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The £1ew capping Porphyry Peak, east of Independence Gulch, is a
greenish•black, porphyritte angito andesite. Similar remnants
cap ridges and peaks, at nearly the same altitudes, to the north-
west and northeast.


The irregultr eastern contact of the andesitic flow resting uncon-
formably on the unden.yink Milli gen £ormation, suggests that the lava
was poured over an uneven surface, probably a lowland area or valley
with its attending £úoghills. The long spurridge of Milligen that
penetrates the 1Ava adjacent to Elkhorn Culch, indicates that the old
land surface in the area, had a gentle dip to the southwest.


Intrusive Rocks


Likea.- All intrusives noted in the area are described as dikea,
althõúgh many are more like sille, lyi ng ainoat in the bedding of the .
enclosing host rock. For the most part they are andositic in cora-
position, although a horn-blende·-granite dike crops out on the Bald
Eagle property, and basic lamporphyre dikes are comon throughout.
The dikes vary in thickness fron a few inches to over 15 feet and
have short strike len::ths, lensing out at the enda. The gene'ral
strike is northwest and the dip is to the southwest at varying
angles; there are several exceptions. They are chiefly confined to
thin-bedded argillaceous members of the Milligen formation, although
andesitio dikes crop out in the more competent Wood RiYer rocks above
the Baltimore mine. A the outcrop, the more acidic porphyritic dikes
usually weather to shados of greenish gray in which the light gray
outlines of the plagioclase phenoerysts are plainly visible. Those
plagioclase phenocryste comonly measure up to three-eighths of an inch
in length. 2te black, aphanitic, lamponútyre dikes are usually fresher
and less affected by alteration.


Underground, light colored andesito porphyry dikes are common in the
larger shear sones, although occasionAlly they wander off into the
walla in relatively.untractured rocks, as in the Bormaza tunnel of
the Baltimore mine. In the shear mones dikes are oftaa crushed and
hydrothermally altered .to a whitish gouge-like material, much the
same as some typea of £ault gouge. It is evident that òuring Intra-
sion the magnatic material followed shear :.:onos and was doformed
by subseqµent fault adjustment. In their crushed condition they were
more easily altered by raistating solutiona. Those dikes awqr from the
shear sones are less altered.


Inasmuch as the dikes are comon in shear mones they aro often contig-
nous to ore bodies, and have even been found partially replaced by
sulphidea, as in the Bald Lagle mine and in parte of the Triumph mine.
Ihr this reason early mine operatore commonly drifted on the dike*,
thinking they were responsible for the mi.noralized d4posita. The fact
is, however, that in those exposures aceassible to observation, the
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dikes are pre-mineral, and are associated with ore bodies only in
that both have favored the more permeable pre-dike and pre-mineral
shear sones as sites of deposition. In this respect the dikes are
comparable Vi th those occurring in the Milligan formation in other
areas (11, p. 12).


Structure


Folding


The Milligen formation is strongly folded and faulted in the Triumph-
Parker mine area, but generally strikes to the northwest and dips to
the southwest. At the mouth of Parker Gulch the dip has been over-
turned to the northeast. Throughout toe area the formation appears
to be the limb segment of a southwest-tilted homoclinal block, A
interesting £eature of the £ormation is that only the more competent
rocks, limestones, quartaites, and some límy argillites are persistent


in attitude. The pliant, incompetent argillites interbedded between
have been intensely crumpled and distorted by di fferential movement
having yielded more readily to deformational strese. In places '
strees has deformed the argillites beyond their elastic limit, result-
ing in rupture. This action has emplaced most of the shear zones ao
coaloon in the argillit>ic combers, particularly those striking north-
wes o and alpping southweet. Such shear zones commonly grade into
regions of tight folding and crumpling, both on the strike and dip
with no apparent fracturing. A structure passing into auch a


crumpled area is difficult to follow in underground exploration
ano, on occasion, has been lost completely.


.The folded Wood River Zomation remnants, separa ted from the ¼illigen
by a thrust fault, indicate that major folding was post-Pennsylvanian
It is probable that folding preceded thrust faulting, though both
40tions could have occurred somewhat simultaneously, in U.S.G.S.
E011.816, it is suggested that the major period of deformation be
correlated with the Laramide orogeny which came near the end of the
Mesosoic ora.


Thr¤st Faulting.- On North Star and Grouse Peaks, and on the
ridge above the Baltimore mine, a major pre-mineral thrust fault
separates the Wood River from the Milligen formatione On Baltimore


9 . ridge, the fault is marked by a brecciated and recomented zone which
is at least 19 feet.thick near the portal of the No. 2 tunnel. The
fault plane is tilbed about 9 deggees to the southwest. On North
Star Peak, Merriam (10) describes the tilt as about 17 deirees to
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the west. Breccia fragments comprising the sone range in size from
microscopic to those an inch in length. They consiat of black chert,
quartzite, and siliceous limestone, embedded in a siliceous groundmass.
The broßoia-fraggents show a distinct orientation with the long di-
monsion roughly aligned in the plane of thrusting. The thrust mone
of the above mentioned fault outliers is comparable in all respects
with the one existing near the mouth of Decker Gulch, as described
in Ball. 814, and is probably closely related, if not the same.


The tilt of the thrust plane suggests that movement was from south-
west to northeast. Thrusting probably originated from compressive
stresses from the southwest, active during late toldin¿ of the car-
boniferous sediments.


Reverse faulting.- Reverse faulting, thou¿h analogous to
thrusting, is herein confined in description to shear sones of a
somewhat steeper dip and less .regional in e xtent. Those of chief
importance include the Triumph, North Star, Independence, Baltimore,
Amicus, Quaker City, and the Parker shear zones. Locally, minor
wisps of drag folding.in the walls adjacent to the shear sones are
indicative of normal fault action, however, this is probably the
result of gravitational adjustment at some period after formation
of the fault. A major period ofoblique, reverse fault movement is
suggested by larger drag folds, fault attitudes, and the almost uni-
versal existance of a well defined alickensided hanging wall, commonly
with pronounced mullion structure. Horseÿ (1, p. 176) described the
Independence lode as being on a reverse fault, and bases his conclu-
sions on local strati3raphy. Merriam (10) advances the theory that
the principal component of movement along the North Star and Triumph
fissures has been of a reverse dip-slip nature, The major reverse
faults, £or the most part, strike in a west-northwaat direction and
dip moderately to the southwest, usually at angles less than the
southwest dipping bedding of the host rock. They are pre-mineral
faults that probably originated from the same compressive strees that
gave rise to the above-mentioned thrust fault. They favor the incom-
petent argillites as host rocks and frequently merge into sones of
tight and crumpled folding. Ore found within these sones of shenring
is often broken and intersiggled with fault gouge, although nowhere
is there evidence of major post-mineral displacement within the plane
of reverse faulting. It is believed that where post-mineral fractur-
ing does occur, in the plane o£ shearing, that it is only a minor
structural readjustment.


In addition to those reverse £aulta mentioneò above there aro others
that are more properly described as flat faulta. These are observed
in many mine workings but not in enough detail for accurate description.
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In the Triumph mine a set of pre-mineral £1st faults are tifed in
a westerly direction, which would suggest that they too are allied
with a compressive stress acting fran the southwest.


Ngraal faulting.- There appears to be several patterns of normal
Èaults in the area, both pre- and post-mineral, some of which cannot
bë described from the data on hand.


A pattern of pre-mineral normal faults, striking northeast and dipping
steeply southeast pecurs in upper Parker Gulch, (Fig. 16). Maximum
displacement measured in this fault pattern was about 350 feet, appar-
ently with the hanging wall being displaced to the southwest. Whether
this fault pattern had any effect upon the mineralised Parker and
Amicus veins is not known.


The June Day fault, Fig. 21, strikes northwest and dips northeast.
It appears to be a pre-mineral normal fault, but its displacement
was not determined.


There are other faults, most of which strike in a northerly or north-
easterly direction, about which little is known. They commonly off-


. set lithologic members but are either concealed by debris or too in-
definite to map. It is believed that pre-mineral normal fault s are
associated in some way with stress that emplaced the thrust and re-
verse faults, though such a postulation cannot be proved, One possi-
bility is that they are resulted from lateral stresa developed dur-
ing thrusting movemeng. This could account for their near-normal
strikes to the atrikes of the major reverse faults.


Post-Mineral Normal faults.- Throughout the area there is a pat-
turn of post-minerai normal faults striking to the north and north-
east, and dipping nortfarest and north. Some of t,hese fau31s offset
mineralised structures. The best exAmple of this type of faulting
occurs in the western portion of the 700-level of the Triumph mine.
Another example le the North £ault as exposed in the Bonansa tunnel
in the Baltimore mine. (Fig. 20).


There are undoubtedly many faulta in the Triumph-Parker mine area
that have not been recognised. The absence of reliable horison markers
and occurrence of heavy surface mantle interferes with interpretation
not only of folded structure, but of faulting as well. For this reason
no attempt was made to mp faulta interred by topography or by drain-
age patterns.


The existence of many of the interred normal faults, postulated in
Bull. 814, p. 70, is doubted. An example of such an inferred fault is
the normal £ault a few hundred feet' west of the Lucky Coin portal,
which reputedly separates the Milligen formation from andesitic flows.
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Recent mining exploration haa ‡ailed to confirm this fault. The
Lucky Coin tunnel penetrates the Milligen-andesite contact, but shows
no evidence of fault separation. Furthermore, at the tunnel contact,
limestone fragments from the Milligen formation have a weathered
appearance, similar to those now existing at the outcrop. Sudh an
underground .rock condition suggests an ancient land surface that was
later covered with lava, The 700-level of the Triumph mine also
penetrates andesitic flows with no indication of a fault contact.


ORE DEPOSITS


Classification of the Deposits


The ore deposits of the Triumph-Parker mineral belt fall into two
groups: (1) mineralised fissures or shear mones, most of which strike
in a west-nortúnrest direction and dip to the southwest at moderate
angles usually 30-36 degrees; (2) replacement deposita occurring at
the intersection o£ mineralised shear mones and susceptible limestone
members. Both types are £ound only in the Milligen formation.


Included in the first group are the deposite worked in the Triumph,
North Star, Independence, Baltimore, Parker, Lucky 0. I., and
possibly F1khorn mines. The second group includes the bedded
siliceous and "complex" ores of the Triumph and North Star, and de-
posits in the June Day, and part of the Bald Eagle. Tu additãon to
these, part of the ore mined in the mineralised shear sones occure
as.a reþ1acement of sheared calcareous material, and not as fisoure
EL11ing.


In general, ore throughout the district has similar characteristica.
It is of value primarily because of its lead, sine, and silver content,
although there are exceptions. Fissure ore in the Triumph mine is
higher in gold values than are the repla cement deposits. The " complex"
ore at the Triumph consists of galena and splalerite in a pyritic
gangue; there is little quarts or siderite present. The replaced ore
at the June Day is largely gold, with little galena or sphalerite
present.


Deposits in Shear zones


The mineralized shear zones form the most common ore deposits in the
district, For the noot part, they are west-northwest striking, south-
west dipping, pre-minoral reverse £aults, some of which may be traced
at the outcrop by vegetation markings. They favor the more incompetent
argillitic members, probably because these rocks yielded more readily
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to stress than the more competent quartaites and limestones. The
shear sones range in thickness from a few inches to over 40 feet.
In places they consist of a few gouge or graphitic-faced fractures,
elsewhere they broaden into heavy shear zones composed of a multitude
of close-spaced slickensided slips. Such sones occasionally grade
into highly crumpled and fractured areas in which trace of the shear
sone is difficult to follow, and may even be lost. Ore and gangue
minerals are unequally distributed along the sones of shearing.
They commonly occur as pode and lens-like aggregates or as streaks
and stringers intermingled with fault gouge. Occasionally the ore
is masalve, but is more likely to be somewhat granulated, possibly
owing to post-mineral movement in the fisoure. Ore is often contig-
nous to igneous dikes in the shear sones, and, on occasion, has re•
placed dike material,


The shear sones are not simple planes but show sinuous surfaces and
many irregularities. It is evident that during the time of mineral-
isation the greater part of the individual ahear sones, being heavy
with gouge and sheared material, were too tightly compressed and
impermable to permit entry of the mineralising solutions. Only in
the more open areas, or those irregular sections reopened by recur-
rent fault action, were there sites available for mineral deposition.
Such fault action has accounted for a large part, of the atringers and
discontinuous lens-like ore shoots commonly found. In some calcareous
sections of the shear zones mineralising solutions replaced the limy
substance thus forming deposits in part fissure filling and in part
geplacement.


Some ore shoots occur where shear zones truncate †,he bedding of thinly-
laminated argillites. In these areas slippage along the shear zone ap-
parently produced torsional strees which parted the adjacent bedding
planes, thus creating sites for mineral deposition. In such areas ore
appears to leave the fissure anò curve into the 6edding as wisps and
irregular veinlets, entending only a few inches or feet. Such ore
formed chiefly as voidsfillings; there la little evidence of replace-
ment of the more imperneable argillite, Ore shoots of this general type
are mentioned by Merriam (10) as occurring in the Triumph mine, This
type also occurs in the Amicus vein, in the Quaker C(ty workings, and
probably in the are shoot near the face of the No. 6 level of the
Baltimore mina and extending upward.


The principal gangue minerals of the sheamsone deposits are altered
wall rock, quarts, caloite, and siderite. In some cases pyrite is an
important gangue mineral. Important metallic minerals include galena
sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and ruby silver. The Triumph vein also con•
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tains appreciable gold. Quarts and caloite appear to have been the
first minerale deposited, followed by sphalerite, galena, and tetra-
hedrite in that order. Ruby silver ores have been among the latest
deposited. Judging from the brecciated and cross-outting relation-
ships, ore deposition was not continuous but was recurrent. In some
instances younger sulphides appear to have replaced older aulphidae,
Illustrative examples are lanses and pode of land ore that thin out
on the ends to sinc ore, Such lenses were probably originally filled
with sphalerite, only to be brecciated by recurrent faulting and re-
placed by later galena.


There is no evidence of minordi aoning in the shear-sone deposits,
nor can any ratio be fixed on the lead-sinc-silver values. At some
spots the ore shoots mAy be high in sine values, elsewhere they run
more to lead and silver.


REPLACENENT DEPOSITS


Replacement deposits occur in limentone members that have been inter-
sected by certain shear sones. The ahear sones have provided avenues
of approach for invading mineralisers, which, upon encountering
susceptible limy members, have diffused into the rocks, deposited
their sineral load and carried the replaced limestone Away in solution.
This type of mineral deposition has locally built up large irregular
deposits with ore values gradually fading away from the shear sone,
An example is - the stoped depósit in the June Day fault hanging wall
on the No. 3 level of the June Lay mine. Recognition of the replaced
deposits is often aided by preservation of textures and structures
of the original limestone. This is particularly true of -the bedded
diliceous deposits in the Triumph mine where host-rock bedding is
plainly evident.


The bedded siliceous and *complex" oren of the Triumph and North Star
mines form the largest of the known replacement deposits. In the
past "complex" ore accounted for the bulk of Triumph productiop, One
ore shoot of "complex" is described by Merriam (10) ast "....an area
roughly 700 feet wide by 170 feet long with a thickness varying from
six feet in the upper part to fifty feet below." ......
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GNFSIS OF THE ORE LEPOSITS


The origin of the ores in this area is somewhat debatable,
Former writers (1, pp. 101 and 10) who have studied the district,
note that major mineralisation is related to the Idaho batholith and
its satellites, and to orogenic disturbances that accompanied its
emplacement, probably in late Jurassio or Cretaceous time. They
point to croppings of granitic rocks in nearby areas and call at-
tention to the partially metamorphosed condition of the ¼illigen
formation, suggesting that, it is underlain at no great depth by
plutonica. On the other hand, there are those who recognise the
orogenic disturbartoes that accompanied intrusion of the batholith
but who believe the ores to be geneticallyrolated to younger period
of Tertiary igneous activity (6). Perhaps a closer appraisal as to
the origin of the ores may be found in a study of the andesitio dikea
so common in mineralised ahear mones. The altered and occasionally
rep1Acad condition of these dikes implies that many of them are pre-
mineral in ago. Furthermore, the fact that similar andesitio dikes
are found cutting the granitic rocks west of Bellevue, presumably
related to the Idaho batholith, implies a younger age for dike in-
trusion. Although no dike and volcanic flow contacts were found,
U. S. G. S. Bull. 8114, p. 61, mentions ocourrences of volcant e flows
covering truncated porphyritie dikes, which leads one to believe
that the dikes and accompanying or subsequent mineralisation are
pre-volcanic in age. This would place their age as post-bat.holith
and pre-volcanic, or early Tertiary,


Groundwork for mineralisat,ion apparently was laid during the orogenic
disturbance that folded and faulted the carboniferous sediments, prob-
ably in J rassic or Cretaccous time. The major fault patterns were
formed at this time. At a later date these shear sones were invaded
by igneous dikes, which offers evidence that these shear zones are of
major extent and had access to magmatic masses below. Recurrent
faulting in the shear mones followed, and may have been concurrent
with dike invasion, as testified by the sheared and granulated condi-
tion o£ so many of the dikea. It is probable that mineralising solu-
tions, necending from the underlying magmatic bodies, found a means
of access along the shear sones during thia later stage of fault ad-
justment. As these solutions ascended and found favorable sites for
deposition, they deposited their mineral load as fissure filling and
as replacement of certain susceptible limestones encountered both
within and adjacent to the shear zones. Textures and mineral asso-
ciations auggest that the zone of deposition was only moderately deep.
Fault adjustment was probably continuous throughout the period of
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mineralisation, inaamuch as a static faulting condition would
have become choked and impervious to mineral deposition. The brec-
ciated and granulated condition of the earlier deposited minerals,
i, e., quarts, pyrite, sphalerite, and galena, tends to confLrm
this observation. It is believed that the inter- and post-mineral
fault adjustments in the major shear sones have been minor, and
have not displaced the ore bodies to any great extent.


There is no appreciable oxidation sono in the Triumph-Parker mine
area. Occasional traces of secondary lead ores are found in mine
workings near the surface; however, there are no instances of ore
deposits being.enriched by descending secondary mineralisation.
Absence of an extensive oxidîsed sone suggests that erosion of
the overlying rock has been rapid enough to keep abreast of
oxidation.
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CONCLUSIONS


It is believed that the ore bodies of the Triumph-Parker mine
mineral belt abould contirme below the lowest depthe yet reached
by mining. The deposits are of a moderately deep seated character
and would be expected to continue on to greater depths . Ore bodies
should occur in the mineralized shear monea in those areas that
were accessible to mineralisere during the period of sulphide
mineralisation. These depositional sones will be found only by
continued exploration. There is no evidence of a aggor fault
pattern which might out off the deposits with depth.


I t is suggested that in any future exploration of the mineralized
shear sones, that they be closely followed. Too many past ex-
ploration programs have attempted to gain "I:acks" by driving
lower crosecat workings. Often, in doing so, they have completely
lost the sought-after stricture. .In disturbed and contorted rocks,
such as the Milligen formation, projection of mineralized structure
through several Amdred feet of unexplored ground is hasardous and
is to be avoided whenever possible, Furthermore, to adequately
explore these shear monos demands mine workings within the zones
of shearing. The scattered and pod-like occurrence of the ore
bodies makes it easy to intersect a barren sone with a crossent,
which often tends to discourage further exploration of the shented
area. For the sam reason, diamond drilling has oft.en proved
valueless not only in that core recovery is difficult in the
crumpled Milligen formation, but in that intersected barren parts
of the shear zone are uninformative.
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PARKER MINE


Location and Development


The Parker mine is 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, in Parker Gulch,
It comprises 6 patented fatning claima covering portions of
Sect. 10 and 11, T. 4 N., R. 18 E., Boise Meridien. The property
is held by the Amicus Trust, currently under the management of
Mr. Heber Ganer o£ Ketchum, Idaho.


There are four tunnels on the property that explore the Parker vein.
These include the Western Reservo, Blacksmith, Montgomery, and the
St. Louis, (Fig. 19.) Other mine workings include the lower Parker
tunnel, and the Amicus and Gondolier. The latter two explore the
Amicus vein. SeveráL smaller diggings are scattered throughout
the property, All workings are in the hilligen .fomation.


According to 9911, 814 the Parker deposit was discerered in 1883
by Eugene Gil.1enwater. During the next 15 years the property pro-
duced 1,552 tons o£ oro carrying 1,106,463 pounds of lead and
300,236 ounces of silver; the bulk of whichwas taken from one ore
shoot about 79 feet long, extending from the 21ackmaith level to
some distance below, Bulletin 814 quotes the manager of the mine
at the time of its production, who stated that the ore shoot was
followed bya winze driven on the 30 degree dip of the vein for
about 900 feet. At that point the vein terminated against a
steeply dipping fault aux! no ore was found beyond.


At a later date the Montgomery tunnel was driven at a lower level
to intersect the downward continuat,ion of the Parker vein but this
long tunnel and its accompanying crossouts failed in their efforts.


The property has been worked intermittently since 1938 with the
lower Parker tunnel, the Amicus tunnel, and the raise near the face
of the Montgomery tunnel receiving most of
idle during the summer of 19L9.


the attention. It was


O
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GEQU.)GY OF TIE PARKER VEIN WORiñNGS


The Parker vein crops out acrosa a small ridge between the Blacksmith
and Western Reserve tunnels. It strikes N. 72 deg. E. and dipa 35 deg.SE.
The vein has been explored by numerous pits which expose it as a rust-
colored quarta-bearing shear sone whose average width approaches four
feet. The vain wall rock is dark carbonaceous argillite. Although
the voin is oxidised on the outcrop, the quarts when broken often pre-
sent.s fresh sulphides, An assay taken on the outcrop went .03 ounces
in gold per ton, 17.5 ounces in silver perton, and 30 per cent lead (12).
The vein may be traced up the hill beyond the Wes tern Reserve tunnel
but is soon lost beneath surface mantle.


The Western Reserve tunnel is caved 75 feet fran the portal, and, in
the area accessible, presents nothing but an 18-inch barren quarts vein.


During recent yeare. the Blacksmith tunnel Ims been reopened for a dis-
tance of 350 feety however, much of the tunnel is tightly lagged,
making geologic observations difficult. The innermost 150 feet of
tunnel follows the Parker vein, a pronounced shear zone striking
almost oast-west and dipping about 30 deg. 8. A 30-inch qµarts
and calcite vein, containing some sulphides, occupies most of the
shear mone at the caved face. The country rock adjacent to ¾he
footwall of the vein is a shiny, graphit,1e material with abundant
alickensided surfaces, It has a greasy feel when touched and readily
soils the hands. The graphitic substance is probably the result of
metamorphism of bituminous material that was deposi ted with the Argil-
litic country rock. According to an old mine map, 110 feet beyond the
caved area a 900-foot winae was driven from the Blacksmith level.
Several sub-levels.ana stopes lec from the winne, all long since caved
and now inaccessible.


The Montgomery tunnel, driven during the early l900's, was reopeneò by
Mr. Comer, who advanced a raise at the tunnel end to intersect the lower
workinge driven from the winse extending from the Blacksmith level.
The tunnel and raise contain "bad air," and unless the air compressor
is operating, forcing compressed air back to the raise, entry is
hasardous and even then is restricted to the main tunnel. For this
reason the tunnel was not mapped in detail, but a tracing of the


(i
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tunnelworkings was obtained froma previous map, (Fig. 19).
A smal l dike of andesitic composition is followed by the main
turmel, and by one short crosacut, and while it is reported to con-
tain some gold values there is no evidence of lead-silver mineraliza-
tion.


The St. Louis tunnal intersects and drifts on a flat dipping shear
mone, which locally contains guarta lenses and stringers, and often
good showinga of sulphide ore. Vihere thickest, the vain dips from
six to twelve degrees, elaawhere in areas of steeper dip the vain
pinches. Near the zinze the vain is four feet thick and contains
abundant exposures of galena, aphalerite, tetrahedrite, and some
ruby silver. Assays from this area run as high as llh ounces of
silver per ton, and19,8 per cent lead. The ore is sanewhat
oxidized in tho footWall areas of the shear zone. Grushed and dis-
located quarts fragacuta suggest post-•mineral shearing in the plane
of the vein. Intricate drag folding of the thin-bedded argillite
indicates the shear zone is a raverse fault, with perhaps minor
normal fault adjustuent.


Across the draw from the St. Louis portal, a 60-foot adit follows
a major fault, striking N. 73 deg. E. and dipping 40 deg. SE.
This, the St. Louis îault, ciaplaces a 90-foot quartaite member
360 feet to the right, as the fault plane is faced. (Fig. 19).
Altnough it cannot be proved, 11tholo y of the faulted area sug-
gests that the fault is normal......


CONCLUSIONS


A study of the surface area, coupled with observations of vein
structure in the Blacksmith sûxl St. Louis tunnels, leads one to be-
lieve that the Parker and St. Louis veina, as shown in Fig. 19, are
are the same structure. This conclusion is supported by cross sec-
tions drawn through the various workings. If auch is the case, the
Montgomery workings were of li Ltle value in the explora tion of the
Parker vein because they were too far in the footwall, a conclu-
aion supported by their negative findings.


The Parker vein is said to be cut off by a steepl/dipping strike
fault somewhere near the bottom of the winze driven from the Black-
smith level. Inaamuch as this area is ngw oaved, nothing could be
learned of the nature of the fault. A projection of the St. Louis
fault, as exposed in the short adLt across the gulch from the
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St. Louis tunnel, would intersect the Parker vein somewhere near
the base of the wines and could possibly be responsible for termina-
tion of the vein in that area. Such a postulation would, of course,
have to be investigated by further exploration,


RECOLSIEMDATIONS


The St. Louis tunnel area should be given priority in any future
exploration prograu. The vein in this area is quite probably the
continuation of the Parker structure, ano, as such, represents an
unexplored and promising part of that structure.


Continued auvancement of the raise near the face of the Montgomery
tunnel is likely to prove unsuccessful. The fact that it will inter-
seot old mine workings comprised of several hundred feet of drifts,
raises, and stopes, now flooded and caved, will not only be danger-
ous to mining operations but will likely be valueless because these
areas have been previously explored4
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From U. 8. G. 8. BIJLLETIN 814 .


PARKER MINE


The Parker mine is about h miles east of Ketchum in L1khorn Guich,
in Sec. 10, T. & N. R. 18 E The deposit is reported to have been
discovered A 84 3, . 1883, by Eugene Gillenwater, who found fragments
of ore near a badger hole and eight daya later made his first ship-
ment, a Carload which netted gl,003. The table below, compiled from
records in the office of E. Daft, in Hailey, shows that 1, $$2 tons
of ore carrying 1,106,h63 pounds of lead and 300,236 ounces of
silver was mined up to the end of 1898. More than half of this was
treated at the smelter at Ketchum, and the remainder was shipped to
smelters in Utah. There has been no production in recent years.
The mine is reported to have yielded up to May 10, 1886, a total
of $283, 811..60 over and above freight and treatment charges, which
averaged about $2 a ton. In depth the ore abatted against a fault
gouge, and persistent efforts to £ind the vein beyond the fault
have failed. The last of these attempts was made in 1911 and 1912,
when a large amount of tunnel and crosecut work was done on lower
levels.


(Attached is list of shipments above referred to)a


The vein conforms nearly to the bedding of the inclosing Milligen
argillite, which dips about 30 deg. SW. The rock is dominantly black
calcareous argillite inclosing thin layers of bituminoua limentone
and has been intricately ahattered. Along the fracture planes are
films of graphite so pure that the hands are immediately soiled in
touching unreathered material. ..... Igneous rocks occur only as
dikes, although a ahort distance to the west there la a large
area in which contact-motamorphic minerals are abundantly developed,
A specimen of dike rock collected from the roadaide in the vicinity
of the lower tunnel is vogeaite, one of the lamprophyres, and another
specimen found as float on the hillside naar the Blacksmith shop is
a fine-grained graphite porphyry.


The vein material consists of galena, sino blende, iron pyrite,
tetrahedrite, and polybasite in a quarts-calcite-siderite gangue.


(i
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The ore shoot that afforded the mine ss production is sal d by
Jenney, who was manager when the property was in operation, to have
been about 75 feet long and to wedge out to a seam of calcite on
the enda. It was followed down on the 30 deg, dip of the voin for
500 feet and terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault.
The fault gouge contained no drag ore, but the ore against it was
smooth and striatedy auggesting a slight postmineral movement
along a promineral fault plane. No ore has been £ound beyond
the fault. The ore averaged between 7 and 8 feet in width and
was roughly banded. Next to the hanging wall was 8 inches of
quarts and galenaj then a band o£ massive galena from 3 to & feet
thick, which carried about 200 ounces of silver to the .ton;
next was 2 foot 8 inches of galena, gray copper, and polybaaite,
which carried from 1,000 to 3,000 ounces of silver to the ton;
and between this band and the footwall was an 8-inch band of
white quarts and gray copper containing from 100 to 600 ounces
of silver to the ton. Sphalerite occurred only in the border
portions of the vein. At a distance of 3 to 19 feet from the
main vein in the £ootwall a parallel vein of galena, narrow but
exceptionally £ree from gangue minerals, was also worked.
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PARKER G OUP OF HINES .


(These Figures Taken From Photostatic Copies of
Shipmente Made Through the Hailey Sanpler,


Records of Mr. Daft.)


Dry Silver Total Lead Total
Date W1. Tona Os.pr.T. Silver § Lead
1 83 5280 2.64 319.37 843.14 30.5 1610
1 /83 5596 2.798 324.62 908.29 h6.5 2602


& 20386 10.293 139.90 1392.99 40. 10293
/84 3o6oß 15.804 153.12 23h3•35 70. 21426


1/2 & 21900 10.960 lh6.95 1604.72 65.5 lh392
& 23375 11.688 140.40 16hl.35 h2.6 993h


19757 7.879 148.74 1171.92 71.5 11266
h 8936 h.469 178.35 797.05 42. 3751


84 23727 11.864 17h.26 2067.h2 70. 16609
3/ 19859 9.930 153.69 1520,h8 35.5 7050
3/12/8¼ 2020 1.010 1108.32 1119.40 10. 202


22167 11,084 153.12 1697.18 70.70 19672
h 8171 U.086 170.33 69h.97 37.5 3064


8032 h.016 hoo.36 1639.61 9. 723
h 34388 174194 236.23 h071.74 68. 2338&
h 28432 14.216 319.83 4546.70 684 1933h


5/24/84 23336 11.668 191.25 2236.51 30. 700
84 29937 là.969 193.94 2903.09 27. 8083
h 21052 10.526 174.2h 1934.05 71. 14947
84 2h823 12.hl2 lh8.46 1842.69 70. 17376


30288 15.14& 131.57 1992.60 234 6966
& 27265 13. 33 190. 2690.27 70. 19086


27256 13.628 119,67 1630.86 3h.2 9322
Sh 38146 19.073 170. 32h2.bl 73.12 2805
h 27500 13.75 297.90 ho96.13 66, 18150


4 19495 9.728 189.60 1844.43 h34 8366
Sh 9138 4.569 221.2 1010.66 66.7 6095
4 6207 3.104 349.8 1085.78 58. 3600


9/2 23075 11.538 265.82 3067.03 23.2 5353
1 h 251h3 12.572 164. 2066.09 61.2 19388
1 & 2h531 12.266 190, 2330454 $8. 16228


7/8& ho792 20.3h6 283.2 5776.15 47.6 19376
2/84 38966 19.h63 hk9.2 8761.76 46, 1792&


1 & 37007 18.584 h22.9 7825.3h 37. 13691
h 33h71 16.736 271.5 h5h3.82 39. 1305h


1 & 35674 17.837 250.7 kh71.7h 35.5 1266h
1 390h9 19,625 226. &&24.37 34.9 13472
1 & 41392 20.696 17h.66 3614.56 ho, 16557


h0169 20.085 220. 4418.70 52.6 21089
12 h 40286 20.143 227.3 &¾78.50 h9.6 199hl
12/18/84 40367 20.184 191,70 3869.27 67. 270h6
12/19/8& 13678 6.839 188.5 1289.15 40.7 5567
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arly Day Shi pments


Dry Silver Total Lead Lead
Date Weight Tons 0·©, pr.T. Silver Total


85 503&$ 25.173 262.60 6607.91 56.5 28hh6
$ 60188 25109h 467.80 11638.60 Sh. 27102.


85 3olg6 15,078 560,50 8h61.22 &7. 14173
5 30hl7 15,207 663.60 10091.37 ho. 12165


85 30452 15,226 2oh, 3106.10 $6.5 17205
5 319h3 15,772 245.6 3873.60 55,6 17506


85 30378 15.189 37h. 5680.67 48,7 lh79h
5 30582 15.291 h33.50 6628.69 36.6 11193


5 309h0 15.h70 hog,20 6269.99 47.5 13459
9 30097 15,027 282.30 4242.12 32.5 9767


5/85 30725 15.363 225. 3666.68 kl. 12997
5 30275 15,118 257.80 3892.42 33. 9978
5 30360 15.180 175.60 2665.61 bl,8 22690


5 29892 lh,926 2ho.60 3591.20 38.5 11493
O 4/23/85 30859 15.h30 2434 3749.49 h3,6 1342&


4/25/85 31571 15.786 192.ho 3037.23 58,5 18h69
4/30/85 31268 16.634 380.10 59h2.h8 h6. 14383


85 31347 19.6?h 385.80 6047.03 h6. 1hh20
85 31060 15a530 205.60 3192.97 51, 15903
5 30072 19.036 bl6. 625h.98 h9, 14735
6 7270 3.636 32.7 118.86 7. 509


86 2991 1.h96 120.5 180.27 99, 1765
3/23/86 6677 3.339 12843 523.39 23.5 1969


86 2900 1.hgo 147.3 213.59 60. 17143
6 4671 2.336 9h,8 221.h5 36,5 1705


6 1991 .996 128.3 127.79 99.7 1189
86 21959 10.980 131,6 1444.97 39, 856¼


5/16/86 1891 4946 913.1 863,79 60. 1135
6/16/86 8662 h.331 158.9 688.20 h9. h24h
6/20/86 20911 10.hg6 10049 1055.01 16,6 3h71
8/17/86 53h5 2.673 211.5 $66.34


86 lh85 .743 78.1 58,03
88 116hh 5.822 190.7 1110.26 52,6 6125


12 88 11593 5.797 100.6 583.18 27. 3130
9 6.8 224. 37.


h,5 297.8 $2.
89 2.2 167.1 32.5


The foregoing is a copy of the record of shipments
which we obtained from Mr. Laft's photostatia .copies.
Reliable sources have informed us that the foregoing is -
but a portion of shipments made but the figures for total
production are not available to us,
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om Personal Communication
r Willard P. Fuller, Jr.


Eureka, Utah
November 6, 1947


Mr. Heber Comer,
Ketchum,
Idaho.


Dear Mr. Comer:


I was pleased_to receive your letter of October 20th, and since
then have given considerable thought to how your questions might
best be answered.....


In regard to the Parker Mine, there might be several ways of making
your proposed connection. (1) Lrift south as shown for approximately


( 76 feet, and raise to that level, about 115 feet vertioally.
(2) Drift 179 feet southerly as shown, and raise to the winse, about
$$ feet vertically. (3) Or drift to point (3) and raise 116 feet
vertica117e (h) Drift to point (4) and raise $$ feet to the old
level. I would favor method (2), as you would be in a better
position to use the winse for working below that level, and as
that level has a drift out to the east that might warrant more
work if geological mapping should indioate that. ......


I would strongly recommend a transit survey, from the proposed
drift, out, the Montgomery tunnel, up to the Blackamith tunnel,
in and doma the winae to the proposed connection. Such a survey,
i£ properly done by a qualified mine surveyor, would certainly be
worth the expense.


The proposed raise should be a two-compartment timbered raise, ao
that you can have a aanway and a separate chute for handling much,


In the absence of geological mapa of the Parker, it is difficult
to recommend specifickevelopment. In general, two projects would
seem to be most promising. First, to see if the vein continues
eastward, toward the Railey-Triumph area (either from the BWaksmith
tunnel or a lower level), and second, to see what sort of a fault
out off the bottom of the ore, and if a solution of the fault dis-
placement might reveal a continuation of the original ore shoot.
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There is a possibility that some of the International field
geologists might get up to Hailey next spring. If the Parker
mine were opened upat that time to permit mapping of the more
important of the old .workings, it is possible that, the company
might be able to do this mapping for youw I would auggest
that next spring you write to Mr. R. B. Kildale, Chief Geologist,
International Smelting & Re£ining Co., stating the accessibility
o£ the Parker. workings, and ask if there la a chance that the
company might do so o geologicáL mapping, to assist you in
future development.


Sincerely yours,


(Signed) Willard P. Fuller, Jr.


¡þ


Septa 8, 19h8


Dear Mr. Comer:


I was glad to receive your letter, and particularly interested
to know that you were working in the raise, to connect the Mont-
gomery tunnel with the upper Parker workings. As I remember, we
thought that by raising 10 to 16 feet, and by fanning out long-
holes from the upper walla of the raise, a connection would be
made. The best estimate possible from the available information
indicated that the workings of Level No. 6 would lie from 30 to
LO feet above the track level of the Montgomery tunnel, laat this
is just a guess. According to the map, the No. § level would lie
about 10 feet SW of the raise. It might be a good idea to run a
sublevel at 30 feet above the Montgomery track level for 20 feet SW,
then at a point 15 £eet from the wall of the raise, drill long
holes up, down, and at angles of, say plus and minue 60, on the
NW and SE sides o£ the sublevel oroascut. ...,..


(Signed) W. P. F ller, Jr,"


(I
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TIE E2710RAT10N


20. Lead. Associated minerals are silver, gold, copper.


21. The applicant proposes to diamond drill the beds and the
lime formation in the Parker mine from the ¼ontgomery
tunnel level, and attempt to locate the continuation of
the old Parkor ore shoot, as well as open up new shoots
of ore, both high grade.and willing.


It is believed that the diamond drilling program can be
compkted in six months.


After completion of the diamond drilling program, and
the location of the are shoota is determined, we would
like to drive a lower tunnel, if it is deemed feasible,
and develop the property from that level, and at that
time work out a development and milling program.


22. Reference is made to Bulletin #90 and Belletin #81&,
excerpts from which are attached to Question 16.


A geologicã, map of the Montgorcery tunnel is being
prepared but it will not be completed in time to
include in thip application.


Nap of underground workings is attached.
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THE REQUIREMEN¾S AND COSTS


23.
(a) 1 Diamond Driller - 150 days @ $13 per day $1950,00


1 D. D. Helper 150 * " $12 " " 1800,00
1 Compressor Man 150 " " $12 « n 1800.00


85550.00


(b) 1 Supt,-Mgr. 6 mo. 4 Gh00 per mo. 2h00.00


(c) None


(d) None


(e) 1 Diamond Drill $2500.00
1000* fiber air hoaa 600.00
1 Used Air Blower and
1200* air vent pipe 3200.00


200.00


(t) None


(g) Six montha @ $800.00 per month 4800.00


(h) Gas, oil, miscl. - six months 1500.00


(i) None


Total 418h¾0.00


2ha The foregoing estimate is based upon six months
operations.


Estimated diaraond drilling is 10,000 feet, en
average of 1600 feet per month.


Estimated average monthly expenditure $3076.00.


(ik











Form MF-103 . DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE R Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035.
(April 1951) Approval expires 6-30-51.


DEFENSE . MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK
APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO Docket No.


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER Date received ..


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 Participation


D¾iEE::I 0; m E2E Parker tiining Company, Inc.


Ketchum, I daho


JUN 1961
IROBiiL Name and


L ay 28, 1991 add
Date -


FILL IN THIS BLOCK


uay 28, 1951 018,460.00
Date of application Estimated cost .


Lead Fifty per cent.
Mineral or metal Percentage of Government participation


sects. 10-11, Tp. h .8.18 .


Date of filing MF-100 .... ,_... ........ .. .. DMA Docket Number, if available .


INSTRUCTIONS


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application.
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with
your name and address on each sheet of the application and
all accompánying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the
space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate
sheet, annex it to the ahplication form, and refer to it in·spÁce
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200,
for your signature.


THE AP


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation?
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners· See Page 1 attached.
*3. If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders.
*4. Describe iÊt01iBaganÊ gt1Ý&AIC6tBØiess experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will rilanage the


project. Ogggg.
*5. Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? See Page 2 attached.
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property.
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing.


NOTE.-It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, eri
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the
contract- See Page ) attached.


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement.
ow much money is applicant prgparetto invept ig to oseg project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the ,
oject as detailed in question 23¾AhiMAWliantSN Heccordance with the regulations on Government participation


Section 9 of Mineral Order 5) 9


. *If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 16 067-1







THE PROPERTY


10. (a) Give a description of the real erty that will be in any4way involved in the exploration project, including any existing
mme or operatmg property. A J taChu


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted.


NOTE.-If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings om
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted,
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area.


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. ŸA Og' ggg
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. See Page 4 attached
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiepcy a 10easons. 00, Ngo k attache¢l.


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. dos ag 4 RÌ.t,acr100.
*14. eDescriabebany erx st u ble f ci tie pment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the


15. State in'detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. BOO Pago g attg¢yggg,
*16. History:


(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous ex lor tion_, deg1ppine , and production of property,
with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. O O AJUw ,


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. de
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this applicatio including sults of mine examinations,


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. PagO tached and
17. Production: E t •


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: inG iB BO 10 pd)daC 1011.


Grade of Net value
Tons per day analysis Cost per ton per ton


(1) Mining
(2) Milling
(3) Shipped


or sold
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property is or has been aperating.)


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly.
(b) Submit available maps and assay data.
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves.


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not áufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions.


. THE EXPLORATION . . , Sag Ngo )ÿ


20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be cond c ed4¾A d.
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it.


NOTE.-The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete.


22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the
finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by suppo ingyna s geh geologiçal maps, maps
sof the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. JO A ORBO.


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will partpipate as fol ws:
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. e ge 9 attached
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each.
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings.
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings.
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased Ÿor o¾rati<¾is at


more each. g a y
(f) Cost of rental f'or equipment which the operator proposes to rent.
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operatot now owns and which will be devoted jo the grk.
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each.
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above.


a coit of $50 or


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terggg s te approved, showing progress expected to be
accomplished and the money expected to be spent.


CERTIFICATION


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its ehalf, hereby certify thdt the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best th knowledge d belief.


(Name of company) (Signature of authorized official)


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


*Same as footnote on page 1. 16-64067-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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THE APPLICANT


3. Howard W. Hill Carlsbad, California President and
Director


G. W. Burgess Twin Ealls, Idaho Vice-President and
Director


Frank Brown Twin Falls, Idaho Secretary-Treasurer and
Director-


Five Largest Stockholders


Heber Comer Ketchum, Idaho Manager


Howard W. Hill Carlsbad, California


0. S. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


G. W. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


Henry Rees Twin Falls, Idaho


Notes The annual meeting of the corporation will be held
on May 28, 1961, at which time new òirectors
will be elected. The proposed new directors are
Mr. Heber Comer, Dr. Howard W. Hill anò
Mr. E.D . Adkins, whose address is Richfield,Idaho.
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In 19h? the Amicue Trust, through Heber Comer, Trustee,
purchased the Parker Mine. The Trust held title to the
property until August, 19h9. n 19h9 the Amicus Trust
was converted into a corporation, namely, Parker Mining
Company, Inc., en Tdaho corporation, and title to the
Parker Pine map conveyed by the Trust to the corporation.


Practiet11y all of the recent work on the Parker Mine
was done by the Amicus Trust during its ownership.
This work conciated of cleaning up old workings, dewater-
ing, retimbering, drifting, raising, etc. These opera-
tions were under the supervision and management of
Mr. Comer, and future operation of the mine will be
under his supervision and management. Mr. Comer has
had more than fifteen years experience in mining, in
tunnei work, and the varicus phases of dayslopment.


The Amicus Trust financed its mine operations under
the management of Mr. Comer; sellin3 costs were held
to a miraimum; funds rai sed were used for organisation
costs, purchasing the property, purchase of equipment,
and actual mîne development, the operations being con-
ducted on the most economiedt basis possible under
existina conditions. Neither the Amicus Trust nor
the Parker Mining Company, Inc., has permitted promo-
tional selling of its stock. The controllinG interest
in the corporation is held by Mr. Comer,


6. There are no encumbrances or liens on the Parker min-
ing property.
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Balance Sheet
Close of Business July 31 19 O


seets:


First Security Bank, Hailey, Idaho $ 42418
Special Deposit-State Ins. Fund 100.00
Organisation, Incorporation ogsts 766.82
Assays 101.38
GeologicáL & Engineering 992.99
Lease & Properties $28h.91
Road Improvement 481.50
Equipment Purchased 8240.h2
Mine Development Cost 36h84,11


Total $52h94.31


Liabilities:


Federal Withholding Tax Accrued $33.70
Federal Old Age Benefits Accrued 114,00
Accounts Payable,Salary Heber Comer 726¶,60


a n Cash advances g¶3,07
Realised from sale of Units & Stock $46170,00
Less Cdmaissions paLd & allowed 10hl.9 ,


hbl28.0h
$52494.31


Notes No appraisal of property owned by the
corporation has been made.


Note: The foregoing is the last balance sheet made.
Since July 31, 1990, some funds have been raised
but the property has been inactive. At present
we Are raising funds through the sal e of stock
to continue operations, up to $10,000.


Applying rental on equipment in accordan ce wi th
Section 9.o£ MineraL Order § we will have suffi-
cient funds to cover our one-half of the cost
o£ operating under the proposed loan.


IIb
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THE PROPERTY


U3. (a) The Parker Mine, consisting of 6 patented clains,
namelys


(b) The Parker, ¾ontgomery, St. Louis, Western Reserve,
Una and ihra patented mining claims, situated in
Sections 10 and 11, Tp. 4 N. R. 18 E. of Boise
Meridian, in Blaine County, Iddho. The property
is in the Warm Springs Creek Mineral District,
in Parker Gulch.


12. The Parker Mine is located approximately 6¼ miles
East of Ketcham, Idaho, which is the railroad
shipping point; it is h.3 miles North of U.S.High-
way #93, on good road, with about a $¾ grade.
The road may easily be kept accessible throughout
the year.


13. Two large springs which flow throughout the year
will give ample water for all mining and/or milling
purposed; in addition there is water from the mine
tunnels.


14. Two 109 Schramm Compressors
1 Tugger Hoist
1 Sinker Pump
1 Pressure Tank
1 Receiving Tank
1 Dressi¤g Block


1290 feet of pipe
1900 feet of track
Small Tools


1 1) ton truck


The ore can be trucked to railroad shipping point,
Ketchum, Idaho; from there shipped to the smelters
at Salt Lake Cyty, Utah, a distance of about 300
miles. .The truck hall from mine to railroad
would be about 6) miles,
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16. The early development of the Parker Nine is referred
to in excerpt from U.S.G.3,Bulletin 81h, and the
recent report made by the Idaho State Bureau of
Mines, Bulletin #90, attached to this application.


Along with other mines in the Wood River areg, the
Parker mine was closed down at the time of the drop
in the price of metals. In 1927 an attempt, was made
to reopen the Parker (Blacksmith) tunnel on the pro-
ducing level. The work was conducted by the original
owners of the property, Due to improper timbering,
a cave-in occurred and two local men lost their lives.
After this unfortunate incident, no further work was
done on the property. The mine remained closed then
until recently reopened by Mr. Comer, Trustee of the
Amicus Trust, predecessor of the Parker Mining Com-
pany, Inc.


The Trust cleaned up and retimbered the old Parker
drift, driving new tunnel around the heavily cated
portion, and intersected the old workings of the mine
at that level, Some sampling of old stopes and pillars
was done, for a distance of over 400 feet. All milling
ores had been left in place by the early operators.
At this level there is an undeveloped ore zone from
30 to 50 feet wide. We were unable to go down the
winse more than 300 feet due to water, therefore could
not continue our examination. We expect to complete
dewatering of the winse this season, and complete a
raise from the Montgomery level to the Parker, and
complete our examination and sanpling.


Our next work was the cleaning up, retimbering,etc.
of the lower cross-cut footwall tunnel (Montgamery)
which is 229 feet below the Parker tunnel. The main
crosscut tunnel is 1290 feet long from the portal to
the point where we are raising between the two levels.
There is additional cross-cut work of approximately
1000 feet.


In the Montgomery tunnel, we found that no bedding planes
had been explored, tops of beds had been cut; ru> effort
evidently had been made to explore the beds between the
two tunnel levels, although the formation warrants an
exploration thereof. No attempt had been made to locate
the downward extension of the old Parker ore shoot which
produced the high grade ores which are shown in the list
of early-day shipments 4
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16.(cont.) At this point we were compelled to temporarily cease
operations oue to lack of working cqpital.


We refer you to Bulletin #90 of the Idaho State
Bureau of ¾ineg.;jor,.information relative to the
Triumph Mine, which is located West of the Parker
Rine, and whose reputed production so far has been
in excess of $60,000,000, and which is now operating
on a large scale.


According to U.S.G.S.Bulletin #814, the Elkhorn mine,
at the mount of Parker Gulch produced approximately
$1,500,000 worth of ore in the early days.


(c) See excerpt from Bulletin #90 and U.S.Bull.81h at-
tached, together with maps attached,
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EXCERPTS


Fro


Pamphlet No. 90 October, 1950.


STATE OF IDAEO
C. A. Robina, Governor


AHO BOREAU OF ENES AIG GEOLOGY


A. W. Fahtonwald, Director


Detailed Geology of Certain Areas in the fineral Eil].
and


Hara Springs Mining L4etricts


Blaine County, Idaho


By


A. L. ANDERSON, T. R. KTILSGAARD and V. C. FRY 90, Jr,


hiversity of Idaho
Mescor, Idaho


Ill
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TIE GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE


TRI UMPH-PARIŒR MINE MINERAL BELT


by


Thor H. Kiilagaard


Abstract


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is underlain primarily by
the Milligen formation of Mississippian age. This formation
consista of argillites, limestones, and quartsites, and their
various gradiational £acies, Thrust remnants of Wood RiYor forma-


4 tion (Penngylvanian) cap some of the higher ridges and hilltops
in the aret. Along the western border, the Milligen formatian is
overlain by a series of volcanics, and interbedded sands, tuffa,
and gravels. Intrusive dikes, chiefly andesitic, crop out
throughout the district, and are particularly evident in some of
the major shear zones,


A series of major shear sones, most of which strike west-northwest
and dip at moderate angles to the Southwest, occur throughout the
area, Many of these have been invaded by mineralising solutions
which have created ore bodiese The ore bodies are of two types:
(1) fissure fillings, and (2) replacement bodies originating from
replacement of susceptible limestones. The ores are of value
primarily because of their lead, sinc, and silver content, although
some gold and copper is also present.


The district has been intermittently productive since the eighteen
eighties with the Triumph, North Star, Independence, and Parker mines
being the chief contributors.


Although past mining operations have bottamed maly of the ore shoots
at comparatively shallow depths, there is reason to believe that ore
should continue below the present lower mining levels.
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Throughout most of the field season the writer was assisted by
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of Mines, The staff engineers of the Triumph Mining Compo y were
most cooperative in cogtributing time and information, and in con-
ducting the writer on tours through the Triumph property. The
assistance of Mr. Heber Comer of the Parker Mining Ceapany, Inc.,
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Location and Accessibility


The Tyiumph-Parker mine mineral belt is in the Warm Springs Mining
District, Blaine County, Idaho. It is roughly five miles east of
U. S. Highway 93, between Hailey and Ketchum, and extends from the
East Fork of the Wood River about three and one-half miles northwest
to Parker Gulch (Fig. 1). The Triumph mine is located in the
southeastern part of the area, twelve and one-half miles north of
Hailey. A secondary road leads fran the Triumph northwest to the
Independence mine and then down Independence Gulch to its junction
with Elkhorn Gulch. The road continues to the west and intersects
U. S. Highway 93 one mile south of Ketchum. This road, or branches
therefrom leads to most of the mining properties in the district....


Topography


The Triumph-Parker mine region is typical of the semi-arid and moun-
tainous topography in that section of Iddro. Elevations range from
5800 to 8000 feet above sea level. The more prominent valleys have
aggraded floors, some with distinct alluvial terraces, gany of the
tributary valleys are occupied by internittent streams and are to be
viewed more as gulches than valleys, For the most part, they are
walled by steep slopes which rise rapidly to narrow interstream
ridges, The similarity in the southwest trend of some of the gulches
suggesta their control by a major fault pattern; however
not be substantiated by field studies,


such can-


Geology


The sedimentary rocks of the region have been classified by
U. S. G. S. Bulletin 814 as being members of the Milligen and Wood
River formations, of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian age, respe c-
tively (1. pp, 25-3¼) There are also gravels and interbedded
sandy tuffs of early Tertiary age, terrace gravels and recent
stream alluvium. Igneous rocks include extensive andesitic
flows and several varieties of dikes.
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Carboniferous Sedimentary Rocks
Milligen Ýormation (Mississippian)


Distribution and Lg thology. - The dark, fine-grained, argilla-
ceous rocks that erop out in a broad northweet-trending belt
across the eastern part of the area are members of the Milligen
formation (Fig, 16), They take their name from the type section
exposed along Milligen Creek, which empties into the East Fork
of the Wood River about onerhalf mile east of the Triumph mine.
This formation, which is the host rock for all the ore deposits
in the Triumph-Parker mine area, has a regionál northwest strike
and southwest dip.


The absence of horizon markers, and the abundance of local
crumpling and faulting makes it difficult to measure the formation
thickness. A measured section in Parker Gulch showed a thickness
greater than 7500 feet; however, this measurement may be in error,
because of the possible repetition of beds, Certainly, the forma-
tion thickness is more than 5,600 feet.


The Milligen formation is composed mainly of black carbonaceous
argillite, the product of mild regional metamorphism. Perhaps
the most noticeable feature of the formation is the abundance of
carbonaceous material, particularly the graphitic films on
cleavage and fracture surfaces. Often, where mine workings have
penetrated rocks rich in graphite, the mine dumps resemble piles
of coal. Other distinguishable lithologic units present are
quartsitic beds, limy members, and at the base, a series of
brown sandy shales, Gradations from one rock type to another
are present throughout the formation.


In certain areas metamorph5em of the Milligen formation is more
pronounced. Tactite, formed by contact metamorphism of limestone
beds, is present near the mouth of Parker Gulch. On the western
side of Independence hill, tal Telephone Peak, and at other points,
some limestone and limy Argillites have been altered to a whitish
lime-silicate rock composed of accicular tremolite crystals and
other lime-silicate minerals. A spotted argillite member, the
product of incipient metamorphism, erops out in a.road-cut be-
tween Chicago Gulch and the Independence mine.


Although there are no dependable horizon markers in the Milligen
formation, two limestone.beds are recognised in the Triumph mine
area and are thought to continue northweat beyond Parker Gulch.
These limestones, while persistent in attitude, are locally con-
cealed by surface mantle and elsewhere appear to lens out or
to be faulted. Inasmuch as the intersection of mineralized
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structures and limy members often controls the location of re-
placed ore bodies in the Triumph-Parker mine area, an attempt was
made to map the limestones and to observe their condition where cut
by faults. (Fig. 16).


The upper limestone crops out on the ridge about $00 feet west of the
portal of the Lucky Coin mine. The bed is about 79 feet thick,
strikes N. 64 deg. W. and dips $$ dag. S.W. To the northwest, across
Independence Gulch, and to the southeast near Chicago Gulch, it passes
beneath andesite. It is a dark blue, fine-grained rock that weathers
light gray, The more weathered surfaces are covered with blades
and sheathlike aggregates of amphibole crystals, probably tremolite.
The member is penetrated by the Lucky Coin tunnel,


The Middle limestone member is best exposed in Independence Gulch
northwest of the Lucky Coin portal. It is a rather massive blue-
gray limestone with a rough appearance on the acre weathered sur-
faces. It tende to be a bluff-maker, as evidenced in Chicago
Oulch. In Keystone Gulch this member is $$ feet †,hick but appears
thicker in Independence Gulch, owing to a dip slope. The Middle
limestone may be traced to the ridge northwest of Parker calch
where it is overturned and appears to lens out. To the southeast,
it passes beneath hillwash from Independence hill. This limestone
is believed to continue beneath the hillwash and andesite cap and
reappear near the head of Triumph Gulch fran where it continues
on to the southeast across the Triumph holdings. It is described
in the section on the Triumph mine as the Upper tremolite limestone.


The Lower limestone is separated £ram the Middle limeatone by
150-200 feet of argillite, It cropa out in the road cut between
the Triumph and Independence mine, and at the mouth of Chicago Gulch
where it strikes N. 50 deg. W. and dips hh dege S.W. About 150 feet
above the Triumph-Independence road the limestone terminates abruptly
against what may be a fault, but which cannot be confirmed because
of heavy surface mantle. Further †,o the southeast, in Rose Guloh, a
limestone with similar characteristica reappears. This limestone
is believed to be the southeast continuation of the Lower limestone
and is discussed in the section on the Triumph mine under the title
of Lower tremolite limestone. The Lower limestone mar be traced
northwest with the dip grgdvally becoming steeper. On Elkhorn ridge
the beds are vertical am in Parker Gulch the dip is overtorned to
the northeatt. The Lower limestone is explored by the June Day
workings, where an appreciable ore body is formed at its intersection
with the June Day fault. The rock is described in the section on
the June Day mine.
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The Elkhorn limestonsa underlie the Lower limestone, separated by
several hundred feet of argillite. They crop out across the ridge
near the old Elkhorn diggings, but appear to lens out to the south-
east on Baltimore ridge, To the northwest, in the Bald Eagle area,
the Elkhorn limestones have been strongly affected by fault action.


These portions of Fig. 16, mapped as undifferentiated Milligen, are
argillites, gradations of limy and siliceous argillites, and quart-
zites, with boundaries too indefinite for accurate field mapping.
By far the most abundant of these rock types are the argillites,
which, where relatively unmetamorphosed, grade imperceptably into
shales. The attitude of the argillite members i often strongly
contorted, particularly where they are interbedded between more
competent members such as limestones and quartzites. Inasmuch
as the argillites are easily deformed by stress they are usually
the sites of strongly contorted areas and of the larger faults or
sheat zones, particularly those which have resulted from compres-
sive stress,


Wood River Formation (Pennsylvanian)


The Wood River formation-is described in U. S. G.S.Bulletin 81h, p.3h
as being Pennsylvanian in age. A large block of the formation occurs
in the southern part of the Triumph-Parker mine area, but the describ-
ed outcrops are thrust renmants that oap North Star Peak, Grouse Peak,
and the ridge above the Baltimore mine. ¶ood River outliers are
separated from the underlying Milligen formation by a low angle
thrust fault that is inclined to the southwest. The thrust fault
is characterised by a brecciated and recomented zone, which, owing
to its resistance to erosion, often stands out in relief.


Lithology. . The most recognizable 11thologic units of the Wood
River formation includes blue-gray sandy limestones, gray quart-
sites, and finengrained siliceous limestones. In general, the
formation members are lighter colored, more calcareous and more
massive and bluff-forming than the underlying Willigen members;
however, there are exceptions. No identWìable fossils were
found in the formation, but Merriam (10), in describing the
Wood River epposed on North Star Peak, points to fossils of an
indeterminate character occurring in a medium to coarse-grained
crinoidal limestone. These include productide, stony bryosoa,
tabulate corals, and probable fusulinids..


There is no evidence of sulphide mineralization in any of the Wood
River formation outliers in the Triumph-Parker «rea. On North Star
Peak a blue-gray limestone is cut by numerous quarts,and calcite
stringers, but there qqpears to be no evidence of accompanying
sulphide mineralization,
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Tertiary Sedimentary Rocks


Gravels and Tuffs


A northwest-southeast trending belt of pebble gravels, sands, and
irterbedded tuffs occuré east of the mouth of Keystone Gulch.
These sedimente underlie the large expanse of andesitic lava that
cropa out south of Independence Gulch. (Fig. 16). To the northwest,
beyond the mapped limit, the pebble gravels overlie a lava flow.
The sediments are composed chiefly of sub-rounded lava and quart-
site pebbles, although fragments of argillite, sandstone, and sili-
ceous limestone are common. Pebbles range in size from three-
eighths of an inch to two and one-half inches, in the long dimen-
aion. They are water sorted and locally interbedded with more sandy
layers, Some light-brown, banded, tuffaceous deposits occur in the
southern part of the area. The laminae vary in thickness, with an
average of about one-tenth of an inch. The tuffa are probably pro-
ducts of volcanic explosions and the fact that they are now contam-
inated with more saady aggregates is indicative of fluvial deposition


Inasmuch as these sediments are interbedded with lava flow, they are
thought to be of the same age as those flows. This age is probably
Miocene(?), (1, pp. 3-¶6),


Terrace Gravels and Alluvium


The Terrace gravele along the East Fork of the Wood River, and the
alluvial debris along all of the streams are the products of rela-
tively recent erosion. The alluvial matter is derived from all of
the rocks in the vicinity and range in size from silt to boulders
several feet in diameter. It is probable that some of the higher
terraces, composed of boulders, coarse cobbles, and gravel, have
originated from outwash of alpine glaciers present in the higher
mountains during Pleistocene time.


Igneous Rpoke


Volcanic Rocks


Andesitic Flows.- Andesitic flows cover much of the centraL
portion of the area, especially south of Independence Gulch, the
major part of these flows is hornblende andesite. Other varieties
of lave were recognized but no attempt was made to differentiate
them into mappable units. The andesitic rock has a dark greenish-


. gray color on fresh fractured surfaces, and plainly discernable
plagioclase phenocrysts. The greenish color of the rock matrix
results from an abundance of chlorite. The rock weathers to a
rusty-brown color.
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The £1ow capping Porphyry Peak, east of Independence Gulch, is a
greenish•-black, porphytttic augite andesite. Similar remnanta
cap ridges and peaks, at nearly the same altitudes, to the north-
west and northeast.


The irregular eastern contact of the andesitic flow resting uncon-
formably on the underlying ¼illigen fomation, suggests that the lava
was poured over an uneven surface, probably a lowland area or valley
with its attending foothills. The long spurridge of Milligen that
penetrates the lava adjacent to £1khorn Gulch, indicates that the old
land surface in that area, had a gentle dip to the southwest.


Intrusive Rocks


Likes.- All intrusives noted in the area are described as dikes
although many are more like silla, lying almost in the bedding of the
enclosing bost rock. For the most part they are andesitic in com-
position, although a horn-blende-granite dike crops out on the Bald
Eagle property, and basic lauporphyre dikes are common throughout.
T4 dikes vary in thickness from a few inches to over 15 feet, and
have short strike lengths, lenaing out at the ends. The general
strike is northwest and the dip is to the southwest at.varying
angles; there are several exceptions. They are chiefly confined to
thin-bedded argillaceous members of the Milligen formation, although
andesitic dikes orop out in the more competent Wood River rocks above
the Baltimore mine. At the outcrop, the more acidic porphyritic dikes
usually weather to shades of greenish gray in which the lig)tt gray
outlines o£ the plagioclase phenocrysts are plainly visible. These
plagioclase phenocrysts commonly measure up to three-eighths of an inch
in length. The black, aphanitic, lamporphyre dikes are usually fresher
and less affected by alteration.


Underground, light colored andesite porphyry dikes are common in the
larger shear sones, although occasionally they wander off into the
walla in relatively unfractured rocks, as in the Bonanza tunnel of


. the Baltimore mine. In the shear zones dikea are ottaa crushed and
hydrothermally altered to a whitish gouge-like material, much the .
same as some types of £¾ult gouge.. It is evident that during intru-
sion the magmatic material followed shear zones and was deformed
by subsequent fault adjustment. In their crushed condit,ion they more
more easily altered by migrating solutions. Those dikes awgy fran the
shear sones are less Altered.


Inasmuch as the dikes are common in shear sones tliey are often contig-
uous to ore bodies, and have even been found partially replaced by
sulphides, as in the Bald Dagle mine and in parts of the Triumph mino,
Fbr this reason early mine operators commonly drifted on the dikes
thinking they were responsible for the mineralized deposits. The fact
is, however, that in those exposures accessible to observation, the
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dikes are pre-mineral, and are associated with ore bodies only in
that both have favored the more permeable pre-dike and pre-mineral
shear zones as sites of deposition. In this respect the dikes azz
comparable with those occurring in the Milligen formation in other
areas (11, p. 12).


Structure


Foldin


The ¼illigen formation is strongly folded and faulted in the Triumph-
Parker mine area, but generally strikes to the northwest and dips to
the southwest. At the mouth of Parker Gulch the dip has been over-
turned to the northeast. Throughout the area the formation appears
to be the limb segment of a southwest-tilted homoclinal block. An
interesting feature of the formation is that only the more competent
rocks, limestones, quartzites, and some limy argillites are persistent
in attitude. The pliant, incompetent argillites interbedded between
have been intensely crumpled æad.distorted by differential movement,
having yielded more readily to deformational stresse In places
stress has deforned the argillites beyond their elastic limit, result-
ing in rupture. This action has emplaced most of the shear zones se
common in the argillitic members, particularly those striking north-
west and dipping southwest. Such shear zones commonly grade into
regious of tight folding and orumpling, both on the strike and dip,
with no apparant fracturing. A structure passing into such a
crumpled area is difficult to follow in underground exploration,
and, on occasion, has been lost completely,


The folded Wood River formation ramnants, separated from the Milligen
by a thrust fault; indicate that major folding was post-Pennsylvanian.
It is probable that folding preceded thrust faulting, though both
entions could have occurred somewhat simultaneously. In U.S.G.S.
10114814, it is suggested that the major period of deformation be
cörrelated with the Laramide orogeny which came near the end of the
Mesosoic era,


ragting


Thrust Faulting.- On North Star and Grouse Peaks, and on the
ridge above the Baltimore mine, a major pre•·mineral thrust fault
separates the Wood River from the Milligen formation. On Baltimore
ridge, the fault is marked by a brecciated and recemented zone which
is at least 19 feet thick near the portal of the No. 2 tunnel, The
fault plane is tilbed about 9 deggees to the soathwest. On North
Star Peak, Merriam (10) describes the tilt as about 17 de¿rees to
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the west. Breccia frag&ants comprising the zone range in size fram
microscopio to those en inch in length. They consist of black chert,
quartaite, and siliceous limestone, embedded in a siliceous groundmass.
The brencia-fragments show a distinct orientation with the long di-
mension rough aligned in the plane of thrusting. The thrust sone
of the above mentioned fault outliers is comparable in all respects
with the one existing near the mouth of Decker Gulch, as described
in Eg11, 814, and is probably closely related, if not the same.


The tilt of the thrust plane sugges ts that movement was from south-
west to northeast. Thrusting probably originated from compressive
stresses from the southwest,
boniferous sediments,


active during late folding of the car-


Reverse faulting.- Reverse faulting, though analogous to
brusting, is herein confined in description to shear zones of a


somewhat steeper dip and less regional inextent. Those of chief
importance include the Triumph, North Star, Independence, Baltimore,
Amicus, Quaker City, and the Parker ähear zones. Locally, minor
wisps of drag foldin3 in the walls adjacent to the shear sones are
indicative of normal fault action; however, this is probably the
result of gravitational adjustment at some period after formation
of the fault. A major period ofoblique, reverse fault movement is
suggested by larger drag folds, fault attitudes, and the almost uni-
versal existance of a well defined slickensided hanging wall, commonly
with pronounced mullion structure. Horsey (1, p. 176) described the
Independence lode as being on a reverse fault, and bases his conclu-
sions on local stratigraphy, Merriam (10) advances the theory that
the principal component o£ movement along the North Star and Triumph
fissures has been of a reverse dip*slip nature. The major reverse
faults, for the most part, strike in a west-northwest direction and
dip moderately to the southwest, usually at angles less than the
southwest dipping bedding of the host rock. They are pre-mineral
faults that probably originated from the same compressive stress that
gave rise to the above-mentioned thrust fault. They £avor the incom-
petent argillites as host rocks and frequently merge into sones of
tight and crumpled folding, Ore found within these sones of shearing
is often broken and intermingled with fault gouge, although nowhere
is there evidence of major post-mineráL displacement within the plane
of reverse faulting. It is believed that where post-mineral fractur-
ing does occur, in the plane of shearing, that it is only a minor
structural readjustment.


In addition to those reverse faults mentioned above there are others
that are more properly described as flat faults. These are observed
in many mine workings but not in enough detail for accurate description,
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In the Triumph mine a set of pre-ud.neral flat faults are tilied in .
a westerly direction, which would suggest that they too are allied
with a compressive stress acting fram the southwest.


Ngraal faulting.- There appears to be several patterns of normal
faults in the area, both pre- and post-mineral, some of which cannot
b'd described £ram the data on hand.


A pattern of pre-mineral normal faults, striking northeast and dipping
steeply southeast occurs in upper Parker Gulche (Fig, 16). Maximum
displacement measured in this fault pattern was about 350 £eet, appar-
ently with the hanging wall being displaced to the southwest. Whet,her
this fault pattern had any effect, upon †,he mineralized Parker and
Amicus veine is not known.


The June Day fault, Fig. 21, strikes northwest and dips northeast,
It appears to be a pre-mineral normal fault, but its displacement
was not determined,


There are other faults, most of which strike in a northerly or north-
easterly direction, about which little is known. They commonly off-
set lithologic members but are either concealed by debria or too in-
definite to map. It is believed that pre-mineral normal fault a are
associated in some way with stress that emplaced the thrust and re-
verse faults, though such a postulation cannot be proved. One possi-
bility is that they are resulted fran laterdL stress developed dur-
ing thrusting movement. This could account for their near-normal
strikes to the strikes of the major reverse faults.


Post-Rineral Normal faults.- Throughout the area there is a pat-
tern of post-mineral normal faults striking to the north and north-
east, and dipping northwest and north. Some of these fau3s offset
mineralised structures. The best example of this type of faulting
occurs in the western portion of the 700-level of the Triumph mine.
Another example is the North fault as exposed in the .Bonansa tunnel
it the Baltimore mine, (Fig, 20).


There are undoubtedly many £aults in the Triumph-Parker mine area
that have not been recognized. The absence of reliable horizon markers
and occurrence of heavy .surface mantle interferes with interpretation,
not only of folded structure, but at faulting as wella For this reason
no attempt was made to map faults inferred by topography or by drain-
age patterns.


The existence of many of the inferred normal faults, postulated in
Bull, 814, p. 70, is doubted. An example of such an inferred fault is
the normal fault a few hundred feet west of the Lucky Coin portal,
which reputedly separates the Milligen formation from andesitic flows,
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Recent mining exploration has failed to confirm this £ault. The
Lucky Coin tunnel penetrates the Milligen-andesite contact, but shows
no evidence of fault separation. Furthermore, at the tunnel contact,
limestone fragments from the Milligen formation have a weathered
appearance, aimilar to those now existing at the outcrop. Sudh an
underground rock condition suggests an ancient land surface that was
later covered with lava. The 700-•1evel of the Triumph mine also
penetrates andesitic flows with no indication of a -fault contact,


ORE DEPOSITS


01assification of the Deposits


The ore deposits of the Triumph-Parker mineral belt fall into two
groupes (1) mineralized fissures or shear sones, most of which strike
in a west-northwest direction and dip to the southwest at moderate
angles usually 30-35 degrees; (2) replacement deposits occurring at
the intersection of mineralized ehear sones and susceptible limestone
membere. Both types are found only in the Milligen formation.


Included in the first group are the deposits worked in the Triumph,
North Star, Independence, Baltimore, Parker, Lucky G. I., and
possibly Elkhorn mines. The second group includes the bedded
siliceous and "complexn ores of the Triumph and North Star, and de•-
posits in the June Day, and part of the Bald Eagle. I n addition to
these, part of the ore mined in the mineralised shear zones occurs
as a replacement of sheared calcareous material, and not as fissure
filling.


In general, ore throughout the district has similar characteristics.
It is of value primarily because of its lead, sino, and silver content,
although there are exceptions. Tissure ore in the Triumph mine is
higher in gold values than are the replacement deposiis. The "complex"
ore at the Triumph consists of galena and sphalerite in a pyritic
gangue; there is little quarts or siderite present. The replaced ore
at the June Day is largely gold, with little galena or sphalerite
present.


Deposits in Shear Zpnes


The mineralised shear zones form the most common ore deposits in the
district. For the most part, they are west-northwest striking, south-
west dipping, pre-mineral reverse faults, some of which may be traced
at the outcrop by vegetation markings. They favor the more incompetent
argillitic membera, probably because these rocks yielded more readily
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to stress than the more competent quartsites and limestones, The
shear sones range in thickness from a few inches to over 40 feet.
In places they consist of a' few gouge or graphitic-faced fractures,
elsewhere they broaden into heavy shear zones composed of a multitude
of close-spaced slickensided slips. Such sones occasionally grade
into highly crumpled and fractured areas in wtdeh trace of the shear
zone is difficult to follow¿ and may even be lost. Ore and gm2gue
minerêla are unequally die tributed along the sones of shearing.
They commonly occur as pode and lens-like aggregates or as streaks
and stringers intermingled with fault gouge. OccasiongLly the ore
is massive, but is more likely to be somewhat granulated, possibly
owing to post-mineral movement in the fissure, Ore is often contig-
uous to igneous dikes in the shear sones, and, on occasion, has re-
placed dike material


The shear zones are not simple planes but show sinuous surfaces and
many irregularities. It is evident that during the time of mineral-
isation the greater part of the individual shear mones, being heavy
with gouge and sheared material, were too tightly compressed and
impermable to permit entry of the mineralising solutions. Only in
the more open areas, or those irregular sections reopened by recur-
rent fault action, were there sites available for mineral deposition,
Such fault action has accounted for a large part of the stringers and
discontinuous lens-like ore shoots commonly found. In some calcareous
sections of the shear zones mineralising solutions replaced the limy
substance thus forming deposits in part fissure filling and in part
deplacement.


Some ore shoots occur where shear sones truncate the bedding of thinly-
laminated argillites. In these areas slippage along the shear mone ap-
parently produced torsional stress which parted the adjacent bedding
planes, thus creating sites for mineral deposition. In such areas ore
appears to leave the fissure and curve into the bedding as wisps and
irregular veinlets, extending only a few inches or feet. Such ore
formed chiefly as voidwfillings; there is little evidence of replace-
ment of the more imperaieable argillite. Ore shoots of this general type
are mentioned by Merriam (10) as occurring in the Triumph mine. This
type also occurs in the Amicus vein, in the Quaker gty workings, and
probably in the ore shoot near the face of the No. 6 level of the
Baltimore mine and extending toward.


The principal gangue minerals of the sheamsone deposits are altered
wall rock, quarts, calcite, and siderite. In some cases pyrite is an
important gangue mineral. Important metallic minerals include galena,
sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and ruby silver, The Triumph vein also con.
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tains appreciable gold, Quarts and cal cite appear to have .been the
first minerale deposited, followed by sphalerite, galena, and tetra-
hedrite in that order. Ruby silver ores have been among the latest
deposited. Judging from the brenciated and cross-cutting relation-
ships, ore deposition was not continuous but was recurrent. In some
instances younger áulphides appear to have replaced older sulphides,
Illustrative examples are lenses and pods of lead ore that thin out
on the ends to sino ore. Such lenses were probably originally filled
with sphalerite, only to be brecciated by recurrent faulting and re-
placed by later galena,


there is no evidence of minordL soning in the shear-sone deposits,
nor can any ratio be fixed on the lead-sinc-silver values. At some
spots the ore shoots may be high :02 zinc values, elsewhere they run
more to lead and silvera


(i
REPLACEMENT DEPOSITS


Replacement deposita occur in limestone members that have been inter-
sected by certain shear sones. The shear sones have provided avenues
of approach for invading mineralisers, which, upon encountering
susceptible limy members, have diffused into the rocks, deposited
their mineral load and carried the replaced limestone away in solution.
This type of mineral deposition has locally built up large irregular
deposits with ore values gradually fading away from the shear mone.
An example is the stoped deposit in the June Day fault hanging wall
on the No. 3 level of the June Day mine. Recognition of the replaced
deposits is often aided by preservation of textures and structures
of the original limestone. This is particularly true of the bedded .
tiliceous deposits in the Triumph mine where host-rock bedding is ,
plainly evident.


The bedded siliceous and "complex? ores of the Triumph and North Star
mines form the largest of the known replacement deþosits. In the
past "complett ore accounted for the bulk of Triumph production. One
ore shoot of "complexn is described by Merriam (10) Ast "....an area
roughly 700 feet wide by 170 feet long with a thickness varying from
aix feet in the upper part to fifty feet below.n ,
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GENESIS OF THE ORE DEPOSITS


The origin of the ores in this area is somewhat debatable.
Former writers (1, pp. 101 and 10) who have studied the district,
note that major minëralisation is related to the Idaho batholith and
its satellites, and to orogenic disturbances that accompanied its
emplacement, probably in late Jurassic or Cretaceous time. They
point to croppings of granitic rocks in nearby areas and call at-
tention to the partially metamorphosed condition of the Hilligen
formation, suggesting that it is underlain at no great depth by
plutonics, On the other hand, there are those who recognize the
orogenic disturbances that accompanied intrusion.of the batholith
but who believe the ores to be geneticallyrolated to younger period
o£ Tertiary igneous activity (6), Perhaps a closer appraisal as to
the origin of the ores may be found in a study of the andesitic dikes
so common in mineralised shear mones. The altered and occasionally
replaced condition of these dikes implies that many of them are pre-
mineral in age, Furthermore, the fact that similar andesitic dikes
are found cutting the granitic rocks west of Bellevue, presumably
related to the Idaho batholith, implies a younger age for dike in-
trusion. Although no dike and volcanic 12ow contacts were found,
U. S. G. S. Bull. 81h, p. 61, mentions occurrences of volcanic flows
covering truncated porphyritic dikes, which leads one to believe
that the dikes and accompanying or subsequent mineralization are
pre-voloanic in age, This would place their age as post-batholith
and pre-volcanic, or early Tertiary.


Groundwork for mineralisation apparently was laid during the orogenic
disturbance that folded and faulted the carboniferous sediments, prob-
ably in J rassic or Cretaceous time. The major fault patterna were
formed at this time. At a later date these shear zones were invaded
by igneous dikes, which offers evidence that these shear zones are of
major extent and had access to magmatic masses below. Recurrent
faulting in the shear zones followed, and may have been concurrent
with dike invasion, as testified by the sheared and granulated condi-
tion of so many of the dikes. It is probable that mineralising solu-
tions, ascending from the underlying magmatic bodies, found a means
of access along the shear zones during this later stage of fault ad-
justment. As these solutions ascended and found favorable sites for
deposition, they deposited their mineral load as £1ssure filling and
as replacement of certain susceptible limestones encountered both
within and adjacent to the shear zones. Textures and mineral asso-
ciations suggest that the zone of deposition was only moderately deep,
Fault adjustment was probably continuous throughout the period of
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mineralisation, inasmuch as a static faulting condition would
have.become choked.And impervious to mineral deposition. The brec-
ciated and granulated condition of the earlier deposited minerals,
i, e., quarts, pyrite, sphalerite, and galena, tends to contLes
this. observation, It is believed that the inter- and post-mineral
fault adjustments in the mgjor shear sones have been minor, and
have not displaced the ore bodies to any great extent.


There is no appreciable oxidation sono in the Triumph-Parker mine
atta. Occasional traces of secondary lead ores are found in mine
workings near the surface; however, there are no instances of ore
deposits being enriched by.descending secondary mineralisation.
Absence of an extensive oxidised sone suggests that erosion of
the overlying rock bas been rapid enough to keep abreast of
oxidation.
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CONCLUSIONS


It is believed that the ore bodies of the Triumph-Parker mine
mineral belt should continue below the lowest depths yet reached
by mining. The deposits are of a moderately deep seated character
and would be expected to continue on to greater depths.. Ore bodies
should occur in the mineralized shear sones in those areas that
were accessible to mineralisera during the period of sulphide
mineralisation. These depositional zones will be found only by
continued eRploration, There is no evidence of a WAgor fault
pattern which might cut off the deposits with depthe


It is suggested that in any future exploration of the mineralized
shear sones, that they be closely followed. Too many past exy
ploration programs have attempted to gain " backa* by driving
lower croascut workings. Often, in doing so, they have completely
lost the sought-after structure. In disturbed and contorted rocks,
auch as the Milligen formation, projection of mineralized structure
through several hundred feet of unexplored ground is hasardous and
is to be avoided whenever possible. Furthermore, to adequately
explore these shear zones demande mine workings within the zones
of shearing. The scattered and pod-like occurrence of the ore
bodies makes it easy to intersect a barren zone with a crosseut,
which often tends to discourage further exploration of the sheared
area. For the same reason, diamond drilling has often proved
valueless not only in that core recovery is difficult in the
crumpled Milligen formation, but in that intersected barren parts
of the shear zone are uninformative.
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PARKER MINE


Location and Development


The Parker mine is 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, in Parker Gulch.
It comprises 6 patented mining claims covering portions of
Sect. 10 and 11, 2. L. N., R. 18 E., Boise Meridian. The property
is held by the Amicus Trust, currently under the management of
Mr. Heber Gomer of Ketchum, Idaho.


There are four tunnels on the property that explore the Parker vein.
These include the Western Reserve, Blacksmith, ¼ontgomery, and the
St. Louis, (Fig. 19,) Other mine workings include the lower Parker
tunnel, and the Amicus and û¿dolier. The latter two explore the
Amicus vein. SeveràL smaller diggings are scattered throughout
the property. All workings are in the Milligen formation.


According to Enll. 81& the Parker deposit was discovered in 1883
by Eugene Gillenwater, During the next 16 years the property pro-
duced 1,$$2 tons of ore carrying 1,106,h63 pounds of lead and
300,236 ounces of silver; the bulk of whichwas taken from one ore
shoot about 79 feet.long, extending from the 31aekaaith level to
some distance below. Bulletin 81h quotes the manager of the mine
at the time of its .production, who stated that the ore shoot was
followed by a winae driven on the 30 degree dip of the vein for
about 900 feet. At that point the vein terminated against a
steeply dipping fault and no ore was found beyond.


At a later date the Montgomery tunnel was driven at a lower level
to intersect the dowrmard continuation of the Parker vein but this
long tunnel and its accompanying crosscuts failed in their e£forts.


The property has been worked intermittently since 1938 with the
lower Parker tunnel, the Amicus tunnel, and the raise near the face
of the Montgomery tunnel receiving most of the attention, It was
idle during the surämer of29L9.
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ÏDGY F THE PARKER VEIN WOREINGS


The Parker vein orops out across a small ridge between the Blacksmith
and Western Reserve tunnels. It strikes N. 72 deg. E. and dipa 39 deg,SE.
The vein has been explored by numerous pits which expose it as a rusta.
colored quarts-bearing shear sone whose average width approaches four
feet. The vein wall rock is dark carbonaceous argillite. Although
the vein is oxidised on .the outcrop, the quarts when broken often pre-
sents fresh sulphides. An assay taken on the outcrop went 403 ounces
in gold per ton, 17.5 ounces in silver perton, and 30 per cent lead (12).
The vein may be traced up the hill beyond the Western Reserve tunnel
but is soon lost beneath surface mantle.


The Western Reserve tunnel is caved 79 feet from the portal, and, in
the area accessible, presents nothing but an 18-inch barren quartz vein,


Luzing recent years the Blacksmith tunnel has been reopened for a dis-
tance of 350 feet however, much of the tunnel is tightly lagged,
making geologic observations difficult. The innermost 150 feet of
tunnel follows the Parker vein, a pronounced shear sono striking
almost east-west and dipping about 30 deg. S. A 30-inch quarts
and calcite vein, containing some sulphides, occupies most of the
shear sone at the caved face. The country rock adiacent to the
footwall of the vein is a shiny, graphitio material with abundant
slickensided surfaces, It has a greasy feel when touched and readily
soils the hands. The graphitic substance is probably the result of
metamorphism of bituminous material that was deposited with the argil-
litic country rock, According to an old nine map, 110 feet beyond the
caved area a SOO-foot. winse was driven from the RLacksmith level.
Several sub-levels and stopes led fran the winse, all long since caved
and now inaccessible.


The Montgomery tunnel, driven during the early 1900's, was reopened by
Mr. Comer, who advanced a raise at the tunnel end to intersect the lower
workings driven from the winse extending from the Blacksmith level.
The tunnel and raise contain "bad air," and unless the Air compressor
is operating, forcing compressed air back to the raise, entry is -
hazardous and even then is restricted to the main tunnel. For this
reason the tunnel was not mapped in detail, but a tracing of the


(i
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tunnel workings was obtained from a previous map. (fig. 19).
A small dike of andesitic composition la followed by the main
tunnel, and by one short crosseut, and while it is reported to con-
tain some gold values there is no evidence of lead-silver minetsliza-.
tion.


The St. Louis tunnel intersects and drifts on a f3at dippin3 shear
aane, which locallycontains quarta lenses anò stringers, and often
good showings of sulphide ore. Where thickest, the vein dips from
six to twelve degrees, elsewhere in areas of steeper dip the vein
pinches. Near the winze the vein is four feet thick and contains
abundant exposures of galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and some
ruby silver. Assays from this area run as high as 114 ounces of
silver per ton, and 49.8 per cent lead. The ore is somewhat
oxidized in the footwall areas of the shear zone. Crushed and dis-
located quarts fragments suggest post-mineral shearing in the plane
of the vein. Intricate drag folding of the thin-bedded argillite
indicates the shear zone is a reverse fault, with perhaps minor
normal fault adjustment.


Across the draw from the St. Louis portal, a 60-foot adit follows
a major fault, striking N. 73 deg. E. and dipping 48 deg. SE.
Tþis, the St. Louis fault, displaces a 90-foot quartsite member
360 feet to the right, as the fault plarus is faced. (Fig, 19),
Although it cannot be proved, lithology of the faulted area sug-
gests that the fault is normal......


CONCLUSIONS


A atudy of the surface area, coupled with observations of vein
structure in the Blacksmith and St. Louis tunnels, leads one to be-
lieve that the Parker and St. Louis veins, as shown in F‡g. 19, are
are the same structure. This conclusion is supported by cross sec-
tions drawn through the various werkings. If such is the case, the
Montgomory workings were of little value in the exploration of the
Parker vein because they were too far in the footwall, a conclu-• .
sion supported by their negative findings.


The Parker vein is said to be cut off by a steeply dipping strike -
fault somewhere near the bottom of the winze driven from the Black-
amith level. Inasmuch as this area is now cated, nothing could be
learned of the nature of the fault. A.projection of the St. Louis
fault, as exposed in the short Rüit across the gulch from the
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Sta Louis tumiel, would interseet the Parker vein somewhere near
the base of the winze and could possibly be responsible for termina-
tion of the vein in that araat Such a postulation would, of course,
have to be investigated by further exploration.


RECOMMENDATIONS


The ßt, Louis tunnel area should be given priority in any future
exploration program. The vein in this area is quite probably the
continuation of the Parker structure, and, as such, represents an
unexplored and promising part of that structure.


Continued advancement of the raise near the face of the Montgomery
tunnel is likely to prove unsuccessful. The fact that it will inter-
sect old mine workings comprised of several hundred žeet of drifts,
raises, and stopes, now flooded and caved, will not only be danger-
oua to mining operations but will likely be valueless because these
areas have boa¤ previously explored,


giþ
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From U. S. G. S. BULLETIN 81h


PAREER MINE .


The Parker mine is about à miles east of Ketchum in Elkhorn Guich,
in Sec. 10, T. A N. R. 18 E The deposit is reported to have been
discovered A gust 3, 1883, by Eugene Gillenwater, who found fragments
of ore near a badger hole and eight days later made his first ship-
ment, a carload which netted Šl,003, The table below, compiled from
records in the office of E. Daft, in Hailey, shows that 1,652 tons
of ore carrying 1,106,463 pounds of lead and 300,236 ounces of
silver was mined up to the end of 1898. More than half of this was
treated at the smelter at Ketchum, and the remainder was shipped to
amelters in Utah. There has been no production in recent years.
The mine is reported to have yielded up to May 10, 1886, a total
of $283, 8114§O over and above freight and treatment charges, which
averaged about $2 a ton. In depth the ore abutted against a fault
gouge, and persistent efforts to find the vein beyond the Dault
have failed. The last of these attempts was made in 1911 and 1912,
when a large amount o£ tunnel and crossout work was done on lower
levels.


(Attached is list of shipments above referred to)a


The vein conforms nearly to the bedding of the inclosing Milligen
argillite, which dipa about 30 deg. SW. The rock is dominantly black
calcareous argillite inclosing thin layers of bituminous limestone
and has been intricately shattered. .Along the fracture planes are
films of graphite so pure that the hands are immediately soiled in
touching unweathered material. ..... Igneous rocks occur only as
dikea, although a short distance to the west there is a large
area in which contact-metamorphic minerals are abundantly developed,
A specimen of dike rock collected from the roadaide in the vicinity
of the lower tunnel is vogeaite, one of the lamprophyres, and another
specimen found as float on the hillside near the Blacksmith shop is
a fine-grained graphite porphyry.


The vein material consists of galena, sine blende, iron pyrite,
tetrahedrite, and polybasite in a quartz-calcite-siderite gangue.
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The ore shoot that afforded the mine's production is said by
Jenney, who was manager when the property was in operation, to have
been about 79 feet long and to wedge out to a seam of calcite on
the ends. It was £ollowed down on the 30 deg, dip of the vein for
500 feet and terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault,
The fault gouge contained no drag ore, but the ore against it was
smooth and striated, suggesting a slight postmineral movement
along a promineral £ault plane. No ore has been found beyond
the fault. The ore averaged between 7 and 8 feet in width and
was roughly banded. Next to the hanging wall was 8 inches of
quarts and galenäj then a band of massive galena from 3 to k feet
thick, which carried about 200 ounces of silver to the ton;
next was 2 feet 8 inches of galena, gray copper, and polybasite,
which carried from 1,000 to 3,000 ounces of silver to the ton;
and between this band and the footwall was an 8-inch band of
white quarts and gray copper containing from 100 to 600 ounces
of silver to the ton. Sphalerite occurred only in the border
portions o£ the vein, At a distance of 3 to 19 feet from the
main vein in the footwall a parallel vein of galena, narrow but
exceptionally free from gangue minerals, was also worked.
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PARKER G OUP OF MINES


(These Figures Taken From Photostatic Copies of
Ship ents Made Through the Hailey Sanpler,


Records of Mr. Daft.)


Dry Silver Total Lead Total
Date WL. Tons Os.pr.T4 Silver § Lead
1 83 5280 2.64 319437 843.14 30.5 1610
1 /83 5596 2.798 324.62 908.29 46.5 2602


20389 10.293 136.90 1392.99 hO. 10293
/8h 30608 15,804 153.12 2343.35 70, 21h26


1/2 h 21900 10¿950 lh6.55 1604.72 65.5 14392
Sh 23379 114688 lh0.h0 1641.35 h2•¾ 9934
& 15757 7,879 lh8.7h 1171.92 71.6 11266
& 8938 h.469 178.35 797.06 h2• 3751


84 23727 114864 17h.26 2067.42 70. 16609
3 h 19859 9.930 153.69 1520.h8 35.9 7050


h 202o 14010 1108.32 1119.40 10. 202
84 22167 11,084 153,12 1697.18 70.70 19672
Sh 8171 h.086 170,33 69hw97 37,5 3064
h 8032 h.016 &08.36 1639.81 9, 723
h 3h388 17.19& 236.23 ho71.74 68. 2338&
h 28h32 lh.216 319.83 4546,70 68. 19334


84 23336 11.668 191,25 2236.51 30. 700
h 29937 14,969 193.94 2903.09 27, 8083
h 21052 10.526 174.24 103h.05 714 14947
h 24823 12.bl2 lh8.h6 18h2.69 70. 17376


& 30288 15.1hh 131.57 1992490 23. 6966
h 27265 13.633 190. 2590.27 70. 19086


& 27256 13.628 119.67 1630.86 3k,2 9322
h 38146 19.073 17o. 3242.41 73.12 28og
& 27500 13.75 297.90 &096.13 66. 18150


& 19455 9¿728 169.60 18hh.h3 & $366
Sh 9138 4,569 221.2 1010.66 66,7 6095


& 6207 3.104 349.8 1085.78 58, 3600
23075 11.538 265.82 3067,03 23.2 5353


1 h 29143 12.972 164. 2068,09 61,2 19368
& 24531 12.266 190. 2330•5h 58 lh228
& LO792 20.346 283.2 5776,15 LTÎ$ 19376


1 & 38966 194h83 hh9,2 8751.76 h64 17924
1 & 37007 184684 &22.9 7825.34 37. 13693


h 33471 16.736 271•¾ $543.82 39. 1305¼
1 & 36674 17,837 250.7 kh71.7k 35,5 1266¼
1 Sh 39049 19,625 2264 4424.37 3h.5 13472 ·
1 h 41392 20.696 174.65 3614.56 ho 16557
1 h 40169 20x085 220. 4418.70 52 6 21089
12 5/84 h0285 20.143 22743 4578.50 49.5 19941
12/18/84 40367 20.184 191.70 3869.27 67, 27046
12/19/84 13678 .6,839 188,5 1289,15 40.7 5667
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PARKER GROUP OF MINES


Page 2
Early Dag Shiphents


Dry Silver Total Lead Lead
Date Weight Tons Oz. pr.T. Silver % Total


5 503h6 25,173 262.50 6607,91 56.5 28hh5
50188 25.09& Ló7.60 11638.60 Sh. 27102


85 30156 15.078 560.50 8451,22 47. 14173
5 30kl7 16.207 663.60 10091.37 ho. 12165


85 30452 194226 204. 3106.10 66,5 17205
5 31943 15,772 245.6 3873.60 95.5 17506


85 30378 15.189 374, 5680,67 48.7 lh79h
5 30562 15.291 433.50 6628.65 36.6 13193


5 309ho 15.h7o hog.2o 6269.99 67.5 13hš9
5 30057 15,027 282,30 h242.12 32.5 9767


85 30725 15,363 225. 3h56.68 41, 12597
5 30275 15.118 257.80 3892.42 33. 9978
5 30360 13.180 175.60 2665.61 41,8 22690
85 29892 14.926 2h0.60 3591.20 38.5 11493
85 30859 15.430 243. 3749.49 h3.5 13424
89 31571 15.786 192.40 3037.23 68.5 18469


5 31268 15.634 380.10 69h2.h8 h6, 14383
85 31347 15.67& 385.60 60h7,03 h6, lhh20
65 31060 19.630 205.60 3192.97 $1. 19903


85 30072 15.036 416, 625h.98 49, lh735
6 7270 3.635 32.7 118.86 7. 509


86 2991 1.h96 120.6 180.27 59, 1765
86 6677 3.339 128.3 523.39 23.5 1969
86 2900 1,450 147.3 213.99 60. 17ho
6 hó71 2,336 9h.8 221.h5 36,5 1705
6 1991 4996 128.3 127.79 5947 1189


86 21959 10.980 131.6 lhhh.97 39, 856h
6 1891 ,9h6 913.1 863.79 63. 1135


86 8662 h.331 158.9 688.20 49, h2hh
86 20911 10.456 10049 1055.01 16.6 3471
86 63h5 2.673 211.5 565.34
86 lh85 4743 78.1 58,03


88 116hè 5.822 190,7 1110.26 .92.6 6125
8 11593 5.797 - 100.6 583.18 27. 3130


9 6.8 224. 374
9 h.5 297.8 52.


2.2 167.1 32.5


The foregoing is a copy of the record of shipments
which we obtained from Mr. Daftis photostatic copies.
Reliable sources have informed us that the foregoing is
but a portion of shipments made but the figures for total
production are not available to us,
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From Personal Communication
By Willard P. Faller, Jr.


Eureka, Utah
November 5, 1947


Mr. Heber Comer,
Ketchum,
Idaho.


Dear Mr. Comer:


I was pleased to receive your letter of October 20th, auri since
then have given considerable thought to how your questions might
best be answered.....


In regard to the Parker Mine, there might be several ways of making
your proposed connection. (1) Drift south as shown for approximately
79 feet, and raise to that level, about 116 feet vertically.
(2) Drift 179 feet southerly as shown, and raise to the winse, about
89 feet vertically, (3) Or drift to point (3) and raise 119 feet
vertically. (h) Drift to point (b) and raise 89 feet to the old
level. I would favor method (2), as you would be in a better
position to use the winse for working below that level, and as
that level has a drift out to †,he east that might warrant more
work if geological mapping should indicate that, ......


I would strongly recommend a transit survey, from the proposed
drift, out the Montgomery tunnel, up to the Blacksmith tunnel,
in and down the winae to the proposed connection. Such a survey,
if properly done by a qualified mine surveyor, would certainly be
worth the expense.


The proposed raise should be a two-compartment timbered raise, so
that you can have a manway and a separate chute for handling much,


In the absence of geological maps of the Parker, it is difficult
to recommend specific development. I 3eneral, two projects would
seem to be most promising. First, to see if the vein continues
eastward, toward the Hailey-Triumph area (either £rom the Bgacksmith
tunnel or a lower level), and second, to see what sort of a £ault
cut off the bottom of the ore, and if a solution of the fault dis-
placement might reveal a continuation of the original ore shoot,
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There is a possibility that same of the International field
geologists might.get up to Hailey next spring. If the Parker
mine were opened upat that time to permit mapping of the more
important of the old workings, it is possible that the company
might be able to do this mapping for you. I would suggest
that next spring you write to Mr. M. B. E11dale, Chief Geologist,
International Smelting & Refining Co., stating the accessibility
of the Parker workings, and ask if there is a chance that the
company might do some geologicaL mapping, to assist you in
future development.


Sincerely yours,


(Signed) Willard P. Fuller, Jr."


Sept. 8, 19h8


Dear Mr, Comer:


I was glad to receive your letter, and particularly interested
to know that you were working in the raise, to connect the Mont-
gomery tunnel with the upper Parker workings. As I remember, we
thought that by raising 10 to 16 feet, and by fanning out long-
holes from the upper walls of the raise, a connection would be
made, The best estimate possible from the available information
indicated that the workings of Level No. § would lie fran 30 to
40 feet above the track level of the Montgomery tunnel, but this
is just a guess. According to the map, the No. § level would lie
about 10 feet SW of the raise. It might be a good idea to run a
sublevel at 30 feet above the Montgomery track level for 20 £eet SW,
then at a point 15 eet from the wall of the raise, drill long
holes up, down, and at angles of, say plus and minus 60, on the
NW and SE sides of the sublevel crosscut, ......


(Signed) W. P. F ller, Jr.
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20. Lead. Associated minerals are silver, gold, copper.


21. The applicant proposes to diamond drill the beds and the
lime formation in the Parker mine from the ¼ontgomery
tunnel level, and attempt to locate the continuation of
the old Parker ore shoot, as well as open up new shoots
of ore, both high grade and milling.


It is believed that the diamond drilling program can be
complated in six months.


After completion of the diamond drilling program, and ,
the location of the ore shoots is determined, we would
like to drive a lower tunnel, if it is deemed feasible,
and develop the property fran that level, and at that
time work out a development and milling program.


22. - Reference is made to Bulletin #90 and Bulletin #814,
excerpts frord which are attached to question 16.


A geologic&map of the Montgomery tunnel is being
prepared bu it will not be completed in time to
include in this application.


Map of underground workings is attached.
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THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


23,
(a) 1 Diamond Driller - 150 days @ $13 per day #1990.00


1 D. D. Helper . 190 * * $12 " " 1800,00
1 Compressor Man 150 " " $12 " " 1800 00


‡¾550.00


(b) 1 Supt.-Mgr 6 mo. © $400 per mo. 2400,00


(c) None


(d) None


{e) 1 Diamond Drill 2500,00
10001 fiber air hose 500,00
1 Used Air Blower and
1200* air vent pipe 1200,00


h200.00


(f) None


(g) Six months $800.00 per month 4800.00


(h) Gas, oil, miscl. - six monthe 1900.00


(i) None


Total $18490.00


24 The foregoing estimate is based upon six months
operations,


Estimated diamond drilling is 10,000 feet, an
average of 1600 feet per month.


Estimated average monthly expenditure $3075,004
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Form MF-103 . DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE R Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035.
(April 1951) Approval expires 6-30-51.


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


APPLICATIO FOR AID FOR AN


EX RATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO


NERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


. sg/RODUCTION ACT OF 1950


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK


Docket No. .. ..... ..............


Date received


Participation


Parker Mining Company, Inc.
Box 938
Ketchum, Idaho


Name and ,
address of
appliciht


FILL IN THIS BLOCK


Date of application . Ë41..? .. .... ......... - - Estimated cost __.... ÛÀ_ > 60 00


Mineral or metal Lead Percentage of Government participation --. __ËŸ ..9 - *


Location of mine ...Se s. 10 11 Tp. h_R.R.18 E.
of B.M.,in Warms Springs Creek Mineral Dist.


Date of filing MF-100 DMA Docket Number, if available 3 ...... ............a L.


INSTRUCTIONS


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min- sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in·space
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200,
your name and address on each sheet of the application and for your signature.
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


THE APPLICANT


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? Corporation
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners.
*3. If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. See Page 1 attached.
*4. Describe the mining and general business experience of (a)


project. See Page 2 attache,d.
the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will-manage the


*5. Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? Owner
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. See Page 2 attached.
'7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing.


NOTE.-It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, éti-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the
contract· c * c


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. See Page 3 attached.
. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part pf the cost of the


project as detailed in question 23,of this annlication form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5) ? oee Page 3 attached.


*If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application- 16--64067-1







THE PROPERTY


10. (a) Give a description of the real p ert that viill be in any way involved in the ex loration project, including any existing
mme or operating property. e age 4 attached


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted.


NOTE.--If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings f
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be condu
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or o
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area.


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. Parker Mine
. *12. State, in detail, the location of the property with refe,rence to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. See Page, b attached
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. See Page & attached.


State amount of power to be used, ratie per hour or other cost, and source. See Page 4 attached.
*14. I)escribe any existig,g useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the


exploration work· ee Page h attached.
tat in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. See Page h attached.


(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property,
with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. See Pages 5 & 6 attached.


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. See Page 6 attached.
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations,


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations• ge Pawe 6 attached and
17. Production: ges Î to 30.


(a) If mine is in production,.furnish the following information: Mine is not in production.


Grade or Net value
Tons per day analysis Cost per ton per ton


(1) Mining
(2) Milling
(3) Shipped


or sold
*18. Ore or mineral reserve*s: (If property is or has been operating.)


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly.
(b) Submit available maps and assay data.
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves.


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions.


THE EXPLORATION S,ee Page 37


20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the qxploration be coiiducted?.a ttached.
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. See page 37 attached.


NOTE.-The Goyernment will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete.


22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the
finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. See page 38 attached.


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


23. Tabulate in the fòrm of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows:
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. See page 39 attached
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. . Il it 19 ti
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. " " N if
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings.
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased jer opgatioipp at a cos of $50 or


more each.
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent.
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. II ,
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. !! 19
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 11 it is


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. See Page 39 attached.


CERTIFICATION


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certi that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best thei nowledge belief.


(Name of company) (Signature of authorized official)


May 28, 1951 Mana'ger
(Date) (Title)


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, inakes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or a
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.


*Same as footnote on page 1. 16-64067-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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THE APPLICANT


3. Howard W. Hill Carlsbad, California President and
Director


G. W. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho Vice-President and
Director


Frank Brown Twin Falls, Idaho Secretary-Treasurer and
D2rector


Five Largest Stockholders


Heber Comer Ketchum, Idaho Manager


Howard W. Hill Carlsbad, California


0. 3. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


G. W. Burgess Twin Falls, Idaho


Henry Rees Twin Falls, Idaho


Note: The annual meeting of the corporation will be held
on May 28, 1961, at which time new directors
will be elected. The proposed new directors are
Mr. Heber Comer, Dr. Howard W. Hill and
Mr. E.D . Adkins, whose address is Richfield,Idaho.


O
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In 1947 the Amicus Trust, through Heber Comer, Trustee,
purchased the karker Mine, The Trust held title to the
property until August, 1949. In 19h9 the Amicus Trust
was converted into a corporation, namely, Parker Mining
Company, Inc., an Tdaho corporation, and title to the
Parker Mine was conveyed by the Trust to the corporation.


.Practically all of the recent work on the Parker Mine
was done by the Amicus Trust during its ownership.
This work consisted of cleaning up old workings, dewater-
in3, retimbering, drifting, raising, etc. These opera-
tions were under the supervision and management of
Mr. Comer, and future operation of the mine will be
under his supervision and management. Mr. Comer has
had more than fifteen years experience in mining, in
tunnel work, and the various phases of development.


The Amicus Trust financed its mine operations under
the management of Pt. Comer; selling costs were held
to a minimum; funds rai sed were used for organization
costs, purchasing the property, purchase of equipment,
and actual mine development, the operations being con-
ducted on the most.economical basis possible under
existing conditions. Neither the Amicus Trust nor
the Parker Mining Company, Inc., has permitted
tional selling óf its stock. The controlling
in the corporation is held by Mr. Comer.


promo-
interest


6. There are no encumbrances or liens on the Parker min-
ing property.
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Balance Sheet
Close of Business July 31, 1990


Assets:


First Security Bank, Hailey, Idaho
Special Deposit-State Ins. Fund
Organization, incorporation Ogsts .
Assays
GeologicáL & Engineering
Lease & Properties
Road Improvement
Equipment Purchased
Mine Levelopment Cost


2,18
ioo.oo
766.82
101.38
992.99


528h,91
LS1.50


82ho.h2
36h8h.11


Tot L . $$2h?h.31


Liabilities:


Federal Withholding Tax Accrued $33,70
Federal Oid Age Benefits Accrued 114.00
Accounts Payable Salary Eeber coacr 7265.60


Dash advances " 453.07
Realized from sale of Units Stock $&¾170 00
Less Commissions pid & allowed 10hl,96,


kl28.0h
2h?h.31


Note: No appraisal of property owned by the
corporation has been made.


Note: The foregoing is the last balance sheet made.
Since July 31, 1960, some funds have been raised
but the property has been inactive. At present
we are raising funds through the céle of stock
to continue operations, up to $10,000.


Applying rental on equipment in accordence with
Section 9 of Hineral Order 5 se will have suffi-
cient funds to cover our one-half of the cost
of operating under the proposed loan,
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THE PROPERTY


10. (a) The Parker Mine, consisting of 6 patented claims,
namely:


(b) The Parker, Montgomery, St. Louis, Western Reserve,
Una and Uva patented mining claims, situated in
Sections 10 and 11, Tp. L N. R. 18 E. of Boise
Meridian, in Blaine County, Ïdaho. The property
is in the Warn Springs Creek Mineral District,
in Parker Gulcha


12. The Parker Mine is located approximately 6¾ miles
Last of Ketchum, Idaho, which is the railroad
shipping point; it is h.3 miles North of U.S.High-
way $93, on good road, with about a $¾ grade.
The road may easily be kept accessible throughout
the year.


13. Two large springs which flow throughout the year
will give ample water for all mining and/or milling
purposes; in addition there as water from the mine
tunnels


Two 109 Schramm Compressors
1 Tugger Hoist
1 Sinker Pump
1 Pressure Tank
1 Receiving Tank
1 Dressing Block


1290 feet of pipe
1500 feet of track
Small Tools


1 1¾ ton truck


The ore can be trucked to railroad shipping point,
Ketchum, Idaho; from there shipped to the smelters
at Salt Lake C=ty, Utah, a distance of about 300
miles. The truck hall from mine to railroad
would be about 6¼ miles. .
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16, The early development of the Parker Nine is referred
to in excerpt from U.S.G.S.Bulletin 81h, and the
recent report made by the Idaho State Bureau of
Mines, Bulletin.#90, attached to this application.


Along with other mines in the Wood 2iver areg, the
Parker mine was closed down at the time of the drop
in the price of metals. In 1927 an attempt was made
to reopen the Parker (Blacksmith) tunnel on the pro-
ducing level. The work was conducted by the original
owners of the property. Due to improper timberin32
a cave-in occurred and two local men lost their lives.
After this unfortunate incident, no further work:was
cone on the property. The mine remained closed then
until recently reopened by Mr. Comer, Trustee of the
Amicus Trust, predecessor of the Parker Lining Com-
pany, Inc.


The Trust cleaned up and retimbered the old Parker
drift, driving new tunnel around the heavily cated
portion, and intersected the old workings of the mine
at that level. Some sampling of old stopes and pillars
was done, for a distance of over LOO feet. All milling
ores had been left in place by the early operators.
At this level there is an undeveloped ore zone from
30 to 50 feet wide. We were unable to go down the .
winze more than 300 feet due to water, therefore could
not continue our examination. We expect to complete
dewatering of the winze this season, and complete a
raise from the Montgomery level to the Parker, and
complete our examination and sampling.


Our next work was the cleaning up, retimbering,etc.
of the lower cross-cut footwall tunnel (Hantgomery),
which is 229 feet below the Parker tunnel. The main
crosscut tunnel is 1290 feet long from the portal to
the point where we are raising between the two levels.
There is additional cross-cut work of approximately
1000 feet.


In the Montgomery tunnel, we found that no bedding planes
had been explored; tops of beds had been cut; no effort
evidently.had been made to explore the beds between the
two tunnel levels, although the formation warrants an
exploration thereof. No attempt had been made to locate
the downward extension of the old Parker ore shoot which
produced the high grade ores which are shown in the list
of early-day shipments.
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16.(cont.) At this point we were compelled to temporarily cease
operations òue to lack of working cqpital.


(b) We refer you to Bulletin #90 of the Idaho State
3ureau of Mines for information relative to the
Triumph Mine, which is locateu West of the Parker
Mine, and whose reputed production so far has been
in excess of 60,000,000, and which is now operating
on a large scale,


According to U.S.G.S.Bulletin #814, the F1khorn mine,
at the.mount of Parker Gulch produced approximately
1,500,000 worth of ore in the early days,


(c) See excerpt from Bulletin #90 and U.S.Bull,81h at-
tached, together with maps attached.
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THE GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF THE


TRIUMPH-PARKER MINE MINERAL BELT


by


Thor H. Kiilegaard


Abstract


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is underlain primarily by
the Milligen formation of Mississippian age. This formation
consists of argillites, limestones, and quartzites, and their
various gradiational facies. Thrust remnants of Wood River forma-


O tion (Penngylvanian) cap some of the higher ridges and hilltops
in the area. Along the western border, the Milligen formation is
overlain by a series of volcanics, and interhedded sands, tuffs,
and gravels. Intrusive dikes, chiefly andesitic, crop out
throughout the district, and are particularly evident in some of
the major shear zones.


A series of major shear zones, most of which strike weet-northwest
and dip at moderate angles to the Southwest, occur throughout the
area. Many of these have been invaded by mineralizing solutions
which have created ore bodies. The ore bodies are of two types:
(1) fissure fillings; and (2) replacement bodies originating from
replacement of susceptible limestones. The ores are of value
primarily because of their lead, sinc, and silver content, although
some gold and copper is also present.


The district has been intermittently productive since the eighteen
eighties with the Triumph, North Star, Independence, and Parker mines
being the chief contributors.


Although past mining operations have bottomed ma1y of the ore shoots
at comparatively shallow depths, there is reason to believe that ore
should continue below the present lower mining levels.
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Location and Accessibility


The Triumph-Parker mine mineral belt is in the Warm Springs Mining
District, Elaine County, Idaho. It is roughly five miles east of
U. S. Highway 93, between Hailey and Ketchum, and extends from the
East Fork of the Wood River about three and one-half miles northwest
to Parker Gulch (Fig. 1). Tha Triumph mine is located in the
southeastern part of the area, twelve and one-half miles north of
Hailey. A secondary road leads fran the Triumph northwest to the
Independence mine and then down Independence Gulch to its junctión
with Elkborn Gulch. The road continues to the west and intersects
U. S. Highway 93 one mile south of Ketchum. This road, or braaches
therefrom leads to most of the mining properties in the district....


Topography


The Triumph-Parker mine region is typical of the semi-arid and moun-
tainous topography in that section of Iddio. Elevations range from
$800 to 8000 feet above sea level. The more prominent valleys have
aggraded floors, some onth ßistinct alluvial terraces. Many of the
tributary valleys are occupied by internittent streams and are to be
viewed.more as gulches than valleys. For the most part, they are
walled by steep slopes which rise rapidly to narrow interstream
riages. The similarity in the southwest trend of some.of the gulches
suggests their control by a major fault pattern; however, such can-
not be substantiated by field studies,


Geology


The sedimentary rocks of the region have been classified by
U. S. G. S. Bulletin 814 as being members of the M±11igen and Wood
River formations, of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian age, respec-
tively (1. pp. 25-3h) There are also gravels and interbedded
sandy tuffs of early Tertiary age, terrace gravels, and recent
stream alluvium. Igneous rocks include extensive aËdesitic
flows and several varieties of dikes.
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Carboniferous Sedimentary Rocks
Milligen Formation (Nississippian)


Listribution and Lithology. - The dark, fine-grained, argilla-
ceous rocks that crop out in a broad northwest-trending belt
across the eastern part of the area are members of the Milligen
formation (Fig, 16), They take their name from the type section
exposed along Milligen Creek, which empties into the East Fork
of the Wood River about one-half mile east of the Triumph mine.
This formation,.which is the host rock for all the ore deposits
in the Triumph-Parker mine area, has a regional northwest strike
and southwest dip.


The absence of horizon markers, and the abundance of local
crumpling and faulting makes it difficult to measure the formation
thickness. A measured section in Parker Gulch showed a thickness
greater than 7500 feet; however, this measurement may be in error,
because of the possible repetition of beds. Certainly, the forma-
tion thickness is more than 6,500 feet.


The Milligen formation is composed mainly of black carbonaceous
argillite, the product of mild regional metamorphism. Perhaps
the most noticeable feature of the formation is the abundance of
carbonaceous material, particularly the graphitic films on
cleavage and fracture surfaces. Often, where mine workings have
penetrated rocks rich in grqphite, the mine dumps resemble piles
of coal. Other distinguishable lithologic units present are
quartzitic beds, limy members, and at the base, a series of
brown sandy shales. Gradations from one rock type to another
are present throughout the formation.


In certain areas metamorphism of the Milligen formation is more
pronounced. Tactiteg formed by contact metamorphism
beds, is present near the mouth of Parker Gulch. On
side of Independence hill, on Telephone Peak, auxl at
some limestone and limy argillites have been altered


of limestone
the western
other points,
to a whitish


lime-silicate rock composed of accicular tremolite crystals and
other lime-silicaté minerals. A spotted argillite member, the
product of incipient metamorphism, crops out in a road-cut be-
tween Chicago Gulch and the Independence mine.


Ilthough there are no dependable horizon markers in the Hilligen
formation, two limestone beds are recognized in the Triumph mine
area and are thought to continue northwest beyond Parker Gulch.
These limestones, while persistent in attitude, are locally con-
cealed by surface mantle and elsewhere appear to lens out or
to be faulted. Inasmuch as the intersection of mineralized
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structures and limy members often controls the location of re-
placed ore bodies in the Triumph-Parker mine area, an attempt was
made to map the limestones and to observe their condition where cut
by faults. (Fig. 16)¿


The upper limestone crops out on the ridge about LOO feet west of the
portal of the Lucky Coin mine. The bed is about 75 feet thick,
strikes N, 6h deg. We and dips $$ deg. S.W. To the northwest, across
Independence Gulch, and ix>the southeast near Chicago Gulch, it passes
beneath andesite. It is a dark blue, fine-grained rock that weathers
light gray. The more weathered surfaces are covered with blades
and sheathlike aggregates of amphibole crystals, probably tremolite,
The member is penetrated by the Lucky Coin tunnel.


The Middle limestone member is best exposed ir1Independence Gulch
northwest of the Lucky Coin portal. It is a rather massive blue-
gray limestone with a rough appearance on the more weathered sur-
faces. It tends to be a bluff-maker, as evidenced in Chicago
Gulch. In Keystone Gulch this member is $$ feet thick but appears
thicker in Independence Gulch, owing to a dip slope. The Middle
limestone may be traced to the ridge northwest of Parker Gulch
where it is overturned and appears to lens out. To the southeast,
it passes beneath hillwash from Independence hill. This limestone
is believed to continue beneath the hillwash and andesite cap and
reappear near the head of Triumph Gulch from where it continues
on to the southeast across the Triumph holdings. It is described
in the section on the Triumph mine as the Upper tremolite limestone.


The Lower limestone is separated from the Middle limestone by
150-200 feet of argillite. It crops out in the road cut between
the Triumph and Independence mine, and at the mouth of Chicago Gulch
where it strikes N. 50 deg. W. and dips hh deg. S.W. About 150 feet -
above the Triumph-Independence road the limestone terminates abruptly
against what may be a fault, but which cannot be confirmed because
of heavy surface mantle. Further to the southeast, in Rose Gulch, a
limestone with similar characteristics reappears. This limestone
is believed to be the southeast continuation of the Lower limestone
and is discussed in the section on the Triumph mine under the title
of Lower tremolite limestone. The Lower limestone may be traced
northwest with the dip gradally becoming steeper. On Elkhorn ridge
the beds are vertical and ;La Parker Gulch the dip is òvertrened to
the northeast, The Lower limestone is explored by the June Day
workings, where an appreciable ore body is formed at its intersection
with the June Day faulta The rock is described in the section on
the June Day mine.
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The, Elkhorn limestones underlie the Lower limestone, separated by
several hundred feet of argillite. They crop out across the ridge
near the old Elkhorn diggings, but appear to lens out to the south-
east on Baltimore ridge. To the northwest, in the Bald Eagle area,
the Elkhorn limestones have been strongly affected by fault action.


These portions of Fig. 16, mapped as undifferentiated Milligen, are
argillites, gradations of limy and siliceous argillites, and quart-
sites, with boundarîes too indefinite for accurate field mapping.
By far the most abundant of these rock types are the argillites,
which, where relatively unmetamorphosed, grade imperceptably into
shales. The attitude of the argillite members isoften strongly ,
contorted, particularly where they are interbedded between more
competent members such as limestones and quartzites. Inasmuch
as the argillites are easily deformed
the sites of strongly contorted areas
shear zones, particularly those which
sive stress,


by stress they are usually
and of the larger faults or
have resulted from compres-


Wood River Formation (Pennsylvanian)


The Wood River formation is described in U. S. G.S.Bulletin 814, p.34
as being Pennsylvanian.in age. A large block of the formation occurs
in the southern part of the Triumph-Parker mine area, but the describ-
ed outcrops are thrust remnants that cap North Star Peak, Grouse Peak,
and the ridge above the Baltimore mine. Wood River outliers are
separated from the underlying Milligen formation by a low angle
thrust fault that is inclined to the southwest. The thrust fault
is characterized by a brecciated and recemented zone, which, owing
to its resistance to erosion, often stands out in relief.


Lithology. The most recognizable lithologic units of the Wood
River formation includes blue-gray sandy limestones, gray quart-
sites, and fine-grained siliceous limestones. In general, the
formation members are lighter colored, more calcareous and more
massive and bluff-forming.than the underlying Milligen members;
however, there are exceptions. No identifiable fossils were
found in the formation, but Merriam (10), in describing the
Wood River eyposed on North.Star Peak, points to fossils of an
indeterminate character occurring in a medium to coarse-grained
crinoidal linestone, These include productids, stony bryozoa,
tabulate corals, and probable fusulinids.


There is no evidence of sulphide mineralization in any of the flood
River formation outliers in the Triumph-Parker area. 1 North Star
Peak a blue-grqr limestone is cut by numerous quarts and calcite
stringers, but there qppears to be no evidence of accompanying
sulphide mineralization.
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Tertiary Sedimentary Rocks


Gravels and Tuffs


A northwest-southeast trending belt of pebble gravels, sands, and
interbedded tuffs occurs east of the mouth of Keystone Gulch,
These sediments underlie the large expanse of andesitic lava that
crops out south of Independence Gulch, (Fig, 16). To the northwest,
beyond the mapped limit, the pebble gravels overlie a lava flow.
The sediments are composed chiefly of sub-rourded lava and quart-
site pebbles, although fragments of argillite, sandstone, and sili-
ceous limestone are common. Pebbles range in size from three-
eighths of an inch to two and one-half inches, in the long dimen-
sion. They are water sorted and locally interbedded with more sandy
layers. Some light-brown, banded, tuffaceous deposits occur in the
southern part of the area. The laminae vary in thickness, with an
average of about one-tenth of an inch. The tuffs are probably pro-
ducts of volcanic explosions and the fact that they are now contam-
inated with more sandy aggregates is indicative of fluvial deposition


Inasmuch as these sediments are interbedded with lava flow, they are
thought to be of the same age as those flows. This age is probably
Miocene(?). (1, pp, 53-56),


Terrace Gravels and Alluvium


The Terrace gravels along the East Fork of the Wood River, and the
alluvial debris along all of the streams are the products of rela-
tively recent erosion. The alluvial matter is derived from all of
the rocks in the vicinity and range in size from silt to boulders
several feet in diameter¿ It is probable that some of the higher
terraces, composed of boulders, coarse cobbles, and gravel, have
originated from outwash of alpine glaciers present in the higher
mountains during Pleistocene time.


Igneous Rocks


Volcanic Rocks


Andesitic Flows.- Andesitic flows cover much of the centraL
portion of the area, esýecially south of Independence Gulch. The
ma3or part of these flows is hornblende andesite. Other varieties
of lava were recognized but no attempt was made to differentiate
them into mappable units. The andesitic rock has a dark greenish-
gray color on fresh fractured surfaces, and plainly discernable
plagioclase phenocrysts. The greenish color of the rock matrix
results from an abundance of chlorite. The rock weathers to a
rusty-brown color.
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The flow capping Porphyzy Peak, east of Independence Gulch, is a
greenish-black, porphyritic augite andesite, Similar remnants
cap ridges and peaks, at nearly the same altitudes, to the north-
west and northeast.


The irreguhr eastern contact of the andesitic flow resting uncon-
formably on the underlying Milligen formation, suggests that the lava
was poured over an uneven surface, probably a lowland area or valley
with its attending foothills. The long spurridge of Milligen that
penetrates the lava adjacent to 31khorn Gulch, indicates that the old
land surface in that area, bad a gentle dip to the southwest.


Intrusive Rocks


Likes.- All intrusives noted in the area are described as dikes,
although many are more like sills, lying almost in the bedding of the
enclosing host rock. For the most part they are andesitic in com-
position, -although a horn-blende-granite dike crops out on the Bald
Eagle property, and basic lamporphyre dikes are common throughout.
The dikes vary in thickness from a few inches to over 15 feet, and
have short strike lengths, lensing out at the ends. The general
strike is northwest and the dip is to the southwest at varying
angles, there are several exceptions. They are chiefly confined to
thin-bedded argillaceous members of the Milligen formation, although
andesitic dikes crop out in the more competent Wood River rocks above
the Baltimore mine. At the outcrop, the more acidic porphyritic dikes
usually weather to shades of greenish gray in which the light gray
outlines of the plagioclase phenocrysts gre plainly visible. These
plagioclase phenocrysts commonly measure up to three-eighths of an inch
in len3th. The black, aphanitic,
and less affected by alteration.


lamporphyre dikes are usually fresher


Underground, light colored andesite porphyry dikes are common in ¾he
larger shear zones, although occasionally they wander off into the
walls in relatively unfractured rocks, as in the Bonanza tunnel of


. the Ealtimore mine. In the shear zones dikes are often crushed and
hydrothermally altered to a whitish gouge-like niaterial, an1ch the
same as some types of fault gouge. It is evident that during intru-
sion the magmatic materîaí followed shear zones and was deformed
by subsequent fault adjustment. In their crushed condition they were
more easily altered by migrating solutions. Those dikes awgr fran the
shear zones are less áLtered.


inasmuch as the dikes are common in shear zones.they are often contig-
uous to ore bodies, and have even been found partially replaced by
sulphides, as in the Bald Eagle mine and in parts of the Triumph mine,
For this reason early mine operators commonly drifted on the dikes,
thirking they were responsible for the mineralized deposits. The fact
is, however, that in those exposures accessible to observation, the
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dikes are pre-mineral, and are associated with ore bodies only in .
that both have favored the more permeable pre-dike and pre-mineral
shear zones as sites of deposition. In this respect the dikes are
comparablE with those occurring in the Billigen formation in other
areas (11, p. 12).


Structure


olding


The Milligen formation is strongly folded and faulted in the Triumph-
Parker mine area, but generally strikes to the northwest and dips to
the southwest. At the mouth of Parker Gulch the dip has been over-
turned to the northeast. Throughout the area the formation appears
to be the limb segment of a southwest-tilted homoclinal block. An
interesting feature of the formation is that only the more competent
rocks, limestones, quartzites, and some limy arcillites are persistent
in attitude. The pliant, incompetent argillites interbedded between
have been intensely crumpled and distorted by differential movement
having yielded more readily to deformational stress. In places
stress has deformed the argillites beyond their elastic limit, result-
ing in rupture. This action has emplaced most of the shear zones so
co on in the argillitic members, particularly those striking north-
west and dipping southwest. Such shear zones commonly grade into
regions of tight folding and crumpling, both on the strike and dip
with no appareno fracturing. A structure passing into such a
crumpled area is difficult to follow in.underground exploration,
and, on occasion, has been lost completely.


The folded Wood River formation remnants, separated from the Milligen
by a thrust fault, indicate that major folding was post-Pennsylvanian.
It is probable that folding preceòed thrust faulting, though both
actions could have occurred somewhat simultaneously. To U.S.G.S.
E 11.-14, it is suggested that the major period of deformation be
correlated with the Laramide orogeny which came near the end of the
Mesozoic era,


Faulting


Thrust Faulting.- . Oh North Star and Grouse Peaks, and on the
ridge above the Baltimore mine, a major pre-mineral thrust fault
separates the Wood River from the Milligen formation, On Baltimore
ridge, the fault is marked by a brecciated and recemented zone which
is at least 19 feet thick near the portal of the No. 2 tunnel. The
fault plane is tilted about 9 degraes to the southwest. On North
Star Peak, Merriam (10) describes the tilt as about 17 dezrees Ax>
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the west. Breccia fragments comprising the zone range in size from
microscopic to those an inch in length. They consist of black chert,
quartaite, and siliceous limestone, embedded in a siliceous groundmass.
The bre deia-fragments show a distinct orientation with the long di-
mension roughly aligned in the plane of thrusting. The thrust zone
of the above mentioned fault outliers is comparable in all respects
with the one existing near the mouth of Decker Gulch, as described
in Bµ11. 81h, and is probably closely related, if not the same.


The tilt of the thrust plane suggests that movement was from south-
west to northeast. Thrusting probably originated from compressive
stresses from the southwest, active during late foldin3 of the car-
boniferous sediments.


Reverse faulting,- , Reverse faulting, though analogous to
thrusting, is herein confined in description to shear zones of a
somewhat steeper dip and less regional inextent. Those of chief
importance include the Triumph, North Star, Independenec, Baltimore,
Amicus, Quaker City, and the Parker shear zones. Locally, minor
wisps of drag folding 111 the walls adjacent to the shear zones are
indicative of normal fault action, however, this is probably the
result of gravitational adjustment at some period after formation
of the fault. A major period ofoblique, reverse fault movement is
suggested by larger drag folds, fault attitudes, and the almost uni-
versi existance of a well defined slickensided hanging wall, commonly
with pronounced mullion structure. Hersey (1, p. 176) described the
Independence lode as being on a reverse fault, and bases his conclu-
sions on local stratigraphy. Merriam (10) advances the theory that
the principal component of movement along the North Star and Triumph
fissures has been of a reverse dip-slip nature. The major reverse
faults, for the most part, strike in a west-northwest direction and
dip moderately to the southwest, usually at angles less thaa the
southwest dippin'g bedding of the host rock. They are pre-mineral
faults that probably originated from the same compressive strees that
gave rise to the above-mentioned thrust fault. They favor the incom-
petent argillites as host rocks and frequently merge into zones of
tight and crumpled folding. Ore found within these zones of shearing
is often broken and intermingled with fault gouge, although nowhere
is there evidence of major post-mineráL displacement within the.plane
of reverse faulting. It is believed that where post-mineral fractur-
ing does occur, in the plane of shearing, that it is only a minor
structural readjustment.


In addition to those reverse faults mentioned above there are others
that are more properly described as flat faults. These are observed
in many mine workings but not in enough detail for accurate descriptiona
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In the Triumph mine a set of pre-mineral .flat faults are tiled in
a westerly direction, whi¿±1would suggest that they too are allied
with a compressive atress acting from the southwest.


Ngrmal faulting,- There appears to be several patterns of normal
faults in the area, both pre- and post-mineral, some of which cannot
bë described from the data on hand.


A pattern of pre-mineráL normal faults, striking northeast and dipping
steeply southeast 'occurs in upper Parker Gulche (Fig, 16), Maximum
displacement measured in this fault pattern was about 350 feet, appar-
ently with the hanging wall being displaced to the southwest. Whether
this fault pattern had any effect upon the mineralized Parker and
Amicus veins is not known,


The June Day fault, fig. 21, strikes northwest and dips northeast.
It appears to be a pre-mineral normal fault, but its displacement
was not determined.


There are other faults, most of which strike in a northerly or north-
easterly direction, about which little is known. They commonly off-
set lithologic members but are either concealed by debris or too in-
definite to map. It is believed that pre-mineral normal fault s are
associated in some way with stress that emplaced the thrust and re-
verse faults, though such a postulation cannot be proved. One possi-
bility is that they are resulted fran later& stress developed dur-
ing thrusting movement. This could account for their near-normal
strikes to the strikes of the major reverse faults.


Post-Mineral Normal faults.- Throughout the area there is a pat-
tern of post-mineral normal faults striking to the north and north-
east, and dipping northwest and north. Some of these fau¾s .offset
mineralized structures. The best example of this type.of.faulting
occurs in the western portion of the 700-level of the Triumph mine,
Another example is the North fault as exposed in the Bonansa tunnel
in the Baltimore mine (Fig. 20).


There are undoubtedly many faults in the Triumph-Parker mine area
that have not been recognized. The absence of reliable horizon markers
and occurrence of heavy surface.mantle interferes with interpretation,
not only of folded structure, but of faulting as well. For this reason
no attempt was made to map faults inferred by topography or by drain-
age patterns.


The existence of many of the inferred normal faults, postulated in
Bull. Blk, p. 70, is doubted. An example of such an inferred fault is
the normal fault a few hundred feet west of the Lucky Coin portal,
which reputedly separates the Milligen formation from andesitic flows,
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Recent mining exploration has failed to confirm this fault. The
Lucky Coin tunnel penetrates the Milligen-andesite contact, but shows
no evidence of fault separation. Furthermore, at the tunnel contact,
limestone fragments from the Milligen formation have a weathered
appearance, similar to those now existing at the outcrop. Such an
underground rock condition suggests an ancient land surface that was
later covered with lava. The 700-level of the Triumph mine also
penetrates andesitic flows with no indication of a fault contact.


ORE DEPOSITS


Classification of the Deposits


The ore deposits of the Triumph-Parker mineral belt fall into two
groups: (1) mineralized fissures or shear zones, most of which strike
in a west-northwest direction and dip to the southwest at moderate
angles usually 30-3 degrees; (2) replacement deposits occurring at
the intersection of mineralized shear zones and susceptible limestone
members. Both types are found only in the Milligen formation.


Included in the first group are the deposits worked in the Triumph,
North Star, Independence, Baltimore, Parker, Lucky G. I., and
possibly Elkhorn mines. The second group includes the bedded
siliceous and ncomplexn ores of the Triumph and North Star, and de-
posits in the June Day, auxl part of the Bald Eagle. In addition to
these, part of the ore mined in the mineralized shear zones occurs
as .a replacement of sheared calcareous material, and not as fissure
filling.


In general, ore throughout the district has similar characteristics.
It is of value primarilýbecause of its lead, zinc, and silver content,
although there are exceptions. Fissure ore in the Triumph mine is
higher in gold values,than are the replacement deposits. The "complex"
ore at the Triumph consists of galena and sphalerite in a pyritic
gangue; there is little quarts or siderite presenta The replaced ore
at the June Day is largely gold, with little galena or sphalerite
present.


Deposits in Shear Zones


The mineralized shear zones form the most common ore deposits in the
district. For the most part, they are west-northwest striking, south-
west dipping, pre-mineral reverse faults, some of which may be traced
at the outcrop by vegetation markings, They favor the more incompetent
argillitic members, probably because these rocks yielded more readily
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to stress than the more competent quartzites and limestones. The
shear zones range in thickness from a few inches to over 40 feet.
In places they consist of a few gouge or graphitic-faced fractures,
elsewhere they broaden into heavy shear zones composed of a multitude
of close-spaced slickensided slips. Such zones occasionally grade
into highly crumpled and fractured areas in which trace of the shear
zone is difficult to follow, and may even be lost. Ore and gangue
minenbla are unequally distributed along the zones of shearing,
They commonly occur as pods and lens-like aggregates or as streaks
and stringers intermingled with fault gouge. Occasionally the ore
is massive, but is more likely to be somewhat granulated, possibly
owing to post-mineral movement in the fissure. Ore is often contig-
uous to igneous dikes in the shear zones, and, on occasion, has re-
placed dike material


The shear zones are not simple planes but show sinuous surfaces and
many irregularities. It is evident that during the time of mineral-
ization the greater part of the individual shear zones, being heavy
with gouge and sheared material, were too tightly compressed and
impermable to permit entry of the mineralizing solutions. Only in
the more open areas, or those irregular sections reopened by recur-
rent fault action, were there sites available for mineral deposition,
Such fault action has accounted for a large part of the stringers and
discontinuous lens-like ore shoots commonly found. In some calcareous
sections of the shear zones mineralizing solutions replaced the limy
substance thus forming deposits in.part fissure filling and in part
Seplacement.


Some ore shoots occur where shear zones truncate the bedding of thinly-
laminated argillites. In these areas slippage along the shear zone ap-
parently produced torsional stress which parted the adjacent bedding
planes, thus creating sites for mineral deposition. In such areas ore
appears to leave the fissure and curve into the bedding as wisps and
irregular veinlets, extending only a few inches or feet. Such cre
formed chiefly as void-fillings, there is little evidence of replace-
ment of the more impermeable argillite. Ore shoots of.this general type
are mentioned by Merriam (10) as occurrhag in the Triumph mine. This
type also occurs in the Amicus vein, in the Quaker City workings, and
probably in the ore shoot near the face of the No. 6 level of the
Baltimore mine and extending upward.


The principáL gangue minerals of the shear-zone deposits are altered
wall rock, quartz, calcite, and siderite. In some cases pyrite is an
importsat gangue mineral. Important metallic minerals include galena,
sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and ruby silver. The Triumph vein also con
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tains appreciable golda Quartz and cálcite qppear to have been the
first minerals deposited, followed by sphalerite, galena, and tetra-
hedrite in that order. Ruby silver ores have been among the latest
deposited. Judging from the brecciated and cross-cutting relation-
ships, ore deposition was not continuous but was recurrent. In some
instances younger sulphides appear to have replaced older sulphides,
Illustrative examples are lenses and pods of lead ore that thin out
on the ends to sinc orè. Such lenses were probably originally filled
with sphalerite, only to be brecciated by recurrent faulting and re-
placed by later galena,


There is no evidence of mineráL zoning in the shear-zone deposits,
nor can any ratio be fixed on the lead-zinc-silver values. At some
spots the ore shoots may be high in zinc values, elsewhere they run
more to lead and silver.


REPLACEMENT DEPOSITS


Replacement deposits occur in limestone members that have been inter-
sected by certain shear zones. The shear zones have provided avenues
of approach for invading mineralizers, which, upon encountering
susceptible limy members, have diffused into the rocks, deposited
their mineral load and carried the replaced limestone away in solution.
This type of mineral deposition has locally built up large irregular
deposits with ore values gradually fading away from the shear zone.
An example is the stoped deposit in the June Day fault hanging wall
on the No. 3 level of the June Day mine. Recognition of the replaced
deposits is often aided 1pr preservation of textures and structures
of the original limestone. This is particularly true of the bedded
siliceous deposits in the Triumph mine where host-rock bedding is
plainly evident.


The bedded siliceous and Acomplex" ores of the Triumph and North Star
mines form the largest of the known replacement deposits. Tn the
past "complex" ore accounted for the bulk of Triumph production. One
ore shoot of "complex" is described by Merriam (10) as: "....an area
roughly 700 feet wide by 170 feet long with a thickness varying from -
six feet in the upper part to fifty feet below." ..,...
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GENESIS OF THE ORE DEPOSITS


The origin of the ores in this area is somewhat debatable.
Fonner writers (1, pp. 101 and 10) who have studied the district,
note that major mineralization is related to the Idaho batholith and
its satellites, and to orogenic disturbances that accompanied its
emplacement, probably in late Jurassic or Cretaceous time. They
point to croppings of granitic rocks in nearby areas and call at-
tention to the partially metamorphosed condition of the Milligen
formation, suggesting that it is underlain at no great depth by
plutonics. On the other hand, there are those who recognize the
orogenic disturbances that accompanied intrusion of the batholith
but who believe the ores to be geneticallyrelated to younger period
of Tertiary igneous activity (6). Perhaps a closer appraisal as to
the origin of the ores may be found in a study of the andesitic dikes
so common in mineralized shear zones. Th.e altered and occasionally
replaced condition of these dikes implies that many of them are pre-
mineral in age. Furthermore, the fact that similar andesitic dikes
are found cutting the granitic rocks west of Bellevue, presumably
related to the Idaho batholith, implies a younger age for dike in-
trusion. Although no dike and volcanic flow contacts were found,
U. S. G. S. Full. 81&, p. 61, mentions occurrences of volcanic flows
covering truncated porphyritic dikes, which leads one to believe
that the dikes and accompanýing or subsequent mineralization are
pre-volcanic in age. This would place their age as post-batholith
and pre-volcanic, or early Tertiary.


Groundwork for mineralization apparently was laid during the orogenic
disturbance that folded and faulted the carboniferous sediments, prob-
ably in Jurassic or Cretaceous time. The major fault patterns were
formed at"this time. At a later date these shear zones were invaded
by igneous dikes, Yku.ch offers evidence that these shear zones are of
major extent and had access to magmatic masses below. Recurrent
faulting in the shear zones followed, and may have been concurrent
with dike invasion, as testified by the sheared and granulated condi-
tion of so many of the dikes. It is probable that mineralizing solu-
tions, ascending from the underlying magmatic bodies, found a means
of access along the shear zones during this later stage of fault ad-
justment. As these solutions ascended and found favorable sites for
deposition, they deposited their mineral load as fissure filling and
as replacement of certain susceptible limestones encountered both
within and adjacent to the shear zones. Textures and mineral asso-
ciations suggest that the zone of deposition was only moderately deep.
Fault adjustment was probably continuous throughout the period of
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mineralization, inasmuch as a static faulting condition would
have become choked and impervious to mineral deposition. The brec-
ciated and granulated condition of the earlier deposited minerals,
i. e., quarts, pyrite, sphalerite, and galena, tends to confirm
this dbservation. It is believed that the inter- and post-mineral
fault adjustments in the major shear zones have been minor, and
have not displaced the ore bodies to any great extent.


There is no appreciable oxidation zone in the Triumph-Parker mine
area. Occasional traces of secondary lead.ores are found in mine
working:s near the surface, however, there are no instances of ore
deposits being enriched by descending secondary mineralization.
Absence of an extensive oxidized zone suggests that erosion of
the overlying rock has been rapid enough to keep abreast of
oxidation.
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CONCLUSIONS


It is believed that the ore bodies of the Triumph-Parker mine
mineral belt should continue below the lowest depths yet reached
by mining. The deposits are of a moderately deep seated character
and would be expected to continue on to greater depths. Ore bodies
should occur in the mineralized shear zones in those areas that
were accessible to mineralisers during the period of sulphide
mineralization. These depositional zones will be found only by
continued exploration. There is no evidence of a major fault
pattern which might cut off the deposits with depth.


It is suggested that in any future exploration of the mineralized
shear zones, that they be closely followed, Too Iminy past ex-
ploration programs have attempted to gain "backs" by driving
lower crosscut workings. Often, in doing so, they have completely
lost the sought-after structure. In disturbed and contorted rocks
such as the Milligen formation, projection of mineralized structure
through several hundred feet of unexplored ground is hazardous and
is to be avoided whenever possible. Furthermore, to adequately
explore these shear zones demands mine workings within the zones
of shearing. The scattered and pod-like occurrence of the ore
bodies makes it easy to intersect a barren zone with a crosscut
which often tends to discourage further exploration of the sheared
area. For the same reason, diamond drilling has often proved
valueless not only in that core recovery is difficult in the
crumpled Hilligen formation, but in that intersected barren parts
of the shear zone are uninformative.
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PARKER MINE


Location and Development .


The Parker mine is 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, in Parker Gulch.
It comprises 6 patented mining claims covering portions of
Sect. 10 and 11, T. & N., R. 18 E., Boise Meridian. The property
is held by the Amicus Trust, currently under the management of
Mr. Heber Comer of Ketchum, Idaho.


There are four tunnels on the property that explor e the Parker vain.
These include the Western Reserve, Blacksmith, Montgomery, and the
St. Louis, (Fig. 19.) Other mine workings include the lower Parker
tunnel, and the Amicus and Condolier. The latter two explore the
Amicus vein,
the property,


Several smaller diggings are scattered throughout
All workings are in the Hilligen formation.


According to Bull, 81& the Parker òeposit was.discovered in 1883
by Eugene Cillenwater. During the next 15 years the property pro-


uced 1,962 tons of ore carrying 1,106,h63 pounds of lead and
300,236 oonces of silver; the bulk of whichwas taken from one ore
shoot about 79 feet long, extending from the Elacksmith level to
some distance below. 3ulletin 814 quotes the manager of the mine
at the time of its production, who stated that the ore shoot was
followed by a winze driven on the 30 degree dip of the vein for
about §00 feet. At that point the vein terminatèd against a
steeply dipping fault and no ore was found beyond.


At a later date the Montgomery tunnel was driven at a lower level
to intersect the downward continuation of the Parker vein but this
lon3 tunnel and its accompanying crossouts failed in their efforts.


The property has been worked intermittently since 1938 with the
lower Parker tunnel, the Amicus tunnel, and the raise near the face
of the Montgomery tunnel receiving most of the attention. It was
idle during the summer of 19&9,
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GEOLOGY OF TEE PARKER VEIN WOREINGS


The Parker voin crops out across a small ridge between the Blacksmith
and Western Reserve tunnels. It strikes N. 72 deg.WŸ. and dips 35 deg.SE.
The vein has been explored by numerous pits which expose it as a rust-
colored quartz-bearing shear zone whose average width approaches four
feet. The veinistll rock is dark carbonaceous argillite. Although
the vein is cxidized on the outcrop, the quarts when broken often pre-
seats fresh sulphides. An assay taken on the outcrop went .03 ounces
in gold per ton, 17.5 ounces in silver perton, and 30 per cent lead (12).
The vein may be traced up thé hill beyond the Western Reserve tunnel
but is soon lost.beneath surface mantle.


The Western Reserve tunnel is caved 75 feet from the portal, and, in
the area accessible, presents nothing but an 18-inch barren quartz vein.


During recent yeare the Blacksmith tunnel has been reopened for a dis-
tance of 390 feet; however, much of the tunnel is tightly lagged,
making geologic observations difficult. The innervost 150 feet of
tunnel follows the Parker vein, a pronounced shear zone striking
almost east-west and dipping about 30 deg. S. A 30-inch quarta
and calcite vein, containing some sulphides, occupies most of the
shear zone at the caved face. The country rock adjacent to the
footwall of the vein is a shiny, grqphitic material with abundeut
slickensided surfaces. It has a 3reasy feel when touched and readily
soils the hands. The graphitic substance is probably the result of
metamorphism of bituminous traterial that was deposited with the argil-
litic country rock. Accordin3 to an1 old mine map, 110 feet beyond the
caved area a 500-foot winze was driven from the Blacksmith level.
Several sub-levels and stopes led from the winze, all lone since caved
and now inaccessible.


The Montgomery tunnel, driven during the early 1900's, was reopened by
Mr. Comer, who advanced a raise at the tunnel end to intersect the lower
workings driven from the winze extending from the Blacksmith level.
The tunnel and raise contain "bad air," and unless the air compressor
is operating, forcing compressed air back to the raise, entry is
hazardous and even then is restricted to the main tunnel. For this
reason the tunnel was not mapped in detail, but a tracing of the
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tunnel workings was obtained from a previous map. (31g. 19).
A smáL1 dike of andesitic composition is followed by the main


' tunnel, and by one short crosscut, and while it is reported to con-
tain some gold values there is no evidence of lead-silver mineraliza-
tion.


The St. Louis tunnel intersects and drifts on a flat dipping shear
zone, which locally contains quarta lenses anò stringers, and often
good showings of sulphide orE, Ylhere thickest, the vein dips from
six to twelve degrees, elsewhere in areas of steeper dip the vein
pinches. Near the winze the vein is four feet thick and contains
abundant exposures of galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and some
ruby silver. Assays from this area run as high as U.h ounces of
silver per ton, and 69.8 per cent lead. The ore is comewhat
oxidized in the footwall areas of the shear zone. Crushed and dis-
located quarts fragments suggest post-mineral shearing in the plane
of.the vein. Int icate drag folding of the thin-bedded argillite
indicates the shear zone is a reverse fault, with perhaps minor
normal fault adjustment.


Across the dra:w from the St. Louis portal, a 60-foot adit follows
a major fault, striking N. 73 deg. F, and dipping 48 deg. SE.
This, the St. Louis fault, displaces a 90-foot quartzite member
350 feet to the ri3ht, as the fault plane is faced. (Fig. 19).
Although it cannot be proved, lithology of the faulted area sug-
gests that the fault is normal......


CONCLUSIONS


A study of the surface area, coupled with observations of vein
structure in the Blacksmith and St. Louis tunnels, leads one to be-
lieve that the Parker and St. Louis veins, as shown in Fig. 19, are
are the same structure. This conclusion is supported by cross sec-
tions drawn through the various workings. If such is the case, the
Montgomery workings were of little value in the exploration of the
Parker vein because they were too far in the footwall, a conclu-
sion supported by their negative findings.


The Parker vein is said to be cut off by a steeply dipping strike
fault somewhere near the bottom of the winze driven from the È1ack-
smith level. Inasmuch as this area is now caved, nothing could be
learned of the nature of the fault. A projection of the St. Louis
fault, as exposed dba the short adit across the gulch from the
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St. Louis tunnel, would intersect the Parker vein somewhere near
the base of the winze and could possibly be responsible for termina-
tion of the vein in that area. Such a postulation would, of course,
have to be investigated by further exploration.


RECOMMENDATIONS


The St. Louis-tunnel area should be given priority in any future
exploration program. The vein in this area is quite probably the
continuation of the Parker structure, and, as such, represents an
unexplored and promising part of that structure.


Continued advancement of the raise.near the face of the Montgomery
tunnel is likely to prove unsuccessful. The fact that it will inter-
sect old mine workings comprised of several hundred feet of drifts,
raises, and stopes, now flooded and caved, will not only be danger-
ous to mining operations but will likely be valueless because these
areas have been previously explored.
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From U. S. G. S. BULLETIN 81h


PARKER LENE


The Parker mine is about h miles east of Ketchum in Elkhorn Gulch,
in Sec. 10, T, 4 N. R. 18 E, The deposit is reported to have been
discovered August 3, 1883, by Eugene Gillerwater, who found fragments
of ore near a badger hole and eight days later made his first ship-
ment, a carload which netted $1,003, The table below, compiled from
records in the office of E. Daft, in Hailey, shows that 1,562 tons
of ore carrying 1,106,463 pounds of lead and 300,236 ounces of
silver was mined up to the end of 1898. More than half of this was
treated at the smelter at Ketchum, and the remainder was shipped to
smelters in Utah. There has been no production in recent years.
The mine is reported to have yielded up to May 10, 1886, a totai
of $283,811.50 over and above freight and treatment charges, which
averaged about 82 a ton. In depth the ore abutted against a fault
gouge, and persistent efforts to find the vein beyond the fault
have failed. The last of these attempts was made in 1911 and 1912,
when a large amount of tunnel and crossout work was done on lower
levels.


(Attached is list of shipments above referred to).


The vein conforms nearly to the bedding of the inclosing Milligen .
argillite, which dips about 30 deg. SW, The rock is dominantly black
calcareous argillite inclosing thin layers of bituminous limestone
and has been intricately shattered. Along the fracture planes are
films of graphite so pure that the hands are immediately soiled in
touching unweathered material. ..... Igneous rocks occur only as
dikes, although a short distance to the west there is a large
area in which contact-metamorphic minerals are abundantly developed.
A specimen of dike rock collected from the roadside in the vicinity
of the lower tunnel is vogesite, one of the lamprophyres, and another
specimen found as float on the hillside near the Blacksmith shop is
a fine-grained graphite porphyry.


The vein material consists of galena, sinc blende, iron pyrite,
tetrahedrite, and polybasite in a quartz-calcite-siderite gangue.
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The ore shoot that afforded the mine's production is said by
Jenney, who was manager when the property was in operation, to have
been about 75 feet long and to wedge out to a seam of calcite on
the ends. It was followed down on the 30 deg. dip of the vein for
600 feet and terminated against a steeply dipping strike fault.
The fault gouge contained no drag ore, but the ore against it was
smooth and striated, suggesting a slight postmineral movement
along a premineral fault plane. No ore has been found beyond
the fault. The.ore averaged between 7 and 8 feet in width and
was roughly bandeds Next to the hanging will was 8 inches of
quartz and gálenaç then a band of massive galena from 3 to L feet
thick, which carried about 200 ounces of silver to the ton;
next was 2 feet 8 inches of galena, gray copper, and polybasite,
which carried from 1,000 to 3,000 ounces of silver to the ton;
and between this band and the footwall was an 8-inch band of
white quartz and gray copper containing from 100 to 600 ounces
of silver to the ton. Sphalerite occurred only in the border
portions of the vein, at a distance of 3 to 15 feet from the
main vein in the footwall a parallel vain of galena, narrow but
exceptionally free from gangue minerals, was also worked,
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RARKER GROUP OF MINES


(These Figures Taken From Photostatic Copies of
Shipments Made Through the Hailey Sanpler,


Records of Mr. Daft.)


Dry Silver Total


1/26 84 21900 10.950 lh6.55 160h,72
1/2 Sh 23375 11.688 lho.ho 1641.35
2 h igÿÿÿ 7,879 lh6.74 1171,92
2 8¼ 8938 g,g69 1 g,gg 797
3 Sh 23727 11.864 174.26 2067.42
3 84 19899 9.930 163.69 1520.h8
3 2/8& 2o2o 1.010 1108.32 1119.40
3/12/84 22167 11.084 153.12 1697.18
3/22/84 8171 4.086 170,33 694.97
h/16/84 8032 h.016 408.36 1639.81
6/17/8h 3h388 17.19& 236.23 LO71.7k
6/21/84 28432 14.216 319.83 4546.70
5/24/8& 23336 11,668 191.25 2236.51


84 29937 lk.969 193.94 2903.09
Sh 21052 10.526 174.24 1834,05


Sk 24823 12.hl2 ihe,h6 18h2.69
84 30288 15,144 131.57 1992,50
84 27265 13.633 190. 2590.27


lÁ8h 27256 13.628 119.67 1630.86
8/7/84 38146 19.073 170. 3242.hl
9/6/84 27500 13,75 297.90 4096,13
9/16/84 19455 9.728 189.60 18hh.h3


/8& 9138 h.569 221.2 1010.66
/84 6207 3.ioh 3h9.8 1085.78


8h 23075 11.538 265.82 3067,03
1 8h 25143 12.672 164. 2068,09
1 0/84 24531 12,266 190. 2330.9L
10/17/8& h0792 20.346 283.2 5776.15
10/22/84 38966 19.483 hh9.2 8751.76
10/27/84 37007 18,584 422.9 7825,3¼
10/29/84 33h71 164736 271.5 h5h3.82
11/6/84 3567h 17.837 250.7 kh71.7h
1 8h 390h9 19.525 226. hh2h.37
1 Sh 41392 20.696 17h.65 3614.56


8 12/ h 40169 20.085 220. 4418470
12/15/84 40285 20.143 227.3 4578,50
12/18/84 40367 20.184 191.70 3869.27
12/19/84 13678 6 839 188.5 1289,15


Lead Total
Lead


30.5 1610
46.5 2602
40. 10293
70, 21426
65eß 14392
h2•5 993h
71.6 11266
42, 37§i
70. 16609
35.5 7050 ,
104 202
70.70 19672
37.5 3o64
9. 723


68. 23384
68. 19334
30. 700
27, 8083
71. 149hy
704 17376
23. 6966
70. 19086
34.2 9322
73.12 2805
6. 18150


h3/ 8366
66.7 6095
584 36oo
23.2 5353
61.2 15388
58. 14228
47.5 19376
h6. 1792h
37. 13693
39. . 1309&
35.9 12664
3h,5 13472
40. 16557
52.6 21089
49.5 19941
67. 270h6
40.7 5567
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Page 3&


PAREER GROUP OF MINES


Page 2
Early Day Shipments


Dry Silver Total Lead Lead
Date Weight Tons ca. pr.T. Silver % Total


/85 503h6 25.173 262.50 6607.91 56.5 28hh5
85 50188 25.094 467.80 11638.60 Sh. 27102
85 30156 19.078 560.50 8451.22 47. 14173


6/86 30417 15.207 663,60 10091.37 LO. 12165
1/31/85 30452 15.226 204. 3106.10 56.5 17205
1/31/85 31943 15.772 245.6 3873.60 55.5 17506
2/2/85 30376 15.189 37h. 5680,67 L8.7 lh794
2 85 30582 15,291 433.50 6628.65 36.6 11193


/85 30940 19.h70 405.20 6269.99 47.5 13459
3/85 3005T 15.027 282.30 4242.12 32.5 9767


2/2 85 30725 15.363 225. 3456,68 bl. 12597
3/2 5 30275 15.118 257.80 3892.42 33. 9978
3/ 85 30360 15.180 175.60 2665.61 41,8 22690
3/18/85 29892 Th.926 2ho.60 3591.20 38.5 11493
h/23/85 30659 15.430 243. 37h9469 43.5 1342h
h/25/85 31571 15.786 192.40 3037.23 58.5 18469
h/30Á85 31268 15.634 380.10 59h2.h8 h6. 14383


85 31347 15.674 385.80 6047.03 46 14420
85 31060 15.530 205.60 3192.97 51 19903


85 30072 15,036 bl6. 6254.98 49. 14735
3 86 7270 34635 32.7 118.86 7, 509
3/19Á86 2991 1.h96 120.5 180.27 594 1765
3/23/86 6677 3.339 128.3 528.39 23.5 1569


23 86 2900 1.h50 147.3 213.59 60. 17h0
6 4671 2.336 94.8 221•h5 36.5 1705
86 1991 .996 128.3 127.79 59.7 1189


5/16/86 21959 10.980 131.6 1444.97 39. 8564
6/16/86 1891 .946 913.1 863.79 60. 1:L35
6/16/86 8662 4.331 158.9 688.20 49, 42hh
6/20/86 20911 10.456 100.9 1055,01 16.6 3471


7/86 5345 2.673 211.5 565.34
7/86 1485 .743 78.1 58,03


1 20/88 11644 5.822 190.7 1110.26 52.6 6125
88 11593 5.797 100.6 583.18 27, 3130
9 .8 22h• 374


9 h.5 297.8 $2.
89 2.2 167.1 32.5


The foregoing is a copy of the record of shipments
which we obtained from Mr. Daft's photostatic copies,
Reliable sources have informed us that the foregoing is
but a portion of shipments made but the figures for total
production are not available to us,
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Ketchum, Idaho


From Personal Communication .
By Willard P. Foller, Jr.


Eureka, Utah
Notrember 5, 1947


Mr. Heber Comer,
Ketchum,
Idaho.


Dear Mr. Comer:


I was pleased to receive your letter of October 20th, and since
then have given considerable thought to how your questions might
best be answered....


In regard to the Parker Mine, there might be several ways of making
your proposed connection, (1) Drift south.as shown for approximately
76 feet, and raise to that level, about 115 feet vertically.
(2) Drift 179 feet southerly as shown, and raise to the winze, about
85 feet vertically. (3) Or drift to point (3) and raise 115 feet
vertically. (h) Drift to point (h) and raise 86 feet to the old
level. I would favor method (2), as you would be in a better
position to use the winze for working below that level, and as
that level has a drift out to the east that might warrant more
work if geological mapping should indicate that, ...


I would strongly recommend a transit survey, from ihe proposed
drift, out the Montgomery tunnel, up to the Blacksmith tunnel,
in and down the winze to the proposed connection. Such a survey,
if properly done by a qualified mine surveyor, would certainly be
worth the expense.


The proposed raise should be a two-compartment timbered raise, so
that you can have à manway and a separate chute for handling much,


In the absence of geological maps of the Parker, it is difficult
to recommend specific development. In general, two projects would
seem to be most promising. First, to see if the vein continues
eastward, toward the Hailey-Triumph area (either from the Flacksmith
tunnel or a lower level), attKl second, to see what sort of a fault
cut off the bottom of the ore, amul if a solution of the fault dis-
placement might reveal a continuation of the original ore shoote
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There is a possibility that some of the International field
geologists might get up to Hailey next spring. If the Parker
mine were opened upat that time to permit mapping of the more
important of the old workings, it is possible that the company
might be able to do this mapping for you. I would suggest
that next spring you write to Mr. M. B. Kildale, Chief Geologist,
International Smelting & Refining Co., stating the accessibility
of the Parker workings, and ask if there is a chance that the
company might do some geologicaL mapping, to assist you in
future development.


Sincerely yours,


(Signed) Willard P. Fuller, Jr."


Sept. 8, 19h8


Dear Mr. Comer:


I was glad to receive your letter, and particularly interested
to know that you were working in the raise, to connect the Mont-
gomery tunnel with the upper Parker workings. As I remember, we
thought that by raising 10 to 15 feet, and by fanning out long-
holes from the upper walls of the raise, a connection would be
made. The best estimate possible from the available information
indicated that the workings of Level No. 9 would lie fran 30 to
40 feet above the track level of the Montgomery tunnel, but this
is just a guess. According to the map, the No. § level would lie
about 10 feet SW of the raise. It might be a good idea to run a
sublevel at 30 feet above the Montgomery track level for 20 feet ST,
then at a point 15 feet from the wall of the raise, drill long
holes up, down, and at angles of, say plus and minus 60, on the
NW and SE sides of the sublevel crosscut, ......


(Signed) W. P. F ller, Jr."
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THE EXPLORATION


20. Lead. Associated minerals are silver, gold, copper.


21. The applicant proposes to diamond drill the beds and the
lime formation in the Farker mine from the Montgomery
tunnel level, and attempt to locate the continuation of
the old Parker ore shoot, as well as open up new shoots
of ore, both high grade and milling.


It is believed that the diamond drilling program can be
compkted in six months.


After completion of the diamond drilling program, and
the location of the ore shoots is determined, we would
like to drive a lower tunnel, if it is deemed feasible,
and develop the property from that level, and at that
time work out a development and milling program.


22. Reference is.made to Bulletin #90 and Balletin #816,
excerpts from which are attached to Question 16.


A geologicamap of the Montgomery tunnel is being
prepared but it will not be completed in time to
include in this application.


Map o£ underground workings is attached.
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THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS


23.
(a) 1 Diamond Driller - 150 days @ $13 per day $1950.00


1 D. D. Helper 150 " " $12 " " 1800.00
1 Compressor Han 150 " " $12 " " 1800.00


85550.00


(b) 1 Supt.-ugr. 6 mo. Shoo per me. 2hco,00


(c) None


(d) None


(3) 1 Diamond Drill $2500.00
10001 fiber air hose 500.00
1 Used Air Blower and
12001 air vent pipe 1200.00


h200,0C


(f) None


(g) Six months @ $800,00 per month . 4800.00


(h) Gas, oil, misc14 - six months 1900400


i) None


Total $18h¾O.00


2h. The foregoing estimate is based upon six months
operations.


Estimated diamond drilling is 10,000 feet,
average of 1900 feet per month.


Estimated average monthly expenditure $3075400.







e
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GE3DLOGICAL SURVEY


So. 157 Howard Street
Spokane 8, Washtagton


June 5, 1951


Mr. London F. Strobel
Executive Secretary
Defense Minerals Administration
Department of Interior
Washington 25, D. C.


Dear Mr. Strobel:


Enolosed herewith is an application for an exploration loan submitted
by the Parker Mining Company, Blaine County, Idaho. The application is
postmarked Ketohum, Idaho, May 28, 1951. It was, therefore, enroute to
this office prior to the May 31 deadline.


The Parker Mining Company previously submitted an application to the
DMA for a production loan on the property in question. As a result of this
application a DMA Examination Team visited the property in April, 1951 and
prepared a memorandum that was forwarded to DMA in Washington, D. C., on
April 20, 1951. At the time of the visit, the applicant informed the
examination team that he would submit an applioation for an exploration
loan at a later date.


Inasmuch as the present application is rather indefinite as to the
proposed exploration program, its attaadmat oosts, and who will manage
and direct the operation, one copy of the application is being retained
at this office. We will contact the applicant and obtain more information
on these problems.


Yours very truly,


. Thor H. Kiils aard
For: A. E. Weissenborn


Executive Officer, DMA
Field Team, Region II


Enolosures







.HEBER COMER


KETCHUM,IDAHO


. June 2, 1991


Mr. Tom Lyons, Director
Supply Division,
U. S. Department of the Interior
Lefense Minerals Administration,
Washington 25, D.C.


Re: Docket DMA-32h


Dear Mr. Lyons:


Under date of May 28, 1991, I mailed to Mr. A. E. Weissen-
born, Executive Officer, D¥A, Spokane, Washington, applica-
tion form MF-103, in accordance with instructions of
Mr. Thor Kiilsgaard of that Department.


Mr. Kiilsgard visited the ·Parker mine in April and I ex-
plained to him my idea in diamond drilling the property.


For your information, I have a geological map, partially
completed, by Mr. Willard Fuller, now with the Anaconda
Company in Butte, which was sent to me by Mr. M. B. Kildale,
and it is this geological map that we will use in working
out our diamond drilling of the property from the Mont-
gomery tunnel level. Mr. Kildale advises me that
Mr. Fuller will probably visit us again this season and
possibly do some more work'for us.


I trust that the application as filed gives you the re-
quired information.


Very truly yours,


Manager,
HC/c C


DEiMETMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Defense Minera s Acminisîration


JUN 51951


LANDON F.STROBEL
Executive Secretary







UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


So. 157 Howard Street
Spokane, Washington


April 20, 1951


Mr. L. F. Strobel
Executive Secretary
Defense Minerals Administration
Washington 25, D. C.


Dear Mr. Strobel:


Enclosed is a memo from the Field Team, Region II,
referring to the application of the Parker Enning Company,
Blaine County, Idaho, docket DMA-324. Will you please see
that this memo together with the attached memo fram Kiilegaard
and Quinlan of the Geological Survey and Magill of the Bureau
of Mines, also in quadruplicate, is forwarded to the Lead-
Zinc Branch.


Sincerely yours,


A. E. Weissenborn
Executive Officer, DMA
Field Tean, Region II


Enclosures


cc: G.C. Reed
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
So..157 Howard Street
Spokane, Washington


April 20, 1951


Memorandum


To: Lead-Zine Branch, Defense Minerals Administration


From: Field Team, Region II


Subject: Docket DNA-324, Application of Parker Mining Company,
Blaine County, Idaho.


Enclosed is a memo from a USBM-USGS examining team
relative to the Parker Mining Company, Blaine County, Idaho.


According to.this memo a worthwhile exploration program
could be worked out for the property, but before entering into an
exploration contract the DMA should assure itself that the oper-
ation of the contract will be in energetic and experienced hands. .
Inasmuch as no formal application has yet been made, nor has the
company made any decision as to whether it would care to enter
into an exploration contract, no formal recommendation is now
made by the Field Team. However, it is believed that enough
information is now at hand so that an immediate decision could
be reached should the company actually make an application.


By Field Team, Region II


A. E. Weissenborn, Exec. Officer
U. S. Geological Survey


Glenn Reed
For: M. E. Volin, hief, Min. Div.
Region II, U. S. Bureau of Mines







OF


UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
43


So. 159 Howard Street
Spokane, hashington


Avril 20, 1951


Memorandma


To: Lead ino Branch, Defense Minerale Administration


Front Field foam, Region 11


Subjeet: Docket DAA-324, APPlication of 2arker Uining Company,
Blaine County, Idaho.


Enolosed l a a memo from a USW-USGa examining team
relative to the Parker Mining Company, Blaine County, Idaho.


According to this memo a worthwhile exploration program
ooald be worked out for the property, but before entering into an
exploration contract, the WA should asaure itself that the oper-
ation of the contract will be in energetic and experienced handa.
Inaamach as no formal application has yet been made, nor has the
company made any decision as to whether it would care to enter
into an exploration contreet, no formal recommendation is now
made by the Field Team. However, it is believed that enough
information la now at hand so that an immediate decisian could
be reached should the company actually make an application.


By field Team, Region II


A. ¾. Weissenborn 2200. Officer
U. S. Geological durrey


Olenn Reed
fort M. B. Volin, Chief, Min. Div.
Region II, U. 3. Bureau of Minne
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
3


So. 151 Howard Street
pokane, nachington


April 20, 1951


Nemorandum


Tot Lead-Lito ranch, Defense Linerale Administration


Fromt field Tone, Region II


Subject: Docket A -324, Application of karker Mining, Company,
Blaine dapty, Idaho.


Huolosed is a meno frora a USW-U 3 examining team
relative to the raf er Mining Company, Blaine County, Idaho.


According to this mano a morthwhile exploratlon program
oon14 be worked out for the property, but before entering into an
exploration contract, the DMA abould assure itself.that the oper.
stio¤ of the contract will be in energetto and experienced handa.
Inaammeh as no formel application has yet been made, nor has the
company made any decision as to whether 14 would care to enter
into an exploration Contruot, no formal recommendation is now


made by the field Team. However, it is believed that enough
information is now at hand so that an imediato decision could


e reached abould the campa y actually make an aµplication.


By field team, Region II


A. E. elaaenborn, Exec, Officer
U. S. Geological aurvey


Glenn Reed
fort M. 5. Volin, Chief, Min. Div.
Region 11, U. J. Sureau of Minee







UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGilCAL SURVEY


So. 157 Howard Street
Spok:ane 8, Washington


April 23, 1951


Memoranden


To: Executive Officer, Field Team, Region II


Froms Thor Kiilagaard and Jones Quinloa, USGS, and E. A. Magill, USBM.


Subject: Docket DNA 324, Application of Parker Mining Co., Blaine .
Co., Idaho.


On April 17, 1951 the USBM-USGS examining team visited Mr.
Heber Comer, manager of the Parker Mining Company at his property in
Parker Gulch, 6.7 miles east of Ketchwn, Idaho. The purpose of the
visit was to explain the recently announced DMA exploration program
to Mr. Comer, and to secure additional infonnation on the Parker Mining
Company.


Followbag the discussion, Mr. Comer stated that he favored
entering into ma exploration contract with the DNA on a matching-fund
basis, but that he would have to await a forthcani¤g meeting of the
campany board of directors before he could be assured of funds to
contribute to the compa¤y's share of an exploration contract. He -
further stated that if the board of directors favored entering into a
matching-sum exploration program that they, the board, would agree on


- the sum of funds requested and also upon a target for e2ploration.


No attempt was made to map the geology of the property
inasmuch as it is described in detail in the Idaho Bureau of Mines
and Geology, Pamphlet No. 90: Detailed Geology of Certain Areas in
the Nineral Bill and Warm Springs Mining Districts, Blaine County,
Iddho, by A. L. Anderson, T. H. Kiilegaard, and V. C. Fryklund. The
geology of the area is also described in USGS Bull. 814; Geology and
Ore Deposits of the Wood River Region, Idaho, by,J. B. Umpleby, et. al.


The Parker mine was operated during the 1880's, and records
show that it produced from the upper workings 1,552 tons of ore which
oontained 300,236 ounces of silver and 1,106,463 pounds of lead. With
depth, the ore terminated against a strong fault and production ceased.







O . . O


Numerous workings, including the long Montgamery adit, have been
advanced into the lower areas in attempts to find the Parker ore
body beyond the fault, but these attempts have been unsuccessful.
There is no ore in sight in the mine workings at the present time.


The composite map of the Parker mine (Fig. 19), shownin
the Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology Pamphlet No. 90, was compiled
by Thor Kiilegaard, one of the members of the examining team that
visited the Parker property. It is Kiilegaard's belief that the
St. Louis vein, in the southwestern part of the property, is the
faulted continuation of the Parker vein. For his report, Kiilsgaani


recommended further exploration of the St. Louis vein.


Mr. Comer, manager and owner of 51 percent of the stock of


the Parker Mining Company, has been in the Hailey district for at
least 15 years and throughout that time has been interested in mining
operations. However, the field team was unable to find any evidence
of Comer having shipped or produced any amount of ore in that time.
Moreover, new development in the Parker mine holdings in the past
2g years consists of about 6 feet of raising, which suggests a rather
abaloss attitude inasfar as mine development is concerned. Mr. Comer
is an honest and friendly man of sanewhat advanced age, but the field
team doubts whether he is experienced enough in mine management to
operate an active operation or is capable of initiating and sqpervising
a successful exploration program.


A list of the equipment owned by the Parker Mining Company


is attached.







List of equipment owned by Parker Mining Company, April 17, 1951.


2 each Compressors, 105' Schrman gasoline driven (new in 1946)


Hoist, one ton Sullivan air tugger


Stoper, Thor (new)


Drifter, Sullivan (old)


Jackhammer, Ingersol Rand with shell and bars


2,000 ft. Rail


1,500 ft. Pipe


200 ft. Air hose


Mine cars


Truck, 4-wheel drive ly ton capacity


Cabin, 4 rooms furnished


Tool shed


Compressor shed


Miscellaneous hand tools







NITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


So. 157 Boward Street
Spokane 8, Washington


April 23 1961


Memorandum


Tot Executive Officer, Field Tema, Region II


Frans Thor Killegaard and Jones Quinlan, USGS, and E. A. Magill, USBM.


Subjects Docket il 324, Application of Parker Mining Co., Blaine
Co., Idaho.


On April 17, 1951 the USBY•USGS examining team visited Mr.
Heber Comer, manager of the Parker Mining Company at his troperty in
Parker Guloh, 6.7 miles east of Ketchum, Idaho. The purpose of the
visit was to e2plain the recently announced DNA exploration program
to Mr. Comer, and do neoure ad itional information on the Parker Mining
Company.


Following the discussion, Vr. Comer stated that he favored
entering into an emploration contract with the DNA on a matching-fund
basis, but that he would have to await a forthoening meeting of the
eanpany board of direotors before he could be assured of funds to
contribute to the company's share of an exploration contract. He
further stated that if the board of directors favored entering into a
matohing•sum explo ration pregram that they, the board, would agree on
the sum of funds requested and also Apon a teF6et for explora lon.


No attempt was made to may the geology of the property
inaanuch as it is described in detail in the Idaho Bureau of Vines
and Geology, Pamphlot No. 90s Detailed Geology of Certain Areas in
the Eineral Hill and Warm Springs Mining Distriota, Blaine County,
Idaho, by A. L• Anderson, T. E. Kiilagaard, and V. C. Fryklund. The
geology of the area is also described in USGS Bull. 814; Geology and
Ore Deposits of the Wood River Region, Idaho, by Ja B. Umpleby, g. g.


The Parker mine was operated during the 1880's, and records
show that it prodaced from the upper workinga 1,552 tous of ore which
contained 300,286 ounces of silver and 1,106,463 pounds of lead. With
depth, the ore teminated against a strong fault and prodnetion ceased.







Numerous workings, including the long Montgomery adit, have been
advanoed into the lower areas in attempts to find the Parker ore
body beyond the fault, but these attempta have been unsucosastal.
There is no ore in eight in the mine workings at †,he present ties.


The composite map of the Parker mine (Fig. 19), shonain
the Idaho Buren of Eines and Geology Famphlet No. 90, was compiled
by Thor Kiilagaard, one of the members of the examining team that
visited the Parker property. It la Eiilagaard*a belief that the
St. Louis vain, it the soutbreatern vart of the property, is the
faulted continuation of the Parker vain. For his report, Killegaani
reoommended furthek eyploration of the St. Louis vein.


Mr. Comer, manager and owner of 61 percent of the stock of
the Parker Mining Company, has been in the Failey district for at
least 15 years and throughout that time has been interested in mining
operations. However, the field town was unable to find any evidence
of Comer having shippet or produced any amount of ore in that time.
Moreover, new development in the Parkor mine holdings in the past


§ years oonsists of about 5 feet of raising, which auggeste a rather
aimless attitude inestar as mine development is concerug. -comer
is an honeat and friendly man of somewhat advanced age, L¤¾ the fio14
tem doubts whether he is experienced enough in mine management to
operate an active operation or is capable of initiating and agpervistag
a successful exploration program.


A list of the equipment owned by the Parker ining Company
is attaohed.







1.184 of equipmen* O ned by Parker Mining Company, April 17, 1951.


A ogeh Compressors, 105* Schraam gasoline driven (new in 194ß)


Bolet, one ton Sullivan air tugger


Stoper, Ther (new)


Drifter, Sullivan (old)


Jaekhasmer ingersol Rand with shell arid bars


2,000 ft. Rail


1,500 ft. Pipo


200 ft. Air home


Mine ears


Truck, 4•«he41 driYe ton cap eity


Cabin, 4 toome furnished


Tool shed


Compressor shed


Misee11ansons hand toela
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
h3


So. 157 Howard Street
Spokane 8, tashington


April ", 1951


Memorandum


for Executive Otticer, Field team, Region II


Froer Thor Kiilegaard and James Quinlan, USGS, and E. A. Magill, USSL,


Subjeets Dooket DNA 884, Application of Parker Eining Co., Blaine
Co., Idaho.


On April 17, 1951 the USBY- SGS examining team visited ¼ra
Heber Coner, manager of the Parker ining Company pt his property in
Parker Gulch, 4,9 miles east of Ketchum, Idaho. The purpose of the
visit was to eplein the recently announced IRA enloration prorram
to Mr. Comer, and to soeure ad itioral infonastion en the Isrker Mining
Company.


Fo11ming the diseussio¤, r. Comer stated that he favored
entering into a¤ emploration contract with the TUA en a matehl¤g•fund
basis, but t.hat he would have to await a fortheoming meeting of the
company board of Mreotors before he could be assured of funds to
contribute to the company's share of en exploration contrant. He
further stated that if the board of directors favored ent,ering into a
matching-sum emple ration program that they, the board, would agree on
the sum of funde requested and also upon a target for emploration.


No attempt was made to man the yeology of the property
inasmuch as it is described in detail in the Idaho Bureau of Vines
and Geology, Pamphlet No. 90s Detailed 9010 yof certain Areas in
the Mineral Hill and Warm Springs M¤ing Districts, Elaine Count,y,
Idaho, byA. L. ßnderson, T. H. Killagnard, and V. C. Fryklund. The
geology of the area is also described in 0808 Bull. 814; Geology and
Ore Deposits of the Wood River Region, Idaho, by J. ß• Umpleby, g. g.


The Parker mine was operated during the 1880's, and reeerda
show that it produced from the upper workinga 1,662 tous of ore which
contained 300,286 onnees of silver and 1,106,463 pounde of lead. With
depth, the ore terminated against, a strong fault and produotion osased.







userous working¾ ínoluding the long ¾ontgemory adit, have been
advanced into the Agwer areas in attempts to find the Parker ore
body beyond the fault, but these attempts have ¾een unsuccessful.
There is no ore in eight in the mine workings at †,he present time.


The danpetite :nap of the Perter eine (Fig. 19), shova in
the Idsho Saren of Vines and Geolow Per b1st To. SO, was compiled
by Thor Killsynord, one of themembers of the examining team thet
viei¾ed the Parker property. It it Killegasrd*a belink that the
St. Louis vain, in the southwesterr nart of the property, is the
faalted continuatica of the Parker rest. Wer his report, Villegaant
reeomaanded further exploration of the St. Louis vein.


Mr. Comer, manager and cy:act of 51 percent of he stook of
the Parker Mining Company, hos been in the Hailey district for at
least 16 years and throughout that time has been interested in mining
operations. However, the field team was unable to find any evidence
of Comer having shipped or produced any amount of cre in that time.
Foreover, new development in the Parker mine holdings in the past


years eenaista of about 6 feet of raining, which aufgesha a r*¾het
aimless attitude inastar as eine develonnent is concernet, Mr. Comer
is an honest saa riendly man of somwhat advanced age, but the field
toen doubts whether he is experienced enough in mine management to
operate an aetive operation or is expable of initiating and supervising
a suocessful exploration program.


A list of the equipment ««ned by the arker ining commeny
is atteohed.







Idat of equipment omed by Parker ¾ining Company, April 17, 19514


2 each Compressorsi, 100 Schroma gasoline driven (new in 1946)


ist, one ken Sullivan air tagger


Stoper, Thor (new)


Drifter, Sulliva¤ (eld)


Jaekhamwar, ingersol Rand with shell and bare


2,000 ft. Rail


1,600 ft. Pipe


200 ft. Air home


Mine oara


fruok, 4•wimel drive 1¼ ton espooity


Gibin, 4 roome furnished


Tool shed


Compressor Ghed


¾iesellaneous head tools
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etchum, Idaho
oher 5, 1951


Mr. A. E. eissenhora
Executive Officer, A
Field Team, Region II
Department of the Intor or
So. 157 Noward Street
Spokane, ashington


kttention: ir. Thor 1. Viilemmard
het Parker Vire-D A Docket 324


Dear Sir:


As requested in yo let,ter of August let, we are sub ittir g the ollarin
data portaininc to ex loration loan on the Parker ne:


1. Snolosed is of the Monic mory level on which
"r. O. T. onsen, lining Encireer, has slotted the
position and extent of the proposed diamond drill
holes.


2. I note th re ansen has spotted holee covering
more foota e than yu believe can be drilled under
our progra . Sinoe the company will be doinr this
work, and o contracting it, he believes we should
be able to et from 6000 to 7000 feet of hole.


owever, if yo think we are still too high on this
footage, Wy can decrease it.


3. The location of the nroposed development tunnel, on
the company' round, conti gent upon the results of
the diamon drilling, is in the vioirity of 10,0 0 E
and 33,000 5, reference being made to Nap, Pig. JA in
our appliettion.


4. As you su est, we wi31 employ en en inser during our
diamond drillin of the Parker property.


Inasmuch as wages for iamond driller, as we]3 as for a helper and oo pressor
man, have increased sisae the filing of our oririnal application, and an
enrincer was not speci ted therein, we believe Pa e 39 of or apnlication
covering, "The Roquir ta and caste" should e amended to e on + is increase
in oost.







The amend ent of Pa e 39 would Le as To OWS


23. a) 1 Dicoond Driller 150 days 6 10 . 2400.
1 9.0. elver " " 13.00 1 50.
1 Compressor su " " 13. O 1900. c.


b) En"incerir gw montha
1 t- r. L 50. 6 MO


a) "ono
d) " one


e) 1 Dianord Brill 25 •
1E 0* fi' er air hose 6 •
1 sod Mr lower and


12 ' air vent ripe


(f) Y ono
(7) Six onths E 0800. per mo,
(h) Cas, oil, incl. six months 500.


Tot al 21200.


I should have likedto consultwith you or amatterscertained eroin, but
since this was not possible, I trust the pointa covered will met with your
approval. If they do sot, I would reatly appreciate any suryestions you


might doen advisable to w e.


May I have an aoynealedgment of this letter and enclosure.


Very truly yours,


eher Comer
President,
Parker Sning Gospany, Inc.


OLOl e







no 2.


The noen lent of 3( vio Li oc as o lows:


23. a) 1 col Jriller 36C sys .' 24004
elpe r " " 13. 50,
se or at " " Hi. It t'.


months ? .
r, . -o, i 2 .


(d o
(e 2 91 orill :Tao.


L cr a ir ' oso De D.
3 oc r r and


r vont -ioe 3200. 42T.


cathe Bæ. per no.
Cae, o , inal, six onths 15 .


rk al 21200.


I a a là ave Ukad to e :325 a b on on u natters o rLaiped Mrcin, but
since tMs r:ue no sa!.ble I trtu:t no pointa ouvered wü~ moot with youre
approval. If th.oy or ot, I would really yprociate any tu estions you
si t doen alvice 3 to ,de.


"ay I have an af no e gnent of this letter an anel auro.


ory tra1ÿ yours,


onor Comer
rocNent,


014







Yetchum, I af:o
Gotúber 5, 1951


Mr. A. R. elsser on
Executive Offioer A
Field ~'eam, Pogio 12
Department of the Totorlor
So, 167 Foxard Stroot
Spo ano, ashington


4ttortion: 34. Thor U. Ils gyd
Re: Par er " re-D"A One et 524


,enr Sira


As requested ir. vor lett:or of August ist, wo Gro st'nitt e ollowing
data r attainir to a:Flor: ion loan en the r'or no a


1. Encissod to e of the or tory level on ; ioh
r. ". T. Da en, Mining Fn ireer, as - lo ted the


position at extent of the proposed diamond drill
holes.


2. I n to t r. ansen Mac spotted holes covaring
ere f at et nyu believe -en 'ri31ed under


our procy iron tw company i 1 Le doinc this
work, an3 tracting ¾, C lieves we thould


e able to from 000 to 7 0 feet f hole,
owevor, think we aro stin too V gh on this


foota;;e, v:o doorease it.


3. The loaatlet the propose3 velopment t one3, on
the Companym roun3, conti ont uron the reelte of
he diamond iniry, it; inthovieldty of V),000 E


and 35,000 , reference being ade to inp, Fig. 10 in
our applin on.


4. Es you su act, we wil l entity an omincer durin mtr
diamond driBN of the Enrkar preparty.


Inasmuch as wares for e ditcond dritor, at we i at for a e3per and compressor
can, hvo increased name Ho filinr: 6 o-r ori ena3 appu 'ion, and an
enriteer vue not e led croin, we ' elieve "a e 30 of cr up liention
moraring " c Perp ½ nnd o a" cho e vrede i to C. rw is itternase
in coat.







Ketchum, Idaho
October 5, 1951


Mr. A. E. Seissenborn,
Executive Officer, DMA
Field Team, Region II,
Department of the Interior,
So. 157 Howard Street,
Spokane, Washington.


Attention:Mr.Thor H. Kiilsgaard.
Re: Parker Mine-DMA Docket #3'd4.


Dear Sir:


As requested in your letter of August.1st, we are submitting the
following data pertaining to exploration loan on the Parker Mine:


1. Enclosed is map of the Montgomery level on which
Mr. O. T. Eansen, Mining Engineer, has plotted the
position and extent of the proposed diamond drill


. holes.


2. I note that Mr. Hansen has spotted holes covering
more footage than you believe can be drilled under
our program. Since the company will be doingthis
work, and not contracting it, he believeawe should
be able to get from 6000 to 7000 feet of hole.
However, if you think we are still too high on this
footage, we can decrease it.


3. The location of the proposed.development tunnel, on
the Company's ground, contingent upon the results of '
the diamond drilling, is in the vicinity of 10,000 E
and 33,000 N, reference being made to Map, Fig. 16 in
our application.


4. As you suggest, we will employ an engineer during our
diamond drilling of the Parker property.


Inasmuch as wages for a diamond di'iller, as well as for a helper
and compressor man, have increased since the filing of our original
application, and an engineer was not specified therein, we believe
Page 39 of our application covering "The Requirements and Costs"
should be amended to show this increase in cost.







The amendment of Page 39 would be as follows:


23. (a) 1 Diamond Driller 150 days O $16.00 02400.
1 D.D.Helper " " 13.00 1950.
1 Compressor man " " 13.00 1950.


06300.
(b) Engineering- 6 months 2000.7


1 Supt-Mgr. 6 mo. O 400 2400.


(c) None
(R) None
(e) 1 Diamond Drill 92500.


1000' fiber air hose 500.
1 Used air Blover and
1200' air vent pipe 1200. 4200.


(f) None
(g) Six months 800. per mo. 4800.
(h) Das, oil, miscl. six norths 1500,
(i) None


. Total 021200.


I should have liked to consult with you on the matters contained
herein, but since this was not possible, I trust the points covered
will meet with your approval. If they do not, I would greatly
appreciate any suggestions you might deem advisable to make.


May I have an acknowledsment of this letter and enclosure.


Very ruly yours,


President, '
HC/o 2arker Mining Company, Inc.
enol







etchum, Idaho
olmr 5, 1 51


Ur. A. E. eissenborn
Exeontive Officer,
Pield Team, Legion IT
Department of the Iptorlor
Sc. 15" Borard Street
spokane, aching,tor


Attentions r. Thor M. ils-aard
Ret Ÿarker ire-D"A Doo et 3È4


Dear Sir:


As roguested in yo r etter of August let, se are sub it i LLo allowing
data nortninin to a lore tion loan on the Parker ' ne: '


1. .Enclosed it of the enig mory level on which
r. C. T, en, Minint Enciredr, has lo'ted the .


position un extent of the p'roposed diamond drill
holen.


2. I note ti 7. annen has spotted holes coNrering
nore foot c fun yu believe can he drilled under
our progra . Finos the company will be loing this
work, and o contrácting it, he believes we should
be anlo to et from COO to 70 0 feet of hole.
mover, if 70, think we are still too hich on this


footage, yo een decrease it.


5. The locatiot: of the proposed d velopment t nnel, on
the Company'a ground, conti cent unen the results of
the diamon rilling, is in the vioi ity of 10,0 0 E
and 33¿QOO Y, reference being made to Map, Vig. 16 in
our applie:Ltion.


4. A s you au pot, we wil l emnley an en incor durin our
diamond dri)1inr of the Parker property.


Inas uch as wages for a diamond dri ller, ma me i as for a e3 per and oc tressor
an, ove increased dinee tha fi ling of our original a pliantion, and an


strincer L:as not e odif'iod therein, se alieve e 39 of or av liention
Sovering "The Re ule onts imd See s" should e amende i in s e i is increase
in cost.







'he a mã,ent 0 o 1d be as to ows


33. 1 01 ond Driller 750 days f 24 .
1 U. , el y " " 13.
1 60 re ss or av "


( Eckmer .. nonths
1 T4 24 .


(a) o
d)
e) d Drin 25¾.


cr air ose RO.
oor and


r vent Ope 1200. . 42 .


ont½ LO. per 710. 2 •
oil, 1861. six nonths 150 .


Total 212004 .


I s ould ave liked to o nault with ou o ha -To.ttere a Madned ,erein, but
since this was (tot assible, I truct + e points covered wül ,eet with 70 Y
approval. If they p mot, I would rea tly a ppropiate cry su estime you


17 t deem advighle to e•


y I ave an a to leãg ont of this le ter er ene au:t.


ry truly yours


east Domar
resident,
arte r 3 in Oc , No.
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